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METRIC CONVERSION TABLE

(International System of Units)

I foot 0 0.3 meter (m)I inch - 2.5 centimeter (cm)
! I kip =4,448.2 Newton (N)1 knot 0.5 meter per second (mis)

I Mie = 1.6 kilometer (km)

1 pound = 0.4 kilogram (kg)
1 psi - 6.9 kilopasca (kPa)

slug/ft3  5 15.4 kilogram per meter 3 (kg/m 3)i 1ton ,x "7.2 kilogram (kg)

Temperature, °C = (OF - 32)11.8
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE properties and hydrodynamic Ioading criteria and
because of the errors inhercnt in the computational

The Navy Seafloor Construction Experiment techniques. Because little experimental data exist to
(S:ACON) program supports the Navy's requirement validate models, precise validation data are needed to
for th'e development and evaluation of technology for quantify the errors associated with the various tech-
t, ,nstructing undersea installations. It is part of the niques l1-11.

Deep Ocean Technology (I)OT) Project sponsored by
the Navy Facilities Engineering Command (NAV-
FAC). APPROACH

SFACON II is the second in a series of major
undersea construction experiments managed by the The SEACON II structure (Figure 1-1) was
Navy's Civil Engineering Laboratory (CEl.). The designed and built primarily to satisfy this need for
primary goal of this experiment was the measurement data on the steady-state response of a complex cable
of a complex. three-dimensional cable structure's structure to ocean currents. A trimoor configuration
steady-stare response to ocean currents, and the use was selected to provide a complex, statically
of these measurements to validate analytical design indeterminate structure for evaluating comprehensive
models. , secondary goal was to provide a demon- steady-state analytical model-. One of the analytical
stration and critical evaluation of recent develop- models was selected for designing the structure and
ments in (Kean engineering technology required to for making predictions of the structure's response to
site, design, implant, and operate large, fixed subsea the expected range of currents at the implant site.
cable structures. The structure size and implan: depth were sclrcted to

provide a challenging implant exercise and to al!ot
reliable extrapolation of the validation data to the

BACKGROUND size of structure that might be designed for the
deepest locations in the ocean. An instrumentation

Multimoored 1able structures are an efficient system was designed to meet the structure's predicted
means for providing stabic platforms for - variety of rcsponse and the level of validation desired. 4

intruments in the deep ocean. Attempts nave been T e structure was built. installed, and maintained
made to, install and evaluate the engineering perfor- in the occan for 22 months, frtom August 1974 to
mance of such structures ,on several oecasims, over ,*t.v 1976. Durng the implantmcnt pcri(d current
the past decade. Little quantitative structural profiles and corrcsponding structure rcsponse tere
response data have locen obtained. During this sam.- measured. The structure was then recosered to permit
period numerous analvtica! models have been visual examination of its condition and to perform
developed to analyie the steady-state behavior of tests on its components.
moored cable systems. These modrel attempt to This rep-ort describes the design of the %.stem anti
predict the tensions in the c:iblcs and ihe gcomevtry of its implantment and performance. The results of the
the moxonngs acted itpon by steadv-state ocean structure's response to ocean currenti arc presented
currents. None of these modehs yield exact solutions along with a prehminary analysis of these results

because of th Assumptions made regarding steuctural relative to an;lVtIcal predictions.
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CHAPTER 2

SIlTE INVESTIGATION

SECTION I SITE CRITERIA SECTION 2 - SITE SURVEY

I his charter describes and evaluates the SEACON PRELIMINARY SURVEY
11 si te selection and investigation effort conductcd by
CI. off the coast of Southern California. Prior co Five potential sites for a preliminary sur'ey
conducting any- site surv-ey )pcrations. a listing (4f operation were chosecn from literature search and
c:riticai environmental factors 12-11 was consulted, ti)m U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey bathymetric
and the following site criteria isere established: Lu.tns. Tlhe site criteria guidelines described above

S Waer dpth ust e be~sen 2.00 ad 6,(X) sec applied to the extent possible in selecting the

elfeet to a.,~m for the installation of A large five sites of interest shovo n in Figure 2-I1.

enough structure so that results can be rlmnr iesrvyoeain~scn
ducted from the Tr-A(OR 13. VSV Bartlett. a U.S.

confidenitl extrapolated to structures in waterNayoengphcsl.fm2to8Je19.

depths~~~~~~~~ of15MIto2.)fet hsdp h c hsurvey. consisted of (1) bottom core sampling. (2)
range isoulti also bec sufficient to locate the dF~' xe oii
instruniti-d "delta" below the /one of ant.tm rtu.ins i( g p .
significant surfACe effec4ts, and (3) bottom andi subbottom profiling. Current

measurements %cre not made during this cruise due
0 Ocan currents must be as nighi as 15 cm/sec a to lack of ship time and etuipmecnt.

significant period of the time at 3M( feet and At the time of this cruise, a 6,000)-foot depth fer
mnust reach down to the bottom. Maximum the SEACON 11 site was favored in order ito provideI

Fcurrents at 50() feet and bclo~t should not serious challenge to three-dimensional array con-
exceed 5c) cm/sec. Currents that change signaft- struction technology. Sites I and 5 in the Santa C:ru.*
cantly in nagnitude and dhreetion are a and San lemente Blasin. respectively-. were the on]%
requirement. tM0i 6.(N)-foot sites anatialli- considered. The San

0 Th sie mst b isthi 40 .Ie f Cl:emente Blasin site did not nwet the 40-milec-front'
Port-fluerine range requirement. btut it %sas located

Ilueneme ito permit use of ClIl.'s warping tugI, ad dvin boti o cnduc th se opritom.near the Nas-v facilitv, at San Clemente Island which
could bc Lused as a base (if opecratiOns.

* 1tic site nmust hase a rliatiseI% large irea (2-male In Septembler 1972 CIA1. and NAVFAC personnel
diameter) (it necarly constant depth (020 feet). discussed SI-AC()N 11 obj-ctiie anti tc %election in

* rENc site must lit' located outside %hipping lane-. of res -il prolcet goals. It was decided that

submarine lanes. ranges. trasslcr fishing collecting performance data for %alidatang analytical

grounds. or othcr kw~ation% tooith significant niauk-ls for ik'sigi. of undcruater cattle arrays wt'uld
opertioal onsraitsbe the primari goali Arr. consitruction technolog%

deseclopmcnt %%A% a %ccont!aro goal. ishich reduced the

* I he sowe should hase a sea state less v~~ 3 more need for the extra cost Andi risk of going to a depth of
titan NY'S, of the iny,' iear rouind. 6(NX) feet isith the experimentso if a %uitalolt' site at a

* I lie ste must have at lear-i 50 feet of uncon-ili-t alse et gdbefud ihti hnei
41aed sediment ocr tit permit use of decep emphas.is, the three %sit-% Atith depth- ranging from

iivtan entlit'dment lr.h'rs. Atth seiiment aboutt !.(NX)) tit 3.A) feet tiso south uof Santa Cru/

flukes ind Andi tne in the S,;nt.i Mi"nicA basin bcame

* *Ariotust sontnders
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* ma*%imut tidtal currents arc 9 to 12
cm/sec. he ixi% tit the tidal current
ellipse is orietetd to 110) degrees to 280

tiL1recs. " spar buoy
I hi% prediction indicated the sunmmer currents '0f

",itild certaiini% lie tit high enough magnitude and
%tould ch~angc miftfit. ientiv in magnitude and direction 9i.is
,I. Ith t idial current% .add aind subtract front the suibsurface buoy
Itermicltit ctirient tot meet the siting .pecpf icat ions.
I hc Jlatai for thec %% inter curient- Acere marginal, htw- 2.5-ton swivel

eter %%hcn the permanent and tida, currents were 4~~o /-n
Atitictd, the resulting %clocity just reached 15 cm/sec.wierp

A current mecasuremnrt 4cruise was conducted or.
29) to 30) \osember 1972 aboard the UVXS Bartlett. curn4ee
I hec crise had m~o phases to it. collection of real
tanie dati .and iniplantinent of a c:urrent mectcr moor4
1irsi. a single-point moor (l-igure 2-2) stath .a current20fof3Mi
metcr .and at CC-II (currrnnt, conductivimi. tempeta. ierp

ture, and depth) mci was to tic Installed 5(m) feet
lIelots the surface. *Fhi was to hec a tauit moor st ith a1 CCTD mcter
sublsurface buoy atid a surface spar huoy. WhIen the

t ~deplo% ment was nearly completed. it %%.i% found that
ithe mooit r u -a% about 150 feet too long. Since at %% ould
lie difficult ito -cco,,cr the mnoor us th the I %V
Ait.,rdai. it %%as decided to use the subsurface buot AS

.a surface float, collect data for 2 or 3 davs. ant then
rccos er the moor "sith .inother vcsel before the 2.2 to

surfa.ce bum~ par:cd or %%~a% cut loose. 2.350 ft
I. :fortunatcht. foul tse.itlier delaved a reetas en

.it~ienpt until 8 td%as fter implant. anti. esen thn
tslaitc cqiapsndl 5'to-6-foot sets made an organi/ett
search pasticrn irnlic!55i11e. 'I hec surface buoy %%a% not

I~.zl tihe nest opporariit to scarch %%as 2 steeks
aftecr implaint. After an c~tensite search effort fa11il
to hithe surface buoyi. signals %%cre transmitted
tot trigger the espiosise release-. tio bsoy sorfaced. aosi
Probmilk the buo% sunk or broke ltose resulting in
the moor laiying oin the biottom.

imue tit the importance of the data, the Deep
'Sulmerilile Vchi Ic IDfSV) Iterfic w%.i% engiged from
stuliersile Dkseiopment (.rotip One (SUBIIl \'GRt*
1) to secirch for the moor. On 16i January 1973 I)SV t2 l te lri

h111 drib ioseto thec holatom. hut deteriorating swatr .. /

fort cii her return tot the murface Atithout condlucting a
warthi On 9 1Iehroars 1973 DW~ Itortle again ilose.
andi Ihis time: it tontieid a 4-hour sea;rch. vcasrig ligurc 221. (Currcnt meter moor fair tletail
the .arc.i %be-%tn in 1iagure 2.3. %\o moor %%.%% hacated. site %urvey.
andi the wairth %% a% .Ambanne.
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The second phase of this eurr.!nt meter cruise on
29 to 30 November 1972 invol Ped anchoring the
USNS Bartlett and lowering a sell.rccording 1Hydro-
products Model 505 current meter and a Hydropro-
ducts current speed sensor (Figure 2-4) with a dcck
readout to provide an immediatc indication of
curreiit profile for the area. During one profiling the two-conductor

, currents ranged from a low of about 2 cm/sec to a electrical cable

high of about 15 cm/sec (Figure 2-5). These data married to

were confirmed by the tape on the self-recording /6-in.lowering wire

,meter after it was recovered. hydrowire
The meager data collected on this first current

meter cruise were insufficient to make a final site
selection decision. Instead, preparations began for
another current meter cruise. This second implant
was made on 9 May 1973 with two meters: one at
55 feet, and the other at 1,050 feet in 2,890 feet of
water. Figure 2-6 shows the moor configuration.
Several significant changes were made in design and
procedures from the first moor. Most importantly,
backup, buoyancy was included so that failure of one
buoy would not prevent recovery of the moor. Also,
the buoyancy elements were pressure-tested before
use. At the start of implant, the acoustic anchor 50 ft of 1/2-in.
release was'lowered with a dummy anchor at the site nylon strap

and tested to insure it operated properly. A final Hydroproducts

. j important difference from the first implant was the model 505
implant vessel and hardware. The CE L Warping Tug current meter,
was used, and implant equipment was operated by self-recording

. CEL riggers, which resulted in a smoothly run
implant operation.

-Thi second implant was followed by two more
ttha differed' ojly in that four meters were installed

on the third mooi-2atd"three meters on the fourth
moor. These moors provided data from 9 May 1973
through 13 September 1973, which covered the
period of highest expected currents.

Table 2-1 -provides a summary of the four current tydroproducts
moor implants. Although modifying the implant , currentspeed•Li/ sensor with
tcchiiques after the first implant resulted in a perfect deck readout

t "' recovery record for the next three moors, the data
recovery rate was low; only five of the nine meters
installed recorded good quality data. Fortunately,
however, dat'were coisistently obtained at approxi- 40O-lb

steel
mately 500 feet, where the current would exert the cl: clump
largest drag effect on thes'ructurc. Figures 2-7, 2-8,
and 2-9 present the current data collected almost
continuously from May to September 1973 in thc Figure 2-4. Equipment configuration for current

profiling.

.- g,. ~-. - ~



/45-ft-long spar buoy
0 "45 ft of 1/4-in. 6x19

IWRC strap
i.,, gi 38-in.-diam aluminum

t inr-sc during 8-min period

5 0 0 - - .....i.r" -" T--r 
- b u o y , p a in te d w h ite a n d

0 [" yellow: 38-ktlz pinger

I attached

1,000 3-ton swivel

I449 ftof 1/4-n. 6x19
f' ' WRC galvanized wire

.~ ~ rope
Geodyne current meter

200. 494 ft of 1/4-in. 6x19

. -4--- IWRC galvanized wire

2,00 0_ow rope

3.00 . o . -4-- Geodyne current meter
3 00 5 10 15 20 25

Current (cm/sec)

Figure 2-5. Current profiling with direct-reading
current velocimcter.

IWRC galvanized wire rope

500-foot vicinity. It is evident from the velocity
histograms that, as the summer progresses, higher
velocity readings are more frequent. In late spring 38-in.-diam aluminum
only about 1% of the readings is over 0.3 knot (about - backup buoy, painted

15 cm/sec). By late summer the velocity readings in white and yellow

excess of 0.3 knot are up to about 10%. Note that as
more higher currents become more frequent, the pre- 62 ft of 3/8-in. 6x19

highe freqent,4- IWRC galvanized wire
dominant direction shifts toward the north. This shift c
appears to verify at least qualitatively the predicted rope

current data. As the permanent current increases in
velocity, its direction, which has a larger northerly transponder with

3!component than the tidal current, begins to dominate -acoustic release
a the resultant direction of the current.

The greatest significance of the data from the site 3 ft of 3/8-in. 6x19 IWRC

selection and investigation standpoint was that
currents in excess of 15 cm/sec were found to occur a
significant percentage of the time. rhe currents, as / I e er
predicted, reached deeply. Readings taken at 1,050
feet showed the same velocity and direction patterns
as those at 500 feet. The currents varied significantly
in velocity and direction, decreasing to near zero at
times and changing direction often as much as 120
degrees. Based on these results, it was decided that Figure 2-6. Modified moor configuration with
the Santa Monica Basin site provided a suitable backup b)uoancy.

.- current environment for the SEACON i experiment.



Table 2-1. Summary of Current Moor Investigation at SI AC ON 11 Site

Moor D~ate D~ate No. of ~ *o
N. Location Meters RemarKsN.Installed Recovered Meters Wre

1 3 3()44'48"N 29 Nov 72 2 Moor not recos ered.
11 I9o 03'I18 "

*2 3 3(44'40"N 9 May 73 7 Jun 73 2 2 Routine recoverv.
1 19()32 3'"W good quarlir' d.1ta

3 33().4'29"N 7 Jun 73 3 Jul 73 4 2Rout ine re o% er\

I1I 9q03'0o"NW I wo( li owed
mecters nid frrne-
rioned . riotd it%-

coLerec~i until dLita

reduced. so
reinstalled

4 33'i44'30"N 3 Jul 73 13 Sepl 73 3 1 Routine reto% er\
11 9()03'30"\V same h~orross ed

nieters tiIal func- j

'145". 15 out of I I I of thownmm ter% inrstall ed %%orkcd.

Water Colunmn (immll cgraih ic diat a profiles for thle sun-i floIcatIioin

whiichr was abhout 3 il ies northeiast oif thle fi nil
Wa tei coliumn i data \%er crcneded to (I) design tile SLiACON If site. It cran le seein tihat tile delta pa rt iif

acoustit, positioni meaisurinig equipmtient, (2) reduce the structure. lrirh \%a~s demiged to bie at 45(1 to 500
tire liathometer records for makiiig aii accurate topo- ftet. is %seil iieiol(\ tile tiler ircric aiid tile liroblleimi
graphit ihr. (3) dermte uehat terres. (4) dcttcrinne it might cause mo sound trdalsnissiotl pmits. file prno-
the corros,i1 enivironimlent so that tile matiodic pro- file% also Indicate that tile dmsoised o.\gen koilient

teetronI WSstem1 eCiild lie properlN designed. (5) deter- approaches iero alt tile ba.sin sIll depth oif 2 .400, feet

ine accuirate ini-wai %% s eiglit s a nil liiovanlies of 1 2-31 , resutiting In iii an aerob ic or riear a nacni ii c

Strnet oral cieenit s (6) assess% tire imai ie foiuli ng conidi tion thatr mu st IlC consi dered in th irictlian ial

eiiwio nnen t and ( 7) imake tici roui ti other deter- desrgn.
miii ii.itI1 ios lie irisilc pa rmet ers mreasu red ss crc In tile pmriw-s of tri nstheck ming sounrd % cioc tst

sal cis. iliperaiture. and ilisoicd uissgen s ersus measti rements imrde msii tile SI A( ON 11 Svructim e

nle-1th. lI*ies- pronperties %%ei'e essential for deter- imst rtiirientait oil, tine teiieatutre profile \%.as
iinrg or irer pa ra let er% suih in isssat r d nsit\ anrd rvnicamSi red ore than i 3 \ cairs ift er thle Iniial temnper- .l

srniiirn elnic-it\ priofiles. .izurc prinfile iraw \%ere collected Ant t-\pidabiIe

'111V sJi - .tcpcrmrtr. ind dlisinsei nissgen initirstiltiniuugraipii \%.I% klicul toi kcuit tile *Iat.i.

1nilfies \\ ere inirtirienl il tire Sanrmta MuntimtaIBasini Stre sshwdr are prescnited anid omlparvil ;%mi tile earlier
onl 5 )tule 1972. lie profiling ss stiiin to.ird tire dal.i in I igore 2 i I \grcenlent bit Imset tire m5o1%(Sets
sullii %c%. I ' \'% fljithli \%.Ia used ID).ta r crc- of da., I IS une gooid ececpt near the suirfarce 55 here
recorded ol puned papier r tr.ipcrad printcw aseu fter Iik weaisuiial S . it on I% sigii antd
tire cro m ait CI-I I ;gurc 2 1t0 presents tire 1
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- V-

Oxygen (nil/I) 10 8 6 4 2 0
Salinity (00()) 33.5 33.7 33.9 34.1 34.3 34.5 -
'rempcrraure (0C) 3 7 11 15 19 23
Sound Vclocity (fp%) 5.o0() 4.950 4,990 4.850 4.800 4.75o1

500 N

-5c 1 K00

Sound Velocity
Te'niperaturc

12igrc -10 1hyw al occanographic data. profilc, at SFACON It ,-.t on 5 June 1972
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So ilid Veloi ty ( lp%)
5111 4.9511 4,9M1( 4:85(1 4.8(Xl 1 ,7501

500.-

;00,

1.5m

2.5m)1 2.500(

.11(000

3.11(111~~ 0124 1,0125 1.0126 1.0127 1.112X I.029 [.01301 4.01
3 7 11 15 19 2~3 III-Slits Sredilc (Grm~l. p. (gmhel)

'I cnilperatirc urv * 
%f

I ;gu e 2-11 I. Comnpairison of tem peraltu re an d s.ound lFigurc 2- 12. In -stit spec: ic trav.imt profile of

f wlocn%3 protilc% taiken 5 Junie 1972 and 2(6 %elwater at1 Si ACON 11 %ti oil 8 Jt1ine 1972.
SetembeiIIr 1975.

I sing file. C icilatu re anfd -. iim it i lc If I.ii thle %trutlu reti Iplan ft midh flot (131. t.aing 00l file r(-sl lfl'.e

in-miti del1nI1' iifl .1 cr prIf iIe. p,1  (preci td In1 If thle %t3ro ctutre is) tlihe3 -urcics.

PIigure: 2- 12) %%;1%' determined b% the S%. crdnip'\ t~le'.%

12-41. cforTpgah
\i aii ( 11(1.1 ilel ct (If (131. cl. lcc( oel(n th liat.i cr

111.1 iiI( d '.11ibilerIille ille1 '% hI i(i do'.% at.1 the %.ie oil d1 eterin ed from 1 bto profii inrg tondo tvd dourinrg

9 1 elirti.m 19 .?3 rclorte(I %. mi'llllt %%..i% e'ellent oni the prchmmaii~r% mick sti01". criveo oCil 5 it) 6 June "

lie Ill i 3.1, dw lc'. nic C't11.3eiI CClv cII %cc W 501 feel 1 972. .Approx i 01. el 301 nat1ic al nuii oi' f I r.hdtio

from file '.tll. %%'ere ruli fit tlie ,tic .area (I I iore 2.13) 1% file (_ \.S

Amiml'phiLct and :Air/Secz Interfacc Condijtions. le'.careli I j;iiipit h is. 'I ruined'. er Model 14(0

D.1.1 ff ;Iratcconliln..a: he it %% ill St i Res. orti. I (' M, ACd 01 U. I loca l iona rei' oIn

At.UhhhI- ill zlhe literutore I.1Ask 2-2 I 1% a %tiiiliar of liet. %%as1' U'.ll for contl~lol~I .,irol. 1)ro'. Ilg

the IlI(nllik' '..liatioi 'If mrid1(. WIa. and1( %%.11 for the 11cic.timiig .R turao' of .i'ut -50 fcel I lie liotiom

%fit-C I IIC'. dai %h .11im. tlw- requirclldO t could b~e fiie:. t tue '.m.t *. '.. \.i% Ii id to Is si cir- fed uIue'%

th: imec \t.ir iond 'I hie data1. it%'(i %hiio%% dile %liliticr from tiC. o cl%, I% -1kpitictd izi 0ie bahh'mltri

m1.1 fIAI miii'iii proi. b\ ir' fil I-h %e' %c.lliier !,ir thini in Igl(2 1.4 I hia'. litI'.t:I(t ted for '.ouIld

%tili 1* ''.,liicr ( ointi~-c% %%filliIlic periodf 0 Isl C~ higc. \turat d~pIII %1.11.1 .13 '1ie phlq.)'.c lot 13.1(1 (of

ttirrtmIl' ind1( tI%' wdr.tid i. fill- talrget piwl. ot doIII( lh .111,110r %% . I t.% V'4 1111.1 ili ItiIIC tilt
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T.:hle 2-2. Wind, Sca. and S'.'.cl I Dat for S L-ACON I I Site 12-S 1

l).tai e.pre'.'cd .3' percent ot lonlth. )

<6 Knot., 11-21 Knots. >2 I-ckt >4 I-eel >2 I-ecr >6 I-cut

J.in1 38 25 50 8 60 8

I-Cb 30 32 55 10) 75 18

Mr28 J 28 50 13 80 16
Ap1)r 20 j 28 58 13 759
\I. 30 35 58 15 54 8

jtin 35 30 55 758 8I
jul1 35 25 45 7 55AAuig 35 25 50 .5 50 8

Ocet 46 28 43 758 10

N38 25 50) 8 62 13
143 25 4W 1 63 15

* ~~~cromi' bto l %%,..otlil be located m' thin proper depth trigger rmni h.inismnit .lifte ~Sii: Monita ll.i'.in silk

limit% (top no '.hallo'.'.r than 50 fee:. not deeper than None of ie'. attem~ipt% %V.:' w .. futl hou. Cc' r. tll'.
001 Ieet) Ihelictore. depith ilai %%e''.re iillccted dluring %.itle korr %%.3% us, d i '.u~ 4A- tlI'. to reio'.cr 'Ire'. mi

artre met er imph.3t' it) croii'.ci thiie bait - the ii: her .dttc% %tir'.,\c. d It %.3'. '.rio i'cd iii st fie

inc frit h .3rt dait 3 the 'sme I.'.tmii ' I hi data II I bot tomi'e %clfiten ' .1 file sn z s Monk.3lit.i an '.33 h i.10

% h Ii bath% filetric cl.i r e.d ig' to he 3 -.1 9 feet littIce~ k-.hc'.ti:. prolhk bdIei ng innmpow'.d primin.: r (of

it deep. A fina.l thcL .at the proni owd cla.mp .: eh or %:il a .nd %a..i . d p.:rti kc'.

-ie %. .t%. nI ld %% fil Ii %%' ire %in~in g I '1 41.33.3 1'., in'.urc cm in c ent .Iiiii r'. t oo d N. ji 'm lcdl

indi it tII hai.rt re.tcl'. deep bi 3 fi t I ).i 3.i l Ict l ed 111.1t i V. m d de.chilp aIdveplit e holding .i % po3. mo.4

* 4!~~~~tiring life in'talla.0i n *l .4 i th i 1 wr ind ita.c thle .nin' ht t e'. iicrc perfome ro in 7I 1cbruwr 1ii~I973 .i'.

bat.3 ii'it rit ili rt to lic Iti.3W41 il lif e dIeep '.i(ic 4 to descibed inI Cha .p: ci 3. .S -din eS.i sinplc V.cre

5 feet. ll)'.'.c'. r. tlii rclatt . . c dpth% .:p ir i? he: collctedl I rm ile alnch or t iiiponeflt 3. .32 r tile-,

,orrco- m.ithin loot411. %%c.rc ri-f-ic.cil (,rmin we i:n.tl'. %c\ ''crc perfornied onI
.3 I it C 'amiipl frii.omi the I.uiicich ,cl anrd I r4 mi

Sediiment I'ropcrtio idi Seafloor Structure lifne 1iI 1liC flukes. Raited oni the 'I rilinical (hc.init stiff
lI'.'ilitiio (h.i,. the c rt.ilt'. indi tec thc %u:rf.ice

Dirfilte prchiinin. ifc -t Iff ion 5 Ju~ne niclri IIo IIk .3 m.h%' ..li'. but3 tiler. Michre tile
19)72 threek itieinpi'. ',.crc niaiil Ito tolle'.t lii04s.., .intlitir fluke i%.i3' enimlecd , file iittic iIl ia.i% .3 %,It%'

P%( e crc lurni. 1-nge r ret .im i nII. .313 1 i. p3% O3 r
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119115, 119 004' 119003, 119002' 1190011
- 3346*

V, '

330445

" : I D epth : feet (orr cted to M I .W)

,, Cotour in trval: 5 feet

4" IPigurc 2-14. Rathymctric chart of SFACON 11 site (from CI'I suncv of 5 to 6 June 1972).

- On 9 February 1973 an additional attempt to sanipis front the clump anchor anti enctibcrct,'
core the sediments at the site was trade with a anchor A I confirmed the existence of thc cohesive

"6 inches long, was rctaintl Analysis of this core naicnl whcrc the fluke cmbdded at a depth of 20
showed the mtrial ito hea clayy silt, which te .30 feet T]he .tdimcnt on the construction moor

~corroborates the results obtined front the launch anchor fluke loc:td approximately 2 miles
Svhiclc sample. southwest uf 211 of the other anchor tests showed a

, No more coring attempts were mde biccausc of different pattern. The material on the fluke was a
the previous difficulties in obtaining cores and clayey silt that exhibited considerable cohesiveness.

2 bccausc the embc~dmtvnt anchors %%vrc .ucccssfully Apparently. significant arc:il variability exists in the e
- ,, •installed and tat design requirerments for short-term s dim nt at the location.

:"pullout rcsistn,:c. Although the total depth of the unconsolidated
£-:Additional data were obtained on scdimcnt scf'ithm ts is not known, the results of .5kilt.

s" amples coi!^€tedl from the dump anchor. cmhcd- suhbottom profilcs. indicate bottom-conformable
mcnt anchor At. and the cnmbcdmnt anchor at the strata exist to a depth of At least 52 feet. Since no

.construction moor during structure retrieval. The tk-cpcr echo events wrc recorded. this nicasurmcnt

17I
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SIEACON II A

Santa Rosa Contes 16fge it Santa .%onica Shc!f

Santa Crt Basin anta MoFnica Ita-in

4

Figure* 2-15. Con tinuous reflection profile for sediment cover e~visting near SEACON 11 site.

represents the minimumi sediment thickness at lilte RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
site.

The results of a continuous reflection profiling TFhe lack of data available for conducting an
nin near the Sk-A(:ON If site arc slio%%n in Figure em'inecritig site selection ati imleisigation was quite
2-15. The bottom-conformable strata are postoro- surprising. especiall% for a site area adjacent to the
genie sedimnitts, lairge]% of turbidity-current emnplace Southern C:alifornia coast. The least amount of
nient 1 2-01 . which could explain the significant area[ informnation %%as available for the most critical
variability found. Thie rouind-trip acoustic ltme for paramneters for in array installation ocean currents
the sedimnirt cover at the closest point oti the tras ers and secifloor sediment properties. Tlie..tate-of-the-art
ito the SI-1ACON 11 site is approximaitely 0.5 se. This of nieastritig equipment. the large area] variability'.
coiresponds to a sediment thickness of about 1.4mX andi the high cost anti diffictult} of making qualmt
feet, assuming a sound velocity of 5,600) fps. This measurements of these two paramneters are all facto0rs
infomtaition allayed any concern over inadequate whtichi help explain the paucity of data. The

-dmet oerr h poprwokigof the cimbed- colletion of data on thes paramectespefialfo
-- c f oI m s p i f i c l t y .o

-~ I Good quality sedimecnt cores of adequate length
Ollirational Eactir %%ere not collected. This made it necessary to

* field-test the explosive embedment anchors at thc site
"ie Sainta Monica Basin site is. locatedl 2' miles, to insure they- would operate properly. A free-fall

fromt Pori liItierinm. %%ell witunm the ok-siredl limit of penetronieter device piesen tI> under development liv
40) miles. The site is 8 Iles outside the established CEI. %%ould likely have beeln a very valuable site

lanes ;..ad dangert us material dumping areas. *lhc des eloped it is OLldt hatve providled penetration data
clo~stbond.ry ifthe Il.iific Missile Range i% about ditrectl% aipplicaible ito the embedmnrt anichor design

4tr~ssln active iThe area. Iant been indcated tha %t hrat ter equofitemsent rcre, suitablehor te
thierre ovr%,opiraion%.o antith ofite enocat a I O esprtst.sa xfrsrtigepeine
intetn al li ae.m Thse. Naionfil Maring doe'.is Th maasurfemetr o asi !viable intac Monica
Setrine siotactead ldp'dep7nog to inetgt pmb Bsm utr .idtomneoth lon u hd ifnti prodduresl

becme titing le aciis tit the ar. ure % It indic sed a nharatertimcfnth ne entresrtal for iplitnt heI

t~ ~ -I p~~ a I breaking strenigth of about 600) r- rigndi adfrit %aried front mecter to
Poutil. so) it isotild lIe lilikel% .in. srious dam'.ige meter The daita prot-essing %%Is i ifferent for eaich
sintld be sutiined b% die st nistuire If entanyl-ictiR-t imtitr, and nonec tould be reduced in-house. Ilite
occurredl.
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result was pour data recovery, and a very long time lag 3. Due to coring equipmrent limitations in the sedi-
(averaging about 2 months) in obtaining reduced data ments encountered, no suitable core was obtaine.
for analysis. Nearly I year was required to confirm This necessitated costly field testing of the enbed-

4 the current regime mect the site selection criteria. ment anchors to insure thcy would operate propery P ;
In general. tile measured current data appear to at the site. An alternative to coring or morc reliable

4agree with the predicted data obtained from a coring techniques are needed.
numerical model for tidal effect and a geostrophic 4. eaudan pricdcretsbohelit
flow model for determining permanent current. flow and direction, appeared generally to agree.
much coincidence is involved in this agreement is not
known; the site's nearness to the coast and the 3. 'rhe LORAC 13 system provided adequate position

4Channel Islands and its basinal character make any- data for the site investigation when transmitting and
thing more than qualitative predictions extremely receiving equipment were both operating properly;
difficult if not uinlikelv, however, frequent breakdowns were experienced.

Comare totheeffrt equredto btan sdi-6. Contrary to site information, deep trawling was
mernt and currcnit data, the remainder of thle site conducted'in the area at least once because a trawl
investigation effort was routine. 'rhe standard bea1 enage11ihte ECN structure.
-techniques used to collect data and process them

% ~were adequate. anti accuracies were sufficienst for
engineering purposes. Data on site characteristics

.RECOMMENDATIONSobtained from the literature and personal communi-
cations proved accurate except in one instance. 1 h aysol sals hsclevrn
Although no deep trawling supposedly was done in metl eauentporm oobin nvo-
the site area. as noted in Chapter 3, a piece of nsental data for engineering purposes at numerous 4
trawling net was found entangled with one mooring loainarudtewld hchreikltob

'rs kg.;naiainntvsaeut o candidates for undersea construction activities. This
r1,eLORC I naigaion et as deqateforwould avoid the long lead time involved in site

site selection when both transmitting andi receiving ecto.Crntegmadsdintpprtsar

equimen ~sre peraingproerl' an ~~erenotthe most important parameters to be accumulated in
being interferrctd with by skywave cffects or ship adt ak
radtio transmission. The equipment is relatively old,. aa ak
however, andi subject to frequent breakdowns, which 2. The Navy should continuec to support the develop-
result in either poor position data or tinic-con%umiing sient of a current nlca~urement system for ocean
recahibration runs, engineering that incorporates ease and reliability in

implant and recovery, and has central control and
recording, low cost sensors, andi low threshold andi

FINDINGS A~ND CONCLUSIONS high accur-acy sensors.P

3. Thle Navy should cortinue developmient of thle
41. A site suitable for the Implant of thle SEdACON If expendable free-fall penectronieter 'as an efficient

strctue w~ sccssfllyloctedan inestgatd, means of determining engineering properties of
2 V'irtua~lly not datai were found in thle literature tin sediments wvithout coring. Sufficient tests in many'
tile two mo;st important parinieters -- currents and different sediment types should be conducted toA
wtdimntt propertic% for implaint of in undersea *'calibrate" the penetromleter for any ocean locationt.
cailhe structure. such ait SIAC()N 11. Apparently. dlue Development should also concentrate on enigineering
it) l.ick (if aidequate equiplmeni andi the cost invol~ed, to reduce !he unit cost to a reasonable !evel.
thtwsc site daita irc %not generally avaiilable even inl a 4. ThI'l sold citclh esaltt acoustic means

~sel~smdie ar~i.suc asdiesouher Caifonia for dectermining engineering properties of sediments
coastal u1aters. The lack of data en current:. reqjuired in sitti. 'lhi, tchnique could provide another

a I-yer efor toaccinilaw~ufiemni atato ake alternative to coring or, at leait, to extensive coring
.i finail -,ie secmtfln dee~tion activities.j

- .~4-4 19 , A
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5. Studies should I: conducted to determine the
reliability of oe ein current prediction techniques for
engineering needs at ocean c,nstruction sites.

6. A new ship positioning system that covers
generally the prc.unt area served by the obsolete
1.ORAC 1 net should be procured and installed. _
I.ORAN C. which should be operational in this area

in early 1977. may satisfy at least part of this
9 recommendation.
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A: CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

SECTION 1 - DESIGN CONCEPT L3 was a torque-balanced electromechanical (.M)
cable. Each leg was 4,080 feet long. The delta
module, which had 1,000-foot-long EM cable arms,

GENERAL was positioned approximately 500 feet below the
surface and was buoyed at each apex by a 5-1/2-foot-

Sihce the SEACON I structure was an experi- diameter spherical node buoy (NBI, NB2, and NB3).
mental "tool" rather than an operational system, it The mechanical cable legs (1.1 and L2) were anchored
permitted greater latitude in selecting a general con- with experimental deep ocean explosive embedment
cept, lhcluding shape, configuration, and size. A anchors (Al and A2). The EM cable leg (L3) was
three-dimensional cable structure with a horizontal anchored by a 12,500-pound clump anchor (A3).
delta inclusion was selected to provide a comprehen- which contained a 10-watt radioisotope
sive test of avoilable analytical models. 1 he configura- thermoelectric generator (RT). The anchors were
tion chosen appeared to have practical value in positioned approximately 6,600 feet apart. An VM
providing a very stable subsea structure with the delta wire rope crown line (CL) extended from the clump
being a convenient platform on which to mount anchor to an 8-foot-diameter crown buoy (CB) 50
instruments. Should a similar structure be built for an feet below the surface.
operational system the results of the SEACON II The electronics and recording equipment were
experiment could be directly applied with little stored within a removable pressure canister in the
interpretation or extrapolation. crown buoy. Ilydrophones for position measurement

The approximate size of the structure was and pressure sensors for measuring depth were
initially bracketed to be between 2,000 to 6,0,00 feet located at the three delta apexes, the one-third points
high with the delta sufficiently deep to avoid signifi- of delta arm D13, the midpoint of leg 1.3, and 500
cant surface effects. It was concluded by Dominguez feet below the surface on the crown line. One hydro-
13-11 that, if a properly yalidated numerical model phone was to be located at the midspan of arm D23,
was obtained on the SEACON 11 structure, the results but. as discussed later, it flooded during implant and
could be extended to cable structures 8 to 10 times was removed. Three acoustic projectors (11, P2, and
its size. Thus, the data from this size of structure 113) were located on the clump anchor and near the
could be applied to the design of a submerged cable other two anchors, respectively. Tension sensors were
structure at virtually any ocean depth. This size range located at each end of leg 1.3, each end of delta arm
also appeared to be sufficient to extend the state-of- D13, and at the NB3 end of del-. srm 1)23. The
the-art in the implant of such a complex structure, Naval Underwater Syst;-ms Center (NUSC), New
since no trimoor supporting a large platform similar I.ondon, Connecticut, supplied a self-contained
to the SEACON II delta had ever before been instrumented span for delta arm )12 to measure the
installed, dynamic response of the structure to the eviron-

ment. Three current meter strings (CMI. CM2, and
CM3) with a total of 19 meters surrounded the

STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION structure. Three acoustic projectors (TI, T2, and T3).
* which were part of an acoustic transponder

The SEACON II structure (Figure 3-1) consisted navigation system (ATNAV), were positioned on the
of a delta-shaped module tethered by three mooring seafloor near the structure.
legs (LI, 1.2, and 1.3) ir, 2,900 feet of water. Legs I.1
and 1.2 were torque-balanced .ncchanical cables, and

21
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']able 3-1. Summary of Physical Characteristics Used for D~esign'

(Distance between anchors. 6,600 feet.)

D~ime nsions

CinoetUnit Weight D~rag Location(:ilpnnt Length D~iameter (in seawater) Coefficicrnt

(ft) (in.)

Cables 4,080) 0.727 -0. 310 lb/ft 1.2 L~eg (1.1, 1L2, 1.3)
(normal only)

Arms 1,000 0.727 -0.3 10 lb/ft 1.2 A rm (D 13, D)12. D)23)

(normal only)

Node Buoys 67 1,745 11) 0.5 At junctions oif arms andi

legs (NBI. N112, N133)

aActual value%~ varied in 5Coiii.7 tsss-s. Ih - rvdsdt nsta ak s

ANALYTICAL MODELING OF STRUCTURE (shown in I'igure 3-2) represent% the current regimeI:expected 20% of the time at the SP- ,CON site. It was
The analvtical model used to design the SI-ACk(ON used to leterminc the minimum node buoy displace-

11 structure 'is called 1)I'.SAI)L and i described in nient (20 feet from the /cro current position of the
Chapter 6. l)LSAI)E was used to establish the struc- huoyv) andi, thus, establish how accurate ihe

tion sitc, and dectermine the measu rement accuracies structure would have to be The "hgh profile"
teqrdsign acoirm the dsitablvty of thlidaton.tu equipmen2)%% usd to measure thbe posioni oft

Fisvarious combinations of leg lengths, anchor exceed those prescrib~ed for the cable%. TIhe displaie-
spacings, and buovancies were inpuit to the program mients produced by the current profiles for one
and analyzed in an iterative fashion. iis procedure assumed direction of floss are shown in I- gure 3-2.
continued until a preliminary design resulted that had note thait the "'low profile'" produced node b)o
sufe no bls ayin ponmte botfto maximum pln) nheri displacements of 20nd-1 feet.i h oiomlp c0
thufe. no buoys ayippronmte 500ftom. os thximum pae n ct ipaements of 20 fetiahehr ni pl4aneet.-
tensions less than 2,000) pounds in all cables except The "high pr. ,tile'' produced hori/ontal displace-
the crown line, and a design cornpadible with the menits5 of a pp roximatek 70 feet aund %crtical
installation plan being developed concurrently. displacemients oif -52 and 21 teet. U~nder the "high

Tadb I 3-1 is a summaiy of the important profile." maxtimum cable tentlons %tere 1,8P60) pounds,
parameters that resulted from this first stage effort in a "leg"* and 650 pounds in a hori/ontaol delta
These: characteristics were used as input to the ''arm.'' I- roin these datam it "sas dlecrmined that
Dl:SADI)- program alo ng Ns iih ocean current profile's idequaic it e ipIa eme nt of thc st ru titre Lou Id be
to determine the predicted response of the stru tore expected at the select,-d SI *\(:O\ 11 site
it the (K can enivi roin i. U sing the p redsis ec modeol Si ntc m1an% parai meters influ tene the ulIi in~ t
the tentative design for the SI-A~CON structure %asi Ices l of .olidit ion oif the anals icil model. .i

exposed to two current profiles. A "los profile'" pamraminemrms studs ta condutted to ticterniiii i le
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Table 3-2. Equivalent Cd Accuracy of SEACON If Parameters

P'osi tioin

l~uvaet Measu ring Ocean Currents Cable Fluid
(ft) IDiameter IDcnsiry,

(in.) (slugs/ft)
X.V / Velocity- (ern/sec) iDirectioi- (deg)

±0.25 ±13 ±11 i2.5 tio ±0. 11 ±0.33

W0.10 ±5 ±4.5 + 1.0 i4 ±0.05 ±0.14

i0.05 i2.5 ±2.0 ±0.5 2±0.025 ±0.06

±0.02 ±0.5 10.4 ±0.I ±0.5 ±0.005 W0.03

Varn.Jon A.bout assuintcd tioril Cd cijual it) 1.2.

impact of each parameter on %alidatton. A study su,+ Trhe current selocit% and direction measurementsI

as this points out potential source% of error, which were a more serious challenge. requiring the design of
allows one to determine if any major measurement an e!a!borate current measurement and calibration
problems exist and to specify the measurement svstem, which is described later in this chapter.
accuracies needed to meet the experimental goals.

Sine the major factor for relating cause (ocean

currents acting on the structure) to effect (movement SECTION 2 - MECHiANICAL SUBSYSTEMI
oIf the structure) is an effective draw coefficient for
the structure. the dlrag coeffitient was selected as the
pacing parameter. DESIG;N GUII)ELINES

Taible 3-2 shoms ix of the paramneters examinetd
as ai function of the pacing parameter. normal drag 'I he major components of the mechanical sub. i
coefficient. C. 1 ach of these %%as exaimine(] in rcla- system inl titl cables, cable terminations andi
t ion to a Cd .iccuracv level oif ±0. 10. a lesecl estiina ted breakout%. asnchor%, instrumenittior- housings. and
AS being netessary for a successful validatio~n exlperi- buo~ .nts element% Serious wecir or corrosion of
mnirt 13-11. mans of these mnehanical components could result in

'I li:. *tseragc fluid density measuremnrt for the major strticturail faiilure . thus, the folloss ing guidelincs
site is aticurate ito within 10.00; slugs/ft -l. this is 505 ssere aibred to in thle design of this %ubs%% stein

liies more ai curate titan the fluid densits listed in
0 I ite .. rait i ng lifetime of1 the inecha.n tell sub.)

labic ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~5 3-so nCpIAC1 ~ C~ao 01, 1 t %hall Ioe am minimumn of 2 sears.
Ilie ave raige eabi Id iame: er ioecisun-m itt is I el iced i

.lcL ira Ic to ssit bin 10.00t)3 inch iii. h v.Iti if most 201 0 C ri timcal omponcrit shall I c designed to mecet
tis nio r- . tu raitt, thans it l il ale d taimci r to r in t hi% ninit imm 2-s i-.r reqlairement C ritiseal
cqutisa lent C11 .5ci irac% o f 0o. It. rt-i- % it to inn tie suliss temn failuire as si ou Id

Ili ri-I i is e po it io m incairing tt it rat st '3i result. fo. r e ittp Ic. front the pamrt ing if' any

feet in thi- %crtmcil aind~ 4.5 feet iii the h.rl/on:.il ikible tcrintnaiton

p..cil.i crm~ushiletge o e siie'i soii'tin * Akolute ininimn opt-ritittg lifetime of nont-
lt tr.i t % , spi ~ i 4 1.1 i 4 se% cr t t rren t %i-I. t it i-s,.I

rcli t isc i po% itiot, it k t ur . % of) I 1 14 t 5 i s it% i v I foir r; t i aI t fii p tt incnts% sii 1cIv ea r.
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*All 55 irv ropes and wire rope terminations. shall exterior to the strength member, with the
be gailvaini/ed or alumanized. exception of the crown line cable which must

* All dissimilar metals shall be electricallv have a minimum of six electrical conductors
Isolted r. f no orwith three extcrior to the strength memiber.isoate or itisolation is ntdesired orfeasible,

the more anodic components shall be much * Ail cables must be jacketed with a smooth
larger than the cathodic components. exterior covering -hat can withstand abrasion.

* All steel components shall be hot-dip galvanized * All cables must be compatible with state-of-
and/or eathodically protected with sacrificial the-art terminations.

anods. All cables must be galv'aniz~ed or aluminiz.ed for
* The radioisotope thermoelectric generator corrosion protection.

(InTc). its housing, retaining hardware andi * All cable terminations must withstand loads up
cable%. cable terminations, and connectors t n nldn h atn fterbe
associated with it shall all be considered critical t n nldn h atn ftecbe
items, since it is esse ntial that the generator be 0 Ail cab~le terminations must be galvanizted,
sately installed and iCcosered. * All cable terminations must be d-signed s,_ that

0 Materials that corrode unifornmly (steel, copper all electrical contuctoirs can be passed con-
.illovs. tupronickles. etc.) are preferable to tinuously through the terinination.
those that corrode nonuniformls' (aluminum
andi siiinless steel). Cable Desciription

0 Alumninumi alloys and stainless steel shall be The basic cable type selected for the SIFACON 11
allowed for noncritical items onls

structure was of three-strand mechanical construe-
41 Uitaii. Inconcl 621. andi I lastvlloy -*" arc tion. CIA,. and other organizations that have had

materials it) le usedl ond% for critical corn- experience with this type of cable have found it to
ponent% that cannot be protected from have excellent mechanical properties. It is especiaily
torrosion damage by other mecans. convernient to handle since it is designed to be

torque-balanced. NUS(:, New L~ondon, working in
conjunction with NAVFAC and U.S. Steel Corp. New

CALE AND C:ABLE 'r:-R&I NATIONS Ilasen. converted this excellent mechanical cable to

an elect romechan ical (EM) cable by placing threeIDesign Criteria Jacketed no. 22 AWG electrical conductors in the
valleys formed b% the three strands (Figure 3-3a) and

1 lie major triai for the scick tion of cable .ind then jacketing the entire cable to hold the electrical
termilnation li.irdssarc %%ere. the c~ombination must conductors in place andi to protect them from
( I) %tippls both reliaible electricail po\%cr ind data ambrasion. To increase the number of electricalI
transmi~ssion to and fromn the structure. (2) has e good conductors from three to six the center wire of each
hatndling chari teristles for implamnt, 3) withstand the sirand wams replaced] with an elcetrical conductor
iiit linicil %tresses spcted. aind (4) strirsat a (1ligure 3-31)). [his configuration was sccted for the
m1111inimu of 2 %car% in the ocean enivironnti. SFAC()N It crown line (CL1)
sp-citit cable criteria amre At the time CIA. tentatively st-lected this cable

- ' mut 'h 'queb~m~incl for the SI-ACON 11 structure onl% preliminary testing
\%tn rth lirc n t~t-~ tIhe had ben omlee( on the FM'* verimn of it andi no

work had been done on terminations. or breakouts.
A~ll tlw om~ha a b lells luist Ii ist a center I lie abilei alpeard so) promising. howca i. that CII.

strctngth mcauber ss iti .a nminiu tit tilrce decided to tcntatcI\el .elect it and prrform the
les irisil tondlustors (AM.C no. 22 ort larger) .lcsclopmnrt andi tcstwng necessary to assure its

reliability for use in a he Sl' .CON 11 structure.
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s 'bc - itstsu the cactrsisof all the

arms, and the crown line were cxternally jacketed
with high-density polyethylene %t) that the entire

structure would be uniform whether the cables were
liM or mechanical only. This jacketing added corn-
plexities to the cable trmiination design and
con xzion c.valuation as discussed later.

fhe EM leg, delta arms, and crown line electrical
conductors were insulated with a cross-linked poly-
alkene primary anvd a cross4inkcd poly(vinvlidcnc
fluoride) (Kynar) jacket. The projector cable's three
electrical conductors were jacketed with polypropy-
lene. -

Termination Descriptions

All cable terminations used on the SEACON 11
structure were DYNA-(.RIPs purchased from Pre-
formed L~ine Products Company. This termination
typve uses a helical gripping and armoring technique.
The gripping forces are distributed uniformly along Figure 3-4. Typical ball joint connection onIthe cable rather than being concentrated at the end of I)YNA-(;RIP termination. Light fnuling
the fatting. The helical rods arc formed such that the present aftcr structure recover%-
inside of the helix is smaller than the outside
diameter of the cable-. this provides a gripping action
when properly installed on the cable. iirsulati.n resistance, attenuation at 14.5 kil,.

The majority of the DYNA-;lIP terminations capacitancc. And inductance measurements. The
wevre fitted with articulating ball joints (Figure 34) to mechanical teots were rotation, breaking strength.
reduce cable fatigue and the amnbient noise generated and a bending life test of eetrical conductors using a
by the structuzre. The exceptions were at anchor AlI. 24-inch sheave with the cable loaded at 20% of stated
Anchor A2. jnd the crown buoy; at these points the breaking strength.F lflNA-C;lIP terminated in clesiscs. As noted earlier all cable terminations were-

The sockets of the ball' joints were lined with DYNA-CRIP. The -tate-of-the-art for theseI 'Rulon. a material -imilar to rsivon, it) reduce friction terminations with unjacketed mechanical cables %%A--
and noise that might be generated at these connection such that teoting we% unnecessary, Ilowever. teoting

points. The electrical conductors passed through a was performe d by ['reformed Line Products Company
hole in the center of thr joint, on the 1/2-inch 3%t19 jacketed EM~. cable terminated

with I)NNA-(;RIP-. The te-st repor, shows the
Testing mN%A-(;RIP termin~ation to be Able to deveclop the

full-stated breaking strength of tlec cable without
All cable andi termination testing was done at damage to the electrical conductor'.

three locarion% U.S. Steel Corporation. Net% 11bsen.
Connecticut. Preformedl Line Product%. Clcvelanil. Results and Discusaion
Oh io. a nti Civil I ogineering i .aoratorv - Port
Iluenemc. (jlifornim. Ihe most significant problem dce.ccted during the

Keith mcs-hIAica And eliirzrcal test. Acere per- cAbie teom Asa. ekcctrital shorts. to ground in dic
formed oin the 4aL jles. I he electric.l testi conmisted of 1/ i2 inch 3s % I IQI-% cablic Th ree test %pes.irnin% Asete
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provided by the manufacturer for pressure tests at Teflon insulation was placed between the steel wire

( El.. Two of the samples were 100 feet long, and the and the splice. The resistance to ground immediately

third was 40 inches long. All had electrical con- increased to greater than SO M12. The same procedure

ductors with polypropylene insulation rather than the was followed for conductor no. 2 with the same
polyalkcne that was used in the final cable. results. Analysis of the splices showed there were

The first test was conducted on one of the cracks at the junction area where the pigtail was

l0-foot cables coiled so that it would fit in an attached to the main conductor. The unsatisfactory

18-inch-diameter pressure vessel. Before the cable was iplice had been made by wrapping the wires first with

submerged in the seawater, its resistaticc, capacitance, a polypropylene tape and then with a polyethylene

and inductance were measured. All conductors tape; then they were irradiated.

checked out satisfactorily. The 100-foo: specimen was halved until a short

The pressure was raised to 150 psi, and conductor section with the failure was isolated. The jacket was

no. I showed a short to the pressure vessel case. The then removed, and the conductor was examined
other two conductors had resistance to ground under a microscope. A hole was found in the
greater than 50 M12 At 500 psi conductor no. 2 insulation. It was decided that the most probable

showed a resistance of 100 kil to the pressure vessel, cause of failure was that, during the process of

and conductor no. I remained shortcd. The resistance extruding the jacket over the cable, the polypropy-

to ground remained greater than 50 M12 for con- lene insuiad'on on the electrical conductor was

ductor no. 3. Since the cable was considired failed, softened, and mechanical abrasion at this stage broke
: the pressure was removcid. Thc short in conductor no. through the insulation. .

I disappeared when thc cable was removed from the Based on this information the maoufacturcr
tank, but the lO-k0*2 resistance to gr -,nd for con- recommended the polypropylene-covcred electrical

duuctor no. 2 rmained usichinged. conductors be replaced with a cross-linked polyalkene

It %%a %uspccted tht ilte lahle ma havc ben primary insulation and a cross-lnked poly(vinylidene
t tinamgcd shcn it was coiled So tightl. to fit in the flourtie) (K% iar) jackct. This insulation was (ksigncd

18-mnch pressure vcsscl. 'Iherefore, the S.cond to withstand 6OO0 1 to 700"F annealing tempera-

l00-foot section along with the 40-inch piece were tures.

left in their shipping container. and the enti con- It was later determined that softening of the

tainer "as placed in the 72-inth-diani'ter presiure insulation during the jacketing process p.robably was
veswi. 11efore golig into the %cssel. all conductors not the causc of failure. The cable was manufactured

exc;ept no. 2 in the 4O-inch cable had resistance to and the conductors laid in the c:blc at one plant. The
ground greater than 5 M!.2 at I.(xNK) slts IX:. the no. cab!c was then Shipped to another plant in a different

2 conductor was reteieketi Irot the facton in a iots br cminsion of the outer jacket. Dunng this

shorted condition. process the cable was reeled with noodcra blocks
After the cables "%crc placed in the 72-inch vessel in.crtcd to separate the layers and protect the

and the head securcd. Mhtch to)k apolut 45 minutcs. electrical conductors. Instead the itoodcn blocks
the conductors %%ere tCstcd for stoits igain bctor" gouged the conductors. causing the failure.

appling pressure. Condtuctor no. I of the l()O-iuoot 'It, insurv the I' cablcs delivered for use in the
cable and dondu, tors no. I anti 2 of te 40-andh cable SI-ACON II Structure had no faults in the electrical

,,Crc shortCd. Roth cablCs ucrc tonitdca-d tailed, so conductor%, the % oids betscen the jacket And the wire
no pressure %%JS applied. NiStisd. thc "crc wmovcd %%crc Oatkfillcd with freshater and then teSted while

from t le %.essel and thorouglih insp tcdl to tnder pressure (l:igure 3-51. No faults %%ere detected
determine the ltittiuons an.1 prohable causes of iht" in an% of the IM calcies delivcred from the manu-
I.lltuics. I.ac:urcr. Ficshwater backfilling was done for several

Ihc jacket otl the 4i-aintl %.unp!t. shiath s .i reasons. The inner %oids of the cable% were flled with
tetl fixture tii .a11 cit trlk.il brikout; thcnit. -.%.t% water to prevent a large pressure differential from
remos;eti, and t'hc cit-i tri.il har ,mLa tr anstpctcd. dccloping acros thr jacket %%all dt.rng pressurtra-

Ihe splitc to tilt no. I tonhittof I," hst¢,J. Iit L n ion that could damage the c. Ie. Also. freshwater
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SA ,1Ti rp i1 W " degrees at 70% of breaking strength. This appears to
indicate some residual rotation from the manu-

R; s facturing process was in the cable specimen tested.
The difference in results could be due to different
testing techniques and to different cable lengths and
runs of cable tested. Even at the higher rotation value

-" this 3x19 cable is still one of the most nearly torque-
I balanced wire rope cables on the market.

Mechanically, the 3x19 and 3x24 cables
w-.ip-r ,,I performed very well. Some of the cables were

deployed from a reel through a traction unit, and
"hw " others were figure-eighted in boxes and deployed by

* hand. No problems of twisting occurred with any of
-" the cables during loading, payout, or recovery of the

structure. The only cable damage was found during
structure recovery. It consisted of a small kink at the

,. . top of leg 1.1 and a longitudinal ripping of the poly-
ethylene jacket nearly the full length of I. It is

believed this damage was caused by a deep trawl
becoming entangled with leg LI. In fact a piece of

Hj"trawling net was found still snagged at the top of leg:, !. , LI wh~en the structure was recovered.

The electrical conductors in the 3x19 and 3x24
EM cables remained in excellent condition with noIshorts for at least 1-1/2 years and probably for the

full 22-month implant. A short did occur somewhere
in the structure 1-1/2 years after implant during a
series of dynamic perturbation tcsts. However, it is
believed this short occurred at one of the termination
points and not in any of the IM cables.

The mechanical I)YNA-GRIP terminations
Figure 3-5. Testing EM cables for electrical faults performed sa:isfactorily. No slippage between the

in CEI's &foot-diameter pressure vessel, cable and termination occurred under load, and no
damage was done to any. of the electrical conductors

was recommended by CEI's corrosion consultant to by the terminations. A potential problem with the
lessen the corrosion rate. Finally. by filling the voids ends of the DYNA-;RIP digging into the cablewith water and then pressurizing the fluid one was jacket, which could have damaged the electrical con-able to obtain highly accurate in-water weights for ductors, was avoided by placing a protective flared

the cable sections. shield between the cable and the end of the DYNA-
The only other potential problem discovred GRIP.

during the cable testing related to the rotational
properties of the 3x19 cables. The manufacturer Findinp md Conclusions
stated an approximate linear increase from 0 degrees
per foot rotation at 0 load to about I degree per foot I. The 3x9 and 3x24 torque-balanced wire ropes
rotation at 70% of breaking strength. The Navy used to construct !hc SEACON II structure
Research Lar,,.. -",'rformd tests 13-21 that performed well structurally and were convenient to
indicated a rotation -.-.nut 5 degrees per foot at deploy and recover. both from a winch stowage unit
about 5% of breaking sire., th , .reasing to about 6 and figurc-cightcd in a box.
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2. No electrical faults developed in the 3x19 and waterproof to pressures of 3,(O)O psi and

3x24 EM cables during the 22-month implant. temperatures to 00 C.

3. The DYNA-(;KlP terminations performed saris- * The technique must be able to be done at sea

factorily without any slippage occurring bctwc:n the in a relatively short period of time and with no

terminations and the cables and without damaging special equipment.
the cables or elcctric.a conductors. The splies must survive in the ocean at depths

Recommendations to 3,O00 fect for a minimum of 2 years.

I. The 3x19 mechanical or EM cables and the 3x24 Splicing Materials and Techniques

FM cable are recommcndcd as excellent torque- Epoxy Resin. *rhere were sevral epoxy resinsL' ~ ~~~~balanced cables for use in ocean engineering EpyRei.Trewes,.alpoyein
alatn cs ee tried. Both the one-and two-part epoxies were

aplctinunsuccessful in bonding to the polyethylene. This r

2. EM cables to be used in ocean construction should approach was discarded early in the project and will

be backfillcd with freshwater to fill all voids and to not be discussed further.
reduce the corrosion rate, and they should be pres- Iiot-Mlt Adhesives. A second method involved

surizicd to permit any electrical faults in the cable to
b duse of a hot-melt adhesive. The manufacturer of thebe detctedhot-taci material is USM Chemical Company, Bostik

S3. The DYNA-GRIP terminations arc recommended Division. and the trade name is Thermogrip Adhesive

as an excellent termination method for mechanical or No. 4315. This sealant was recommended because of

IEM cables. Tesing of the specific tcrmination size its application for scaling polyethylene-coated boxes.
specified for the cable to be used is recommended to The technique for using the hot-mit adhesive
insure proper performance. involves first removing the Kynar coating from the

cectrical conductors, leaving only the polyethylene

, insulation. The Thermogrip material is melted and
ELECTRICAL BREAKOUTS AND poured into a mold covering the electrical splice.

ELECTRICAL TERMINATIONS When cold, the mold is -removed, and the hot-melt

material is rigid (see :igure 3-6).
Design Criteria Dielectric Sealing Rubber. The third technique

The design of the electrical breakouts and tried used a dielectric saling rubber manufactured by
AMP Products. This dielectric rubbcr has thetermination- addre.wd two basic areas- :
characteristic of remaining malleable at temperatures

0 The termination of the electrical conductors as from 00C to 2500c.
they exit the bitter end of the clectromech- Before applying the AMP rubber, the Kvnar is

anical (FM) cables. removed from the conductor to be tcrminated, and

0 The in-line splicing at all locations on the FM the surface is cleaned. The dielectric sczing rubber is

cables sdicrv there arc to bc instriment then formed around the splice or termination area.

stations, and a protective coating or covering is put ovcr the
rjl)ber to keep it in place. The coverings tried

The design criteria were straightforward: included vinyl tape and hcat-shrinkable tubing. The

The technique must be capable of rendering lhcat-shrinkable tubing worked well. bccausi the AMP
conductors with a cross-linked polyalkene rubber was not adversely affected by the heat. and.
(polyethylene) primary insulation and a cross- when the tubing shrunk, it forced the rubbcr into any

linked poly(vi lidcnc fluoridc) (Kvnar) jacket remaining voids in the conductor splice areas. Figure
3.7 shows iseeral completed tee .plices.
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Figure 3-6. Tee splice made with hot-melt Figure 3-7. Tee splices made with dielectric

adhesive material, sealing rubber.

Testing Procedures neoprene-insulated pigtails terminated in single-pin
underwater electrical connectors. These were

Testing was conducted to determine the most connected to penetrators in the pressure vessel head
reliable and convcnient method of splicing and to permit one to monitor the performance of the
terminating a cross-linked polyethylene-insulated con- specimens while under pressure.
ductor. The two basic splice types tested were a
straight splice where two single conductors are Results and Discusion
connected and a tcc splice where three conductors are
joined. Thc hot-melt method was found to be erratic in

The testing procedures were the same for Al performance. It was also more difficult and
splicing and termination techniques and consisted of time-consuming to use than the AMP rubber; there-
electrical insulation to ground measurements at fore. it was discarded in favor of concentrating on
varying pressures, temperatures, and voltages. All AMP rubber splice development. liowever. it was also
tests %ere conducted in the CEI. pressure vessel found to be fairly difficult and time-consuming to
facility, make reliable tee splices. Therefore. it was decided to

The testing pressure ranged from 0 to 3.000 psi purchase premoldd tee splices off-the-shelf and to
and the temperature from 00C to IS°C; the test use the developmental splice technique only for
voltage was 1.600 volts DC or 1.000 vol t AC. A sam- straight splices.
plc was considcrcd failed if the inulation resistance The AMP splices were tested over a 6.month
fell below 250 MR. period. During that time less than 2% of the straight

Test specimens were madr usni both the splices failed. These splices were made under varying
Thermoprip hot-m.-It material and the AMP dielectnc conditions from at-sea to in the laboratory. Minor
rubber sealant. In preparing the specimens the poly- ,ariations were made on the splice technique. mainly
cthv'ienc-insulatcd conductors were spliced to with the shrinkable boot arrangement.
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Findings and Conclusionst

l~ckr1. A~e Sirminetind reial tchiqu was ddeveIloped for

no. 16cctia ie emntn n piigeetia odcoswith
sinle-in emae cnnetor cross-linked polycthykcnc insulation.

:~ j V 2. Because i of its simplicity and rcliabil~i, this
techiqu isalso an excellent choice for use on

easicr-to-bond-to materials, such as polyurethane or
3116-in. SCL Ottal-wl neoprene, especially under field conditions.

AMP %hrinkabkc tubing
rubt~cr Rcommendtions

on all
the
inteio 1/8it KL slem (2) Whcncvcr possible one should avoid the use of
area under %hlunk ove.r no. 22 polyethylene insulation where spikes will be in in
3/16-in. RaccnwrKyn'w underwater enivironmrc-st. If this is not possible. the
tubinlg removed method developed herein is reliable and simple. uses

off-the-%shea. materials. and requires no special equip-

Kina"' mc electrical wr

ANCHORS

I Design Crke-ria
Figure 3-8. Splicing technique using AMP

dielectric sealant confined wvith rl et-sse equirements it was decided to *

hecat-shrinkable bo~ot%. til.e ti%o separate classes Of anchors to moor the
SEACO.N 11 structure. The classification was based on
whecther or not a crown line was needed for

Before settling on the cxact technique to adopt installation Atnd recover%- of the anchor. Two of thc
for he I-.C0Nif rmintio ani slicng. fial rchrs ereto be used without a crown line and the

-wri anhoror vibrating emnbedment anchor, both A
the end (if thes~e tests only one sml a fid.)i bpedes-eloped li- Cl:L. would be used without
failure occturred in t li ocean. but it t% tinknowvn if it cron lnesto anchor tweo Ils of the trimoor. To
was caused b% mechanicatl 'larnagt or by poor splicing met nrqucetste nhe .dtorit
tcchniqtae.MetIg eurmnstlhatoeit

shikbehos*iue38 a sdcls-l o .0 on, applied at a 1O-d-gree anglc sith the

all end tcrmitions andi in-line splecs of Itile bcidso tit ,(N pout-crnd mtha mighto bertippl

SlFA(ON 11 E:M cabes.(hr 1(M) ,plicc were u~sed in lodlito0M)pusthtmgtbApie
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~u ste.ppoaaal teqrtroteswre ding consiruction. It was expcted that if the

madc .at sea during tile implant operation. No failuresshttemruimntoldelngtm
~if he rlae~ ccured urig te 22monh iplat. ne also ssould be met.
of tle .p~cc% ccurcddurng te 2 moth mplat, ,1'li third anchor to he uised unt a crossn line had

mentperodto proide a platform for a pou er systemn contAined
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in a 5-foot-square by 4-foot-high box. For handling safe-and-arm device
purposes it could not be larger than 10 feet square by
4 feet high. The anchor had to be stable under a static I power package

vertical load of 8,500 pounds and a horizontal load of breech block

1,000 pounds. The maximum allowable tilt the equip-
ment on the anchor could sustain was 15 degrees. .

Concepts Investigated A : "

The explosive and vibratory embedment anchors bearing plate

S•were both investigated for mooring two legs of the ,
structure. The vibratory anchor was rejected based on . reaction vesl

-evaluation tests conducted in 6,000 feet of water.
The major weakness in the system wes that the gun barrel-
installation ship had to station-keep very accur, ely
for up to 1 hour while the fluke was rheing vibrated
in. If the ship moved significantly, the anchor support shear pin link
frame would overturn, preventing the anchor from down-haul cable

Sembedding. I
In order to evaluate the suitability of the 0

explosive embedment anchors and determine the shear pproper fluke !ize, embedment anchor tests were arpi
performed at the SEACON I site. Short-term

pullouts of 30,000 and 27,000 pounds for the 1-1/2 x
,-foot and 2 x 4-foot flukes, respectively, were
obtained. Based on analysis of the test data it was .1," ~~~~~dettirmind that the explosive embedment anch,,, ei etfu ei

would meet all design criteria for anchor installation; s f

without a crown line. magnetic switch I

The only concept considered feasible to meet the
design criteria for the anchor with a crowvn line and to
also double as a platform for the power system was a
clunip-type anchor. Uplift resistance is provided by maget
dead weight. IExccss tilt or settlement is prevented by
having sufficient bearing area to spread the load or by
founding part of the foundation deep enough so only'..I. competent soils are loaded. Lateral resistance is.
provided by a keying skirt around the perimeter or by

piles. Since piles pose installation problems, it was
decided the design criteria could be satisfied by using touzndown probe

a spread footing with a perimeter skirt.
Anchor Descriptions

The deep water explosive embedment anchorj depicted in Figure 3-9 was used to moor two legs of
the SEACON II trimoor. The anchor assembly weighs I ,gurc 3-9. SCrIMA, of dCCp oMcan embedment
about 1,500 pounds and can be safely handled with anchor.
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the 1/2-inch-diameter wire rope mooring legs. The The explosive embedment anchor on the con-

downhaul cable that is attached to the fluke and struction moor underwent the most rigorous testing
penetrates the water-sediment interface (a potentially during the 2-year implant. The mooring had a scope
high corrosion area) is a 3/4-inch-diameter line. The of only 1.4:1. Numerous vessels the size of CEL's
anchor reaction vessel and gun barrel assembly were warping tug (120-foot by 135-foot beam) and smaller
attached to a hook on the mooring line that was moored to it. On one occasion in a sea state 5-6
designed to release during the setting of the anchor condition, a 70-foot-long deep sea fishing vessel rode
fluke, thereby allowing the assembly to fall free. on the moor for a day.

The clump anchor has an air weight of 16,000 During the structure recovery operation the con-
pounds and an in-water weight of 12,500 pounds. struction mooring anchor was pulled out while load
The anchor is composed of a 7-foot by 8-foot by and displacement were monitored. Figure 3-10 shows
2-1/2-inch-thick steel base plate with a 5-foot by the Precision Depth Recorder record from a pinger on
6-foot by 4-foot-high container mounted on top. This the mooring line during pullout. The record of direct
container was filled with concrete around the cavities and reflected pinger pulses, depicted as the two dark
molded into the concrete to contain the radioisotope lines, indicates the height of the pinger above the
thermoelectric generator (RTG) and other electronic bottom. As the anchor fluke exits the seafloor, it is
and power equipment. A metal skirt around the detected by the acoustic signal reflected off it.
perimeter of the anchor extended 6 inches below the Correlating these displacement data with the load
anchor base plate to key the anchor in the sediment. record yields Figure 3-11, the load-displacement

curve for the short-term anchor pullout. This record
Anchor Perf6rrmanee indicates the embedment depth of the set fluke was

approximatcly 30 feet. After the anchor was moved
The two explosive embedment anchors used in to mobilize the maximum resistance of the sediment,

the trimoor plus a third one used to anchor the a peak load of approximately 27,000 pounds was
single-point construction mooring buoy were installed recorded, well in excess of the nominal 20,000-pound
routinely during a single work day. No problems were design capacity of the anchor.
experienced with them, either during installation or The embedment depth for the anchors ranged 2

the nearly 2-year life of the structure. During an from 8 to 30 feet. Maximum pullout resistance
inspection of SEACON If with the CURV II vehicle, ranged from 3,500 to 27,000 pounds. Discounting
embedment anchor A2 was discovered to be the low pullout reading on anchor Al because of the
embedded only 8 feet. However, when the structure evidence it had been heavily loaded by an entangled
was recovered, mooring leg L2 parted at a load of trawl, the peak pullout'range was from at least
19,000 pounds without breaking the A2 anchor fluke 19,000 pounds for leg 12 that parted during pullout
out of the bottom. In contrast, anchor AI pulled out to 27,000 pounds for the construction moor anchor.
at a load of 3,500 pounds although a 10,000-pound The sediment samples from the flukes of the two
load had been used to set anchor Al during implant. recovered embedment anchors were very different
As discussed earlier, other evidence indicated a deep from one another. As discussed in the site invcstiga-
trawl had become entangled with leg LI, ripped the tion section the evidence shows considerable arealcable jacket, and apparently nearly failed the anchor. variability exists in the sediment at the S'ACON II

The reaction vessel at anchor Al was found site. The site variability probably caused the
attached to the recovercd mooring line. Apparently significant differences in embedment depth attained
due to an oversight during the installation process a by the flukes.
safety wire had not been removed from the release The 16,500-pound clump anchor performed
hook on the mooring line to allow it to operate. The satisfactorily. There was no evidence of significant
reaction vessel simply acted as a small deadweight lateral movement of the anchor during the implant
anchor in series with the embedded fluke. Ilowever, period based on acoustic transponder navigation fixes
there was no evidence of damage due to the reaction obtained periodically. The vertical perimeter keying
vesscl remaining attached. skirt, which was designcd to provide lateral stability,
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and anchorluk afhr pullout ept an, udl oo fluke r s elccrton

.n Figure 3-10. Precision depth recorder rcord of pingcr on mooring line during pullout test.
Difference between two distances marked on record indicates anchor penetration

appeared to have embedded evenly as evidenced by with a trawl, prevented determinationo athce mudline on the clump. The mudlinc also indicates pullout resistance for it.the clump did not settle significantly. In fact, at some 3. A large variation in anchor embedment depthlocations on the perimeter, thc mudline was not quite occurred which was probably due to the wideeenith eeebottom of the oot by 8-foot base
pat apparently indicating the vertical lo d was variation in sediments present at the site. This did not

crried by stheeru ter irtande only th oi appear to seriously affect anchor holding capacity.tebase plate area. 4. An oversight during implant which allowed one
anchor reaction vessel to remain on the mooring lineSFindings and Conclusions appeared to cause no damage to the line.5. The embedment anchor for the construction moor1. Te eplosve mbedentanchrs ere en'was able to sustain repeated dynamic loads estimatedconvenient to install and provided a satisfactory moor
to be in excess of 10,000 pounds with no adversefor the SEACON 11 trimoor and single-point construc-

tion moor for a 2-year period. effect on the moor.
2. Two of the three embedment anchors essentially Recommendations
met or exceeded the nominal 2O.OO-pound holding
capacity goal for the anchors andi met design goals for 1. Continue development of the explosive embed-the S1EACON 11 scructure. Disturbance of the third ment anchor so that it can be used in the H~cct inanchor, apparently (lue to entanglement of leg 1.1 other than very exotic applications.
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Design Criteria I
T he major buoyancy elements were required to

be highly reliable against failure due either to over-
5 L - stressing or slow leakage. Failure of any of the four

major buoys would have been catastrophic to the
SF-ACON 11 experiment. The four major buoys were
to be spherical, because it is the most efficient shape
to resist hydrostatic pressure and the least expensive

..1 L5 to design and fabricate. The net buoyancy of the
node buoys was to be approximately 1,700 pounds

each, and it had to remain constant (within 1%) over
I the 2-year design life, since accurate knowledge of the

buoyancy was essential to a successful validation
25 - experiment. It was also desired to minimize the node

buoy size so that the drag force on the buoys wouldK,30 1be a small percentage of the total drag on the struc-
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 ture. A cavity in the interior of the buoys was

Pullout Load (kip) required to contain instrumentation housings.
The instrumentation housings also had a require-

Figure 3-11. Load-displaccment record for short-term ment for high reliability against leaking or being
pullout test on mooring line embedment anchor. overstressed. However, a single failure would not be
Record indicates embedment depth is 30 feet and catastrophic to the SEACON 11 experiment because
peak pullout load is 27,000 pounds. of redundancy and electrical isolation of the ec-

tronics canisters. Minimizing size and weight,
2. Continue obtaining field data on explosive embed- providing a convenient shape for packaging the clec-
ment anchor performance to allow more confident tronics, and designing for ease of access to the
application of short-term test data to expected long- interior of the housings were all considered importantterm anchor performance. design criteria.

S,,3. Continue obtaining field data on explosive
embedment anchor performance under dynamic
loading conditions, varying the loading frequency and S cd wothe ratio of dynamic load to expected maxiMunim a Syntactic foam and steel were the two prime
otertio loudtamc load tom material candidates for constructing the node buoys.
l t u dBoth materials would result in buoys approximately 5

feet in diameter that could easily be designed to

BUOYANCY AND INSTRUMENTATION accommodate the instrumentation housings. The
fOUSINGS oam buoy posed more problems in terminating the
cables than the steel buoy did. Ilowever, syntactic

The SE ACON II trimoor had four major foam appeared less likely than steel to sustain a
buoyancy elements: one at the upper end of each leg catastrophic failure. A syntactic foam material that
(node buoys), and one at the top of the crown line could be fabricated into buoys at a cost comparable

(crown buoy). Additional buoyancy was provided by to steel buoys was found. Although the manufacturer

the instrumentation hous:ngs located in-line anti in claimed less than 1% water absorption. u-ers of the
the no(e buoys and crown h),y. foam had experienced considerably more than the 1%

13-31. Because unknown buoyancy change due to "

7
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Figure 3-12. Node buoys being delivered to Cl-L pressure vessel for pressure tests and
buoyancy mlle:asU rements,

water absorption was unacceptable, it was decided to in air, and had a net buoyancy in seawater of about
fabricate tile node buoys from steel. using fabrication 1,700 pounds. The crown buoy was an 8-foot-
and testing methods that would give high assurance of diameter steel sphere, weighed approximately 5,000
integrity. pounds in air, and had a net buoancy of about I

Based on the same reasoning as for the node i2,000 pounds. All the buoys were designed and
buoys, it was also decided to fabricate the crown fabricated according to the ASMI. Bloiler and Pressure
buoy of steel. \'essel Code. Section %I11. Division I. This required

The choices of shapes. materials, anti configura- full penetration welds inside and out, x-ray inspection
tions for instrument housings narrowed quickly. To of all welds, and hydro-testing of the completed
be in concert with the mechanical guidelines adopted buoys.
for design, it was decided to fabricate the housings of Each node buoy contained a closed-ended cavity
steel. A cylindrical shape with one removable end was in which the node instrumentation canister was
also selected as the most convenient form for located. l'he crown l)uoy had a pipe through tile
packaging and accessibility to the electronics, center for stowing the crown buoy instrumentation

canister. this pipe also acted as a strength member
Buoyancy and Initruicntation through the buoy. The cable termination canisters

ollusing Descriptions (Figure 3-13) were bolted to the bottom of each node
buioy to 11n1C the buoyVs more stable during implant.

The node buoys (Figure 3-12) were 5-1/2-foot- Two hori/ontal arms and one leg were attached to
diameter steel spheres. %%eighcd .ibout 3,000 pounds each termination canister in a bail joint connection:
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- ./ Results and Discussion

i After the node buoys were delivered from thc
fabricator, the access hatches were removed to

.;'k inspect the O-rings and O-ring surfaces. It was found
that these areas had not been protected when the
buoys were sandblasted prior to painting. The result
was serious pitting of the O-ring grooves. To correct
the problem it was necessary to weld the hatches
shut. Despite this initial problem all of the buoys
performed satisfactorily. No evidence of overstressing

- on any part of the buoyancy assemblies was noted,
- r- and no water leakage occurred. As noted in Appendix

A no significant corrosion was found on any part of -

the buoyancy elements. Terminating the cables at the _
bottom of th- node buoys worked well. The buoys
were stable in the water, and no tendenry to twist or
entangle the cables was noted.,.All but one of the I1I instrument housingsA

performed satisfactorily. As discussed in the implant I
description one of the midline hydrophone canisters
leaked as soon as it was installed and quickly flooded.
Later inspection determined the leak was probably
due to an improprly tightened bulkhead electrical
penetrator. There appeared to be no fault in the
design of the housing. The housing located in the -4

crown buoy was opened and closed and installed
more than a hundred times without sustaining any 4

Figure 3-13. Cable temuination canister mounted leakge.
on node buoy. llydroplhonc visible at base of
canister. Three DYNA-(RIi' 1ball joints
terminate at canister.

1. To meet the design criteria, steel was selected as
the material for the four major buoyancy elements in

the electrical cables were fed through the middle of the SEACON II structure. A serious drawback to
the ball joint to the instrumentation housing. using the other major candidate, syntactic foam, was

The cylindrical instrument housings, which were its water absorption.
located at the node andi crown buoys. were designed 2. By using the ASMF Boiler and Pressure Vessel
with dual O-rings - one barrel and one face seal - on C" Stheir covers to increase reliability against flooding.Code. Section VIII ivision I buoys were designed

Single barrel seals were used on the housings that and fdbrictd that maintaine istructural integrity
were less critical. All of the housings were pressure- arly 2 years.
tested prior to installing the electronics to further n ,
insure against failure. 3. The design of the instrument housings, which used

The design anti performance of the corrosion both double anti single 0-ring scals. worked
protection system for the buoys anti housings are satisfactorily. Thc crown buoy canister with a double
presented in Appendix A. O-ring seal was opened and closed in excess of l)

times without leakage occurring. a
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Recommendation * The three-dimensional location of the posi-
tioning stations on the structure should be

Syntactic foams that arc presently available on measured to a relative accuracy over a period of
the market should be evaluated to determine how days of ±1 foot.
well they meet manufacturers' claims and what * Pressure at instrument stations should be
development efforts, if any, should be supported to
reduce cost and improve quality control. (approximately ±0.6 foot). 05

, Tension should be measured to a relative
SECTION 3 - STRUCTURE RESPONSE accuracy of ±5 pounds.i ' MEASUREMENT SUBSYSTEM

MA RM TS S M All data to be automatically recorded once each

hour with the capability to decrease cycle time
to 2 or 4 times pcr hour. Each complete scan of

The instrumentation for the SEACON II structure t
was designed to measure the response of the structure data should require less than 5 minutes.
to the ocean environment expected at the site. The 0 A capability should be provided to obtain
measurement accuracies of the instruments were position data from selected stations at
specified based on the results of the parametric 30-sccond intervals.
analysis described earlier. Instruments were located at 0 Data recorder and as much other electronic
all major nodal points on the structure and at a equipment as practicable should be housed in
limited number of intermediate locatioas to corn- crown buoy canister, which is SCUBA-divcr
plctely define the response of the structure. ecveron buo serwic h U

L i. Redundant measurements were provided to insure rv
sufficient data would still be obtained in the event 0 The recording, control, and power systemr
some equipment failures occurred, located in the crown buoy should operate a

The instrumentation was designed to make three minimum of I month unattended at a sampling
types of measurements automatically as often as 4 rate of I cycle per hour.
times per hour: acoustic position, pressure (depth), 0+ The power cquipment, cxccptt that portion
and tension. The three-dimensional acoustic position Teoer qi ment, excep ht prt
measuring system was the primary source of response located in the crown buo, should operate
data for validating the computer program. The unattende for 2 icy
pressure or depth sensors were designed to provide once each hour.

redundant data as a backup to this system. Tension * The overall system power must have
measurements provided an independent backup --cdundancy and also be capiblc of operating on
method tG determine structure response in case the surfacc-supplied power. Individual instruments
acoustic positioning system did not operate or did need not meet requirements set for the overall
not meet accuracy requirements. system.

The response measurement subsystem included
not only the instruments for making the desired
measurements but all of the supporting equipment, MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
including control and recording hardware and power
equipment, Acoustic Positioning

RThe acoustic positioning network was designed to A,
DESIGN CRITERIA measure the slant range distances from threc acoustic

projectors (11. 112. anti 1P3) to each of seven hvdro-
The design critcria for the structure response phones located at data acquisition canisters A A

neasurement subsystem arc: through G (Figure 3-14). TFo achieve a relative
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F~igure 3-14. Location of SlEAW.N 11 instrument station%.

accurac of better titan I1 foot front one nica~stire- projector cable. At the projector, the signal is

mecnt cvck to thie next over a long period of time, it converted fromn an elcetrical to an acoustical signal
%Vas necessary to take three tvypes of nicasurinents- and is projectedf (Figure 3-150c.
gross distance, refined distaince. andi sound velcwtte-. Also, at thie T,, thle timing signal generator

(;r)s~Disanc Mesuemet. he ros dita c atcts a frequncy cycle counter which starts
Gros Dstace cmueniri, *ilegrvs dstace counting tile 10-kui. . ign .al generated by thle tuning

mecasurements between thle projectaont i hydro. inlgn'-tr' e on otne ni h

phiones were accomplishedu by using anl acouastic Ptulsec 9
techiqu insshich he rannlasaonof puse rom projected acoustic signal reaches the listcnir~g hdro-tccniiiein%%ichtie raninsin o : plsefrntphone at tamec T,,. where it as converted t .o an 4

eac prjco cec vrpoca ie.Fgr lectrical signal. amplified. atnd transmitted to thleA,
3-15 simmss thle sequenicc of events that tikec place in -rsitbo canase hog h lMcbe Fgr
making this measurement. 3-15Sd). Tlle leading edge of tin, signal from thle

To) prodluce a pulse at a projector. pcos-cr 15 first
applied to a tan-tang signal generator located an the yrphaeissdtognae.\tptme'ul t
crown liaov canister. At tauec 'r, the timang Nagnal tame T% (Figuire 3'! So. 1,11as pluke signal,. thle Cycle

genratr spplcs poitie vltae otpu sinalforcourster it) stop Countang aind to record thle naimber of
geterto sppie apoatvevotae uapu sgnl or cycies counatedl during thle tamec bt'secc staurt irnd

a rueriil of 100) in% (Figuare 3-15Sa). The sgignl as*lenm rofcle scsrtdo
processed and usedl to cotntrol gates such that a1 %toll pulses.Thnubrf y"icowcli)

dtal reTase ttoi niemuaet and srutg ditcell
frecluenc -niodualited. I 4.5-klI/ elcetracal otipt itt tattl *I esta iisrnet.ndou coa
soltaize-cont nalled oscillator (V.O) as applied ito one ltiesen t'ojeco uui tadohe t n dace

oft tile projectrors ( l-gurc 3-1511) throtagh :he iftrtin ife
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(a) front timing

%.ignal j.Wncrator

ttX)mn% iur..: of I 4.5-kIi /front %ign21 gerrator to projcctor

10-ns Ihur%t of acou%tical cncrjty from prujv&::or it) hydropihone

tiroc rc~luired for acou~tical cncqty to travo
fromt proijccior 1it hydrophone

1((.,tbur~t of 14.5-kiz from hydrophonc to diseiminaitor input

di'eriminaioruoutputioph2e comparat or

TO T .I W nTT T', 101 tIit,.

Figure 3-1 J. C;ross distance tlleastrentent signAls.

Refined Distance Measurcincnt. A plumse comiparator output goes% high (see lI-gure 3-16). As*COMpai on technique siAs utilized ito rcedux. the error the negatase going edge of the discriminator Output
inheret in thc gross distance masurenment. A~ goes through zcro. the phiase comparator output goes
I 00-11ert/ .square wa~ve fromt the timing signal low. The resulting~ phase .oinparator output is a ieriesgenerator modulates the 14.S-klz. signal to the pro- oif ten pulscs with the peak duration Oif cacti puls

jector and is also applied to one input of A phase equil to the phAse difference bectween the two inputs
comparator. The modlulated pulse is trAnsinmie lby A ito the plixts comparator.
projector. received at a hydrophonc. transmitted To ;accurate!%- determine the average ph-is.
electrically to the crewn buoy canister. and applied difference. the numbel~r of cclcs of a tO-kils. SIgnal

toadiscrinirnator as de~scribc tieunder the gross t-s counted during the proswe h hsposition mecasuremecnt section above. The dis, comparator ;,- at it, peak. This count is taken over a
criminivor %trips the 14.5-Lklt/ carrier signal And 64-mns period. a% hown in Figure :-16. *The totalapplies the 1(X)-Ilren, signal it) a second ipput of the number of cycles counted is cluivalenit to .3 period Of

phawe comparator. as shosn in 1-igure 3-15ce. A% the timec measured in incremients of 10-5 iecond. Each
itegaine going edlge of the 1O0-llert/ signal front the icrenment is. thInts equal to a trasel distance in water
timing signal generator goes% through /ero. the ph~As of apprommatcly 0015 fooit. %hich bcomesc, the
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theorctal sensuisit% lunit of tilt phat nicasurentent btstI them. the awlragt sountd selot.itt oser the
sssteni. 'rie routing ctOfl rainges hetsseen 41 and tranm1iion path must hie knoss n. I-or [fhts reason a
cd4Oi deneriing on usheher the t%-so inputs to the neicn- to .atctratcl% determine the average sound

36 er uphase comparator atre e"wtl * in! phast or x; much as %eiowt betnccn the bottom. %%here the acoustic

360 egre,. ot r phase To obtain the ttatl proyectors %%ere located, and 5(9) feet heclo%% the ssater
"refied" slant range distance between a proypttor %tirfame %%h It, re ll but one of the h% drophones were
and hv-drophone, the numbecr of full 100) 1 lcrt, %% tie s ationed, Uas (' ised. 'rhe distance bectiseen pro-

sliastrenentI-.addd t fl lttl shft if he idrophone I- (in tilt crown line %%as accurately
1licr iesial dctermnined Im the phase lornpatrisn measuircd iefore inua~llAw~n. The' taut crown lire

Soumit Vcloitv MAllumrent In order it prono r 1mm .111d d1ia ncete Vavr agesud Weoith

consent the lttle for the .icontmic pulke ito travel kontr7iddlaicteaeaesudvlct
bcetiiprjctrjit l~rohbett)te wn s bcc n 5010 feet and the bottom could be4
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Pressure Mcasurcnwnt end of the delta cable between A and 1). and at the
bottonm of the leg terminating at the clumip anchor

Pressure transducers were located at each acoustic (I). The tension transducers provided anl Independent
node A through G (see Figure 3-14) to provide method for validating thle analytical computer model A
redundant data for calculating structure position. should the positioning system fail to operate as
IFach transducer was subjected to pressure at the designed.
water depth at which the hydrophones for deter- Because no off-the-shelf transducers suitable for

*mining acoustic position were located, this application were found. CIA. designed and
To acquire pressure data, regulated IX: power was fabricated thle transducers in-house. A dlescription of -

applied to a bridge-type pressure transducer. The thle transducer developed is provided in Appendix It.
transducer output was amplified and applied to a Trhe tension element is a hollos steel tube %%ith] strain
voltage-to-frequency converter. Trhe converter output gages in a b~ridge configuration. To pro~vide thle
signal was amplified andi transmitted to the crown sensitivity to achieve a ±5-pound relative accuracy,
buoy canister through the IN~ cables. thle steel tubes were made very thin andi were

'The cycles of the incoming signal were counted designed to fail at a load of 2.5( pounds. In order
for 0.5 second andi rco(rded. Two seconds after for the tension cells to survive, maximum) tensions
power was applied to the pressure tratnsducer, a (static plus dynaimic) had to be kept to 2.00 poundls
calibrate resistor was shunted across one arm of the during implant. Since thle breaking strength of thle
transducer bridge. The resulting change in bridge cable (approximately 25.00() pounds) had to be the
output caused a change in frequency output of the weak link in the system, the tension cellsi were
converter. The cycles of this signal were also counted designed %%ith a fil-safe collar to take uIP thle load if
for a period of 0.5 second andi recorded. The change thle tension mecasuring tube failed.
in cy-cle ctifnt dlue to the shunt ealibrate resistor 'llhree-h und rcd-a nd-fiftv -oihttm ae were used to
provided a calibration constant for use during data alloss sufficient voltage to be: ipplied to the bridge to
redluction. obtain the desired output signal %shile conserving onl

Tlhe six pressure transducers at A through F are posser. The procedure for measuring and recording
rated at 350 psi. while the one at C is rated at I ,(II0 thle tension senseLd by the tension transducers andi for
psi. *rhe transducer manufacturer claims a repecatai- calibrating the transducers ssvus die s-.lme as that used
bility of ±0.03% of rated output. which corresponds for thle pressure mecasuremnent.
to approximnately ±0.2 foot andi ±0.6 foot.
respectively. TEo take advasntage ot the high degree of
repeatability and to avoid ceror tiue ito ainy non- TIMING;. CONTROL. A~ND RECORI)IN(;
linearity, tile 350-usi tratnsthicer., were calibrated in

(llspresstire facilits over tite range of 170 to 270 Timing Fquipmnt
jpsi. which corresponds to the e'~pccted range. Ba~sed
onl the calibration, thle relattions~lip of tile changt: iii The cross n buoy clectrom, can- ;'i %%.,.. designed
output freqicnic of tile converiler dute to chasnge in % o that compitlete data cycles coulh; -~ taken auto-
pressure On [lhe tramnsducer. ito the chmtnge in nuticatll% onc e etich hour. half-hour. or quarter-hour.
frequency due to thle %htint. resistor %% a% estatblished. A full vs ic of mea-1'emnents. Including recordiny.
Th e relattionship remain-. constant regairdles (if required 3 minitc% 14 seconds.
changes in power applied ito thle transducer or chainge% llht time lperit)l5 and sequence of mcaurcuicis%
in amplifier gain. %%erc co~ntrolled by signamls from the timing signal

Igcncrator locau-d in the cross : btioy elctronics
Ten-ion Measuire~ment canister (see I- igure 3-17 for block diagram). As di%-

cui sscd ctrl ivir. tle tmning signal genrat or .slio
Tension transducers ssecre locatmed it fise postons furnished .mI 100-I lea, squart ss.ise to treqcucic-

on the strucrture at the ends% of all three tables modulate thte I4.5-ki Ii VCO. .ind - I10-1, and
terminating at nodek A (;-igure 3 14). a;t thle nodle 1) I O0-kl l signal for mc-asurtng distatitcs !Petsseeni

the- projectors amn I thc hydrophones
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sampling sequence. Two seconds after a data acquisi- Verification of System Operation
tion canister turned on, the data selector energized 4
the hydrophone for 6 seconds to receive the in- The pulse from the timing signal generator that
coining projector signals. Following this, pressure and reset the crown canister was also used to advance a
tcnsion data were collected at 2-scconZ intervals, stepping switch. The switch made contact, thereby

applying voltages from a divider circuit to the input
Electrical Zero of a voltage-to-frequeney converter. During the data

recording period, the cycles of the converter output
After all distance, pressure atul pressure calibra- signal were counted for 0.5 second and recorded. The- _i .tion, and tension and tension calibration measure- stepping switch was reset every 8 hours. The record :d

ments at one data acquisition canister were count was used to verify the system operation during
completed, the input to the transducer amplifier was each 8-hour period and to relate time of day to each
shorted. The system was designed such that with the data cycle.
input shorted, the amplifier had an output signal
from the voltage to frequency converter. This signal Data Acquisition Canister Identification (Location)

~' I, was designated electrical zero. The cycles were
i counted for 0.5 second and recorded. Any change in In addition to recording data from the data

the electrical zero reading had to be applied as a zero acquisition canisters, the cycles of the cncoder signal
shift to the pressure and tension calibration data used used to turn on the data acquisition canisters were
in data reduction, counted for 0.5 second and recorded. During data

reduction the count verified which measurement
Turn-Off of Data Acquisition Canister station the subsequent recorded data came from.

After the electrical zero measurement was corn- Redundant Data Transmission Lines
pletcd, the data acquisition canister would turn itself
off. In addition, a turn-off signal was sent to the data Each time de data acquisition canister turned
acquisition canister from the crown canister during off, a pulse was generated that connected the line
the last 2 seconds of the time allotted for taking data driver to a different conductor in the EM cables. The
from that canister. The turn-on signal for the next three conductors in the cables were scanned in
data acquisition canister to be interrogated was also sequence to assure an open or shorted EM: cable con-
of a frequency that would turn off the preceding ductor would not result in the loss of all data. The
canister. This redundancy insured a data acquisition encoder signal that turned on the canister was applied
canister could not be left on to drain the power to all three conductors to make sure the canister
sources. could turn on even if two of the three EM cable

conductors ,'erc shorted.
Turn-Off (End of Cycle) of Crown Buoy Canister

The last signal generated by the timing signal POWER
generator was conditioned and applied to a relay. The
contacts of the relay were maintained closed hy a rhe heart of the power system wvas a 10-watt
capacitor discharge circuit for the period of time radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG). The
required for the crown canister to reset to the unit. which weighs 645 pounds. is a SNAII-21
quiescent condition. If the signal from the timing supplied by the Naval Nuclear Power Unit. The gcn-
signal generator did not reset the crown canister, a crator is fueled by strontium 90 in titanate form and
clock-operated swatch provided a contact closure to is contained ii a 16-inch-diameter, 25-inch-high pres-
generate a reset signal each 15 minutes. sure hull nith a pressure rating of 10.(X)O psi. Poncr

is provided at 48 volts IC regulated.
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1 14

- power applied to crown canister

data acquisition turn-on

flist projcctot

~second projector

third projector

_ pprss re s~ec i

tensionA

._...ft tension

Cal

-,, 15 To  +2 +4 +6 Tm+8 (e) +10 +12 ' 14 +16 )

~Figure 3-19. Typical measurement sequence at a data acquisition canister sensor station.

As shown in Figure. 3t-20, the RTrG, which was was via an umbilical to a surface vessel. Should ;
::' ' located in the clump anchor, charged capacitors at unattended power be desired, additional batteries-,

ieach of the three acoustic projectors and the Ni-Cad could be placed in a housing and attached to tile
2 ': 'battery bank located in, the crown buoy canister. crown buoy by SCUBA divers.

.! Since the RTG supplied the overall system power Figure 3-20 shows tile distributed power used at
and its failure would ile catastrophic to the SEACON each of the eight data acquisition canister stations
11 experiment, a backup power source was also pro- serving the acoustic nodes and pressure and tension
vided. A 520 ampere-hour lead-acid battery, with an sensors. Tile power at these stations was supplied by
output at 48 volts D C was located alongside the RTG primary mercury cells, which, of course, are not *
in the clump ancho'.. Should the RTG drop below 28 rechargeable. Since each data acquisition station Was

.:volts, the lead-acid battery, would be switched in completely independent, the failure of one would not
: : automnatically. If the RTG voltage returned to result in any other failures. Therefore, this distributedi normal, it would be switched back on line auto- power system riet the design criteria.

matically.~A 4 ampere-hour Ni-Cad battery pack located in

the crown buoy ,canister was trickie-chiarged at about RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
' 150 ma to supply/ power for oper-ating tle electronic

equipment in the crown buoy canister. Performance of Acoustic Positioning System ,
A third incanas for supplying power to tihe system

should tile RTG3/lead-acid battery combination fail Bias Errors in Gross Distance Measurements. The "
time measured b~y counting cycles of a I0-*11/ signal i

'4
la I .z



Ni-Cad
battery crown
bank buoy

Clump Anchor Charging System

1. Radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG)
2. Lead-acid battery bank (backup) A acoustic node battery

\ _capacitanceprojector no. 2 energy storage

(t 1G-charged)
! 0 projector no., ]

Figure 3-20. Power system for SEACON 11.

during the period between start and stop pulses was and hydrophone responded in a short time compared
in error by the time required for the projector, the to the discriminator. Since they all started to respond
hydrophone, and discriminator to respond to applied at the same instant, cancelling the eri'or caused b
signals. Bench tests showed that the stop count pulse slow response of the discriminator canceled the entire

F signal was generated up to 0.8 ins after the leading error.
edge of the 14.5-kHz signal was applied to the dis- A bench test was performed to measure the
criminator. Compared to this delay, the time required magnitude of the error. The output of the VCO was
for the signal to travel over the transmission wires and hardwired to the discriminator input. When the dis-
the error caused by phase shift of the 14.5 kliz was criminator output was applied to the phase
insignificant. The total of all errors always causes the comparator along with the timing signal, a series of
time measured between start and stop pulses to be measurements of delay time between the signals was

. longer than the true time required for the acoustic obtained. After more than a thousand measurements
&" . signal to travel from projector to hydrophone. The were completed, the count of cycles of the 100-ktl,

field data show the error to be a bias of approxi- signal was found to be 1,200 ±12 llcrt7. The 1,20M
mately 2.0 ins, which represents a bias in slant Ilert? was a phase shift or time delay due primarily to
distance measurement of about + 10 feet. slow discriminator response time. This bias error was

accounted for during data reduction.
Bias Errors in Phase Measurements. The use of

Ycro crossing of the negative going edge of the Random Errors in Acoustic Position Measure-
100-Ilertz output of the discriminator introduced an ments, To assess the amount of random error in the
error in the phase measurement. The error was caused acoustic distance measurements, data from acoustic
by the inability of the VCO, the projector, the hydro- node I, on the crown line were analyed. This
phone, and the discriminator to respond to a change location was chosen because it was designed to
in input signal in zero time. The VCO, the projector, remain a constant known distance (within !I foot)

from projector 113 at the clump anchor.
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F;'.re 3-21. Comparison of pulse and phase measurements taken between projector P3 andFthehupos "

- -. i Figure 3-21 is a plot of the pulse time measure- Instead of the sound velocity changing, it is
Ment between 113 and 1: during a typical 24-hour believed the sinusoidal variation in travel time --

period, On the same plot is the pulse time measurc- between 113 and F is due to the currents, dominated
tent- refined with the phase data. A smooth curve by tidal currents, causing a small catenary in the ttut
through the phase measurements is sinusoidal with a crown line. As the currents increase, the catenary
period corresponding to tidal cycles. One possibhv increases, and the distance between 1P3 and F -

explanation for this periodic change in travel time is decreases as much as 2 feet (0.4-ms travel time).
that the average sound velocity between 500 fect and Because it appears the change in sound velocity at
the bottom is changing about 1 fps in 6 hours. This this site is a relatively long period phenomenon, a
probably is not the cause since other measurements constant value of sound velocity was used to reduce
between 13 and 1: made a month earlier exhibited the the acoustic position data. Sound velocity was
same sinusoidal variation but shifted 0.4 ms higher, calculated using the measured distance between P3
which indicates the change in average sound velocity and F and the peak acoustic travel time when it is
in 1 month was only 2 fps. Also, calculation of sound believed the smallest catena-ry existed in the crown J"
velocity made from physical data collected at the site line. This approach may introduce a small bias of 2 to
on 8 June 1972 and again on 26 September 1975 4 feet into the absolute position measurement due to
showed the average sound velocity changed only 2 fps the bias error in sound velocity. Ilowevcr, it is
in 3 years. Thus, it appears that the average sound believed this disadvantage is offset by the significant
velocity at the deeper levels of this basinal site is a reduction in the magnitude of random error in posi
very stable property. tion measurements.
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Figure 3-22. Comparison of pulse and phase acoustic distance measurement scatter about
datum made by smooth curve through phase data.

To examine the relative accuracy attained with better by a factor of three than the design goal, is
the acoustic position measuring system for both pulse borne out by the orderly behavior of the measured

.5 and phase nmeasurements, the data presented in Figure position data presented in Chapter 6.
i + ; 3-21 were converted from time to distanice measure- Opratioa Experience With Acoustic Positioning

mnT pulse System. Although the acoustic positioning system- and phase data about the smooth, sinusoidal curve
drawn through the phase data is presented in Figure accuracies exceeded the design goal considerable diffi-

culties were experienced in reaching this level. The3-22. This is a measure of scatter for the pulse and major problem was caused by rflected acoustic
phase data. As can be seen from the plot, the scatter
in the pulse data is about ±E2 feet, while the scatter in stoignalsfromthryottomaturfaelyattriereeivn

the phase data is less than 0.2 foot. This 0.2 foot is stop time circuitry prematurely at the receiving
only four times the theoretical limit of sensitivity hydrophones.
(0.05 foot) of the phase measurement system based This was recognized as a potential problem and

was addressed early in the design process. The timing
on tie frequency level and data sampling time used in of the systcm was based on the assumption that the
making the measurement.

When the effect of this 0.2 foot of scatter in the reflected signals would be sufficiently damped after
n ethree reflective periods to avoid interference. Thisdistance measurement between oeprojector anda

hyr scombined with tassumption turned out to be erroneous; the reflectedi hydrophone is cmiewththe measurenmnts

from the other two projectors to a given hydrophone signals were not attenuated as rapidly as expected.
to compethe three-dimensional relative position of "The result was premature stop times at the hydro-
the hydrophone, the resulting position is accuiate o phones caused by the receipt of strong reflected
about ±0.35 foot. It is believed this level of accuracy, pulses from a previous projector signal. The problem
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was especially difficult and time-consuming to solve, were obtained. None of these data had signals from

because the times anti amplitudes of tht incoming more than two of the three projectors, since II1 had

reflections varied with sea conditions and because quit operating soon after the structure was implanted.

each step in solving the problem had to be checked lata front nodes R, ., F, and G ssere obtained fairly

on site from a small boat. reliably. No acoustic data were obtained from node

The small boat was m,,ored to the crown buoy, C, because the hydrophone failed to respond soon

and communication was established with the struc- after implant. Acoustic data from node 1) sere not

ture electronics through an electrical umbilical cable available on about t.,. tirst half of the data collected.
brought to the surface )y divers. To further com- and node A acoustic data were missing on much of

pound the problem, during one of -the arl' checkout the second half. Pressure data were reliably recorded

cruises the mechanical mooring parted, and the clec- from all node, and they provided the backup post-
trical umbilical was ripped out of a junction box on tioning data needed due to projector II not
the crown buoy 60 feet underwater. This initiated a operating.
series of attempts to make underwater cable repairs When the data were reduced, the pulse data were

which coincided with the effort to sohe the signal found to be quite reliable; however, much of the
timing problem. phase data were erratic, which indicates noise was

Numerous other electronic problems added to the getting into the system. Using only pulse data to
difficulty in obtaining good quality data. These determine excursions of the nodes through tidal
included periodic erratic behavior of the digital con- cycles resulted in relative position accuracies of about
trol and recording equipment in the crown buoy i-3 feet. With curve smoothing this could be improved
canister, interference from noise generated by somewhat, but it still would not mcet the design goal
electronic equipment in the crown buoy canister, of ±1 foot needed to validato, the computer program

: it damage to equipment in the canister d,ie to handling to the level desired.
aboard ship at sea, and the corrosion effects of the With a significant amount of dat.. in hand b
sea environment during trouble-shooting at sea. Often October 1975, it was decided to make one last all-out
it was difficult to determine if failure to get good effort to collect the best data possible from the
data was due to shorts in the underwater electrical s% stem. tip to this point only partial repairs had been
splices. problems with the crown buo% electronics made on the electrical cables which joined at the
unit, or interference from the reflected signals. crown buoy. No attempt had been made to repair

The acoustic reflection problem was cventuall% projector P! for fcar that more damage might be
solved by adding circuits to gate out all incoming done to other equipment that was working.
acoustic signals until approximately the time when In November 1975. 13 months after the SElACON
the "good" signal should arrive. Trhe gates were II structure had been implanted. the rewiring -. f the
opened at least 40 ms (equivalent to approximatel proiector cables, crown line cable, and umbilcai .able

2(W) feet travel distance in seawater) before the at the cro%n buoy began. I-our I-day cnise. ,yere

incoming signal was expected and were left open to requircd to perform thlis critical operation. It %%as

insure the "good" signals would not be blocked out, completed on 9 I)ecember 1975 with 13 underm.rter
After implant was completed. it took approxi- electrical splitc being made succestWully b CEL :.

matelv 7 months before the pulse measurenent divers. On 11 l)ccemher 1975 . ncs current meter
portion of the system worked %%tlth reasonable string was installed .it the sire., and data taking beg.an
reliability. An additional 3 months were required to %%ilih the crom, buo% carmistr aboard the "0-foot

get tile phase measurement equipment oper.tiol. fishing %esscl 0a 1 :,t. s hich %is moortil to) the
Numerous data-taking a:ttempts using tht auto crow n buo . Betwteen ii ad Il )eccmlecr, with ionc

matic mode with the crown buox caniter hiuti'd in interruption ior .1 storsm. approximiat-lI tom, 24 -hour
tile crown buoy %ere made during the 6-mioi h daiys of d.tii aon .t 15iniiutc ccling r.tc Ii crc

period afier the pulse neasurement equipment Vis recorded (.ood puker and plhasm dmati %tere obtiir'cd
operational. During this period ,Ippros inihle siicen for ,ihi liidc% c\c'pt A ,ind ( %ilt ,ll threc projectr%
24-hour dayvs of data rctorded , 1/2-hour intvr%,l.r operating. 'I lien.ils sit it tlihesc d. 1.i io .l ihdae tile
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Figure 3-23. Acoustic time between projector PI and node B during dynamic relaxation experiment.

Ianalytical design program is presented in Chapter 6. sensor stations on the delta went dead, It is believed
As discussed earlier, position accuracy with the phase that the ground connection to the mechanical wire at
system and all three projectors operating cxceeded node A was broken by the test.A

.4 the design goal for the positioning system.
Since good quality position data on the n:esponse Porformane of Depth Meatsurement System

of the structure to ocean currents had been collected,
a bonus experiment was run. On 19 l)eccmbcr 1975, The depth measuring system provided very
some 15 months after the SFACON 11 structure was necessary data during the long period whein projector
implanted. a dynamic relaxation experiment was P1I was inoperable. It also provided redundant data as
performed A grapnel was engaged %vith the structure a means of checking on the accuracy of the acoustic
at node buoy 2 (hydrophone II) apex of the delta, positioning system.

* r~~he dclta was then pulled sidewavs in the direction of Ba nDt crmns h nta
anchor A2, until it was displaced about 300 feet

latraly (.50.pond oa onthegrane!lin). he comparison of predicted depths to measured depths
* showed the measured depths of all nodes to be con-grapnel line was then released, and the position of sis.,ently shallower than the analytical predictions.

node II was measured at 30-second interval.-. F~igure
The entire method for reducing the pressure sensor3-23 is .an example of the acoustic time data betucen dtawsrieetoeemnefaydirencs

projector PI and the hydrophonec At node B as the
structure relaxed to its equilibrium position. The data eitdwihmgtcuesc i~ n ato arelocated. As discussed earlier. the pressure sensors

apper 1' o exellnt ualty nd ein Acrc calibrated' in CIl.*s pressure facility. Trhe vssel
an~Alv/cd and reported tin weparately (Reference 3-4).

a ~~~~At the %tart of the fourth relaxation test all (if the pwic asendinteeslhawiete
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sensors being calibrated were at a depth of 15 to 20 Acoustic Position Determination Using
feet down in the vessel. This caused a IS-to-20-foot Redundant Depth Data. During the period when all
bias in the calculation of depth measurement. Using three acoustic projectors were operating, the depth
the zero pressure calibration data taken in air before data provided redundancy that could be used to
the sensors were placed in the vessel removed the assess the absolute accuracy of the entire positioning
I 5-to-20-foot bias. system. This involved not only the errors which exist

Since this change did not make up for all of the in the acoustic position and depth measuring equip-
discrepancy between measured and predicted depths. mnt, but the accuracy of the positioning data on the
it was decided to obtain independent depth masure- three acoustic projectors on the seafloor.
ments acoustically. This was accomplished by Figurc 3-25 shows four x-y positions calculated
stationing one vessel at the crown buoy to manually for acoustic node D. The center position is
turn on the hydrophores whil: another vessel determined by the acoustic ray distances from each
positioned itself over each of the acoustic nodes in of the projectors. PI, P2, and P3. Using these data.
turn and sent 14.5 kllz signals down. The difference the calculated depth, z, is 430.7 feet, which is 3.3
in time between the first bottom reflection and the feet less than that measured with the pressure sensor.
first surface reflection to reach a node gives an The other three positions calculated with the
accurate measurement of twice the node depth. When measured depth. /. and two acoustic distances circle
the tide is taken into account, a depth corrected to the position calculated solely from the acoustic data
mean low low water (MI.LW) is obtained. Fairly good at a radius of about 5 feet. These arc typical data
agreement was found between the depth determined which appear to indicate that the depths of the sensor
with the new zero pressure data and the depth stations are correct in an absolute sense within a few
soundings. The depths of nodes A and C could not be feet and the acoustic projector positions arc correct
measured acoustically because their hydrophones within 5 to 10 feet relative to one another. Note that
were not operating. Ilowevcr, B agreed to the nearest the above data indicate the magnitude of constant
I 1 foot. D within 2 feet. F. within 14 feet, and G error or bias which should not be confused with the
within 5 feet. Despite this agreement, the initial relative positioning accuracy over a period of days of
depth predictions were still somewhat deeper than t1 foot.
the revised measured data showed. It was found later
that the depth predictions were in error due to Performance of Tension Measurement System
incorrect assumptions about penetration depths for

anchors Al and A2. as discussed earlier in this Only two of the five tcnsion cells survived the
chapter. implant. Figure 3-26 shows "wo of the failed thin-
the ndom Errors Dh r7 mts. Since walled tubes as they looked after the structute wasi ~~~ano Frelta irns Depth Mesueens Swindneeelslo~ed

recovered. The three failed cells were located on the
thechanginposition(ifthestructure(including its
depth) follows a tidal cyele. one can provide insight

each end of leg 1.3 which connected node A antid the
into the random error of the depth sensor data by
examining the variation in depth with time at a node clump anchor. Based on the location of the failed
sensoir %taton. Figure 3-24 is a plot of typical data units, it is strongly suspected tliey were o,crloadcd

durn thec removal of the floodecd sensoir canisterob;id frm the depth sensors during low currentSaned fro from the delta arm between nodes A and B in Phase
vctct thidetcntesncur sfilvclocit~- periods when the structure is fairly IV of the implant. For a showt penod the implant
quiescent. From these data it appears the random vessel was moored to the stretched-out delta, and its
error is generally about 0.5 foot or less. This exceeds loading may have exceeded the 2.54O)pound failure
the design critena set up for the system. It is about

twic ashij: a tha clime bythe ensr mnu-ioad for the cells. After Phase IV the load cell at thetwice as hii as that claimed by the sensor manu- - a ihrtnin ni hnF
facturer. This is rcas)nable because it represents the top of leg 1.3 always had higher tnions on it than
random error from to cnsors in sIriessince node 1; any of the cells on the delta arms and yet it survived.
dcth data arc used st orrect for rtics. in addition Because tension measurement was a backup to
node I. moves verticalls omewhat as discusset the acoustic position measuring s%tcm. its high fail-
eure raze lid not scri(o,-v affect the vaidationearlier.
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F~igu~re 3-24. 1krpth measurcmcnts at nodle F over a 36-hour period during low current velocities.
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Some problems were experienced with the Ni-Cad
battery pack in the crown buoy canister. On one

-"occasion part of the battery circuit was shorted to the
pressure case, draining the batterics and causing a loss
of data. Also, periodicaily some bad cells were found
and had to be replaced.

The mcrcury cils used in the distributed power
system performed well during the 18-month period of
acti.V use.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

I. The pulse-phase acoustic position measuring
system proved capable of making position measure-
ments with a relative accuracy over a period of days
better than the ±1-foot design goal.

2. The precise behavior of the acoustic signals used in
the positioning system was misjudged. and thereby

Figure 3-26. Instrumented tension links failed presented a serious and time-consuming obstacle to
by overloading during implant operation, overcome in order to obtain good quality data.

3. Despite major obstacles encountered, sufficient
position data of high quality were collected to meet

eTtsthe goals for validating the computer program to the:"experiment. The two units that did survive the desired level of accuracy.
implant worked well and demonstrated a good design 4 The depth measuring equipment met the design
for an in-linc, undersea tension cell.

With only one of the thrcc units at node A goal for accura.. and proved to be a valuable adjunct

operating, there is no method for determining the to the acoustic positioning system.

absolute accuracy of the tension measu.,ments. 5. The tension cell developed by CE. for in-linc use
Il)%vevcr. an idea of the quality and resolution of the in underwater cables prociuctd good quality datatension data can be glcencd from data presented in ,.!;ch met or excecdcd the design goal for accuracy

Figure 3-27. Typical tension data from the cell and sensitivity. Ilowever. "he tension-measuring
located at the top of leg 1.3 at node A ts plotted over member proved so fragile that only two of the five
a 36-hour period. As with the data from the other cells survived the implant.i sensors the period of the cycles are tidal due to the

6. The electronics in the underwater iensor sttons
character of the currents. From the curves it appears roved to ic
the random error is much less than the design goal of p
-*5 pounds. 7. The crown mo" clectronics pro cd less reliabl.

probably due to the sevoere handling and corro-mc
orfnrmmncc of Power System environment experenced during numcroes trips from

laboratory to harbor to .te and back. The failturc rate
The RT(; performed without problems (or the of the electronic equipment in the croun bum.

entire 22-month implant period. The equipment even canister was so high that it %as unable (o mect the
survivcd the shorting of the power Cads to seawater design goal of I month unattended implant.
at the crown buoy when the umbilical cable parted. . The pouer system. especially the RT(; and
The backup lead-acid battery w.-s not used.

mcrcun batterici. protd t) le I cr% rchabIr
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l'igure 3-27. lcnsion %ariation at top of Icg 1.3 at node A during 36-hour period.

9. The Analysis of the redundant poition data 2. Thc pulsc-phase acoustic position measuring
indicAtes thc measured acoustic projector positions s'stcm developed by CE. is recommended for use
sstre accur-tc to within 5 to 10 feet relative It one where prtcise threc-dincnsional position nasurc-
another. nmnts. are required.

10. "'hc position measuring sstem met the design 3. rhe tension ccll developed by CIA. providcs a
* go2l of taking position data at 30-u.cond intervals. It good design for a reliable undcrsca unit for measuring

A was al) successfully used to collect data in a callc tensions. To prevent premAturc failure of th
dyn';nmc relaxation cxp riment pecrformed with the tension link, cithcr a larger factor of s3fct% should he
Sl,,(:O(N II %tructure. used in designing the link or somc method should he

* provided to prccnt oerloading the link.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. In operations. such as SFACON II. in which
complcx tnd precise electronic Controls andI mcasure.
nKnt are mAde on undersea hardware, the control
and recording should ber done frum either a shore
slation ssmth a cahlo to the undcrv.a hardware or from
i ,tlc platform with good lab space moored over

thet underea site.
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SECTION 4 - CURRENT MEASUREMENT CURRENT METERS
SUBSYSTEM

Selection and Description

DESIGN CRITERIA Electromagnetic-, acoustic-, and rotor-type meters
were all investigated to determine the best sensor

The parametric analysis presented earlier con- type for high accuracies at low velocities. In the
firmed current measurement accuracy to be one of state-of-the-art at that time (1973) the rotor-type
the two most critical parameters in the program meter appeared to best meet the requirements.
validation effort. As shown in Table 3-2, an accuracy In discussions with various users of current
of ±1.0 cm/sec for velocity and ±4 degrees for meters. the Aanderaa Recording Current Meters
direction corresponds to an equivalent accuracy of RCM-4 and RCM-5 were recommended as being the
W0.10 for the pacing parameter, Cd. This, along with most accurate and, most of all, the most reliable.
other considerations, were used to establish the Based on other user information, CEL experience,
following design criteria: and a survey of the market, a commitment was made

to use Aanderaa meters for the bulk of current

ysThe accuracy of thce current measurement measurements during the SIACON II experiment.
system must e cm/sc for velocity and 4AAndraa instrumnts (Figure 3-28) ar
degrees for direction in the range of 5 to 35 desig nd era terstuents i re
cm/sec with a current velocity threshold of 2 igned to measUrewater currentspeed,direction,
cm/sec or less. and temperature with options that include depth

(pressure) and conductivity. These parameters are
• Sufficient measurements must be made over the measured and recorded according to a prepro-

area occupied by the structure to determire grammed sampling scheme.
areal variability of current speed and direction. Current speed is sensed by a Savonius-like rotor

that drives a potentiometer via a magnetically
* Sufficient measurement stations must be pro- dfole a p e ra mur netion is

vided to define the current depth profile from coupled follower and gearbox. Current direction is

400 feet to the bottom within system accuracy sensed with a vane and fluid-damped magnetic corn
requirements. pass. When the compass is to be read, a contact is

clamped against a wire-wound resistance ring.

* The current meters must be self-contained, be Measurement of each sensor output is achieved by
ic2 capable of rccordi.g current measurements at sequentially switching each output into an auto-

least once ev 10 minuts for a minimum matically controlled bridge-balancing circuit, the
installation period of 2 months, and have a heart of which is a rotary encoder. The digitized data
timing accuracy of ±2 seconds/24 hours, arc recorded on magnetic tape. The sampling interval

is controlled In a solid-state timer driven by an
SThe current meter moors must be desined to oscillator that is controlled by a quartz crystal. The

be easily and reliably deployed and recovered, timer accuracy is .pcified to be ±2 sec/day. Several

0 The top of the current meter strings must be sampling intervals arn available with 10 minutes being
sufficiently deep to not be significantly standard.
affct:cd by ocean .urtacc conditions at the site.
A surface buoy must not be used to mark their Evaluation and Calibratio
position.

Due to the stringent accuracy requirements for
the SEAW(ON II current measurement system. ClI.
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_ .speed range, it was decided to use a 1,200:1 gear
ratio, which significantly reduces the errors due to
quantization and potentiometer linearity. With the
lower gear ratio it is estimated the total error in speed
in the range of specific interest to the SEACON !1
experiment to be about ±1.0 cm/sec.

The compass evaluation showed a nonlinearity of
±2.5 degrees, which can be corrected by individual
calibration of each compass and a nonrepeatability

' of ±2.8 degrees. Added to this error in compass
direction is the error in vane alignment with the

* current at various current velocities. This error ranges
from about ±7.3 degrees at 5 cmlsee to ±4 degrees at
10 cm/sec to ±1 degree at 35 cm/sec. Current speeds
that significantly displace the SEACON II structure
are above 10 em/sec; so, in general, the direction3' inaccuracy of a meter with a calibrated compass in
the SEACON II flow speed regime could be expected

-" "to be less than ±6.8 degrees.

To avoid the error penalty associated with com-
pass nonlinearity, a compass calibration facility was
set up at CEL, and all Aanderaa meters werecalibrated at IO0dgree compass intervals.

MOOR DESIGN

F l igure 3-28. Aandcraa current mcter being In order to detect and measure any areal

installed. Speed rotor is located on top of variability in the current speed and direction at the
pressure housing. Vane aligns with current SEACON II site, the decision was made to surround
to provide direction reference, the structure with three current meter strings. Each

string was to be located approximately 700 feet out
decided a thorough evaluation of the Aandcraa meter from the center of each of the three delta arms,
was required. CIL requested the U.S. lepartment of which placed the strings about 1,600 feet apart.
Commerce. National Oceanographic lnstrumentation There was little experience to draw on in deter-
(:enter (NOIC). Washington. DC 13-51. to detenine mining the depths at which meters should be placed
the speed and direction accuracies for the Aanderaa to accurately define the current profile and to avoid

R meters. especially at low current velocities CE) to 35 missing any- shear currents that might exist. Due to
em/sec). NOIC perfonned an evaluation, and it issued the meager data collected on currents during the site
an Instrument Fact Shect 13-51 that contains a investigation phase, it was not known how much the
summary of the test results, current velocities changed with depth. Ilowcver. it

rhr r.sults show that. in the low speed range (0 was known that the measured velocities at the
to 50 cm/sec), the nonlinearity was MA.8 cm/scc. In I.oo.foot depth were as high as those at 50(k feet.
a.ildition. the suns of a quantifation error and and it was suspected that the velocitics wou1d drop
"pttcntion,ctcr error at the IO-minut. sample time off sharply below the basin sill depth of 2.4(g) feet.

1had .a uorst case ttal of 1.6 cm/sc with a 6.(eX): I To obtain more information in the profile at deeper
rotor gcar ratio. Itcause the current vclociti at the depths as well as to check out a new motor design.
-SI'A(CON 11 iitc %%crt in the limes alf (if the lox% currnit mter 6rin0 (Figure 3-29) (hat included
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T{. meters at 1,450 and 2,200 feet was installed, stretch, the third was made up of 1/4-inch-diameter
Unfortunately, when the string was recovered, it was wire rope. The two types of mooring lines were used

J found that the velocity data at the 2,200-foot depth in order to investigate the effects of dynamic
were no good. The velocities at the 1,450-foot depth. behavior of different moors on meter performance.
however. were found to be as high or higher than The moors were designed for deploying the anchor
those at the shallower depths. first because of the need to precisely control the final

Another factor went into determining the most implanted position uf cadt. string.
efficient distribution of meters in the vertical direc-
tion. The buoys and delta cables produce a large
percentage of the total drag force on the szructure. In VERIFICATION OF IN-SITU CURRENT
addition, the structure response is much like that of a MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

++' cantilever beam; a unit of force produces a larger

displacement the higher up it is applied on the struc- Two methods were devised to venfy and improve
ture. From this information it was obviously accuracy of thc in-it current masurements.
important that the currents at the delta elevation be Redundant meters were located at the most critical
well monitored by meters. Below the 500-foot level depths to provide a crosscheck between meters.
meters were spaced approximately in a logarithmic Averaging these redundant data also improved overallJ fashion, with spacing increasing as depth increased. accuracy for the current measurement system.

After the structure was installed, threi strings A sec'ond method used to verify the accuracy of
containing 19 meters were implanted. Since only the current meter measurements was the tracking of a
13 Aanderaa meters ure available to CI., six'other neutral float device (Figure 3-31) A submersible
meters of various types and vintages were used. The transponder was incorporated into a device that could
older meters were concentrated at the lower levels, be made neutrally buoyant at a predetermined depth.
which were considered less critical, in case they The buoyancy of the device was adjusted by
failed, increasing or decreasing its weight so that it would

The moor design used during the structure free-fall until the buoyant force of the object was
rimplant was based on the successful design evolved opposed by an cqual gravitational force at the desired

during the site invLstigation phase and is described operating depth. The device was allowed to drift with
briefly in Chapter 2. The major change was to remove the current stream through the area occupied by the
the surface spar buoy and to place the top subsurface structure and the current meter strings, and its move-

Sbuoy approximately 400 feet below the surface to ment %as monitored Iy the acoustic transponder
decouple the moor from surface action. navigation equipment at the SEACON It site. Then,

To increase the probability of a moor releasing on by an acoustic command that causcs a ballast weight
acoustic command, dual AMF acoustic releases were to relcase, the device was returned to the surface for[ used between the anchor and the bottom redundant recover'.
buoyancy. A dual release bracket was developed so Iluoyancy was provided by tuo titanium sphrres

that both releases would bc recovered if either of the capable of operation to pressures in excess of 5,000
acoustic releases was activated. The bracket, Figure psi. Thes" spheres were coupled together and
3-30. uses a lever arm arrangement so that only a supported the negatively buoyant components of the
small percentage of the load is carried by the releases, devices. An AMIF model 322 recoverable acoustic
Wh-n either of the releases is activated, the level arm transponder, which was set up for sumersible
falls down, releases a captured pin. and allows the tracking in an acoustic navigation net. permitted the
shackle to fall free of the bracket, neutral float device to Ic accuratdv tracked. The

To aid in locating the moor after it surfaced, a transponder also provided the primary means for
Xenon flasher and radio direction finder transmitter recover. sith its acoustic release mechanism.
were attached to the top buoy. An alternate recise mcchanism, was included on

Tho of the three strinp% "cre made of 1/2-inch- the float as a )ackup for the acoustically activated
diameter braided dacr ., dcigncd for very low squib rclcasc on the A.\Ml model 322. The ahtcmate
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r release was a timed device which activates the firing

circuit for an explosive bolt at a preset time. '[hle time
1 may be set from 0 to 12 hours at 15-minute71 increments. Should the primary release mechanism7 - fail, the floo't is tracked by acoustic methods until the

4- preset time ci; tile alternate release has elapsed; at( . ridto direction finder
transmitter this time an explosive bolt is fired to release a ballast

titanium buoy weight, which allows the float to return to the sur-
face.

titanium buoy The ballast weight, which was made of steel, con-

, . sisted of two separate parts. About half of it was
attached to the primary release on the transponder.
The remainder was attached to the alternate release
mechanism. Fine adjustment of the buoyancy of the
float was accomplished by adding or removing lead

g acoustic trAnspondcr/relcase shot from the weight bucket on the alternate release
device.

A submersible RDF transmitter was attached to
the device to assist in locating the float after itahcrptate release I!surfaces. This transmitter activates just prior to

reaching the surface and can be tracked with a

hand-held direction finder.kT[ iTo achieve neutral buoyancy at any depth, tihe

device must first he made neutra!ly buoyant at theI - surface at 0 psig, and then adjustments to the device's

ballt¢ight .",net weight imust be made to correct for the com-
pressibility of the device and for the changing water

density as a function of temperature, salinity, and
pressure. The effects of temperature and salinity are
determined by taking an STI) profile at the site and

" in+ bA._t figuring density from a T-S diagram. The effects ofi ~ ~~i primablat
usl it increasing hydrostatic pressure were determined by

measuring the changing weight of .,;ie device as it

khung on an instrumented cantilever beam inside a
Figure 3-3 1. Neutral float device developed to pressure vessel.

measure currents in-situ.Aa1
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Velocity and Direction Accuracy

Figure 3-32 is a plot of typical curre-nt speed
versus time records for two meters located at a depth
of approximately 500 feet and separated a distance of
3 feet vertically. The measurenrtents agree with one
another generally better ,han the : I -cm/sec accuracy
goal for the measurement system. Figure 3-33 is a

plot of direction readings for these two meters during
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r ' | .- : : " : l~igtire 3-32. "CompariSOnscaae o ef typicalvetcly_ current s dptSeed data 0measuredfet by two Aanderaa meters

4-! ,e' "tr'iie 4fiini: period. The direction readig whnte otwas close to 400 feet, the speed
: 1-: g enerally-agrcc&ithin about -3 to 4 degrees. which is readings agree within about 3 to 4 cm/sec in a total

.aboiat~cual t0 the design goal for the, measurement velocity of about 25 cm/sec. l)ircction measurements

>,< yste, agee wthinIO10 15 degrees. Neither the level of <
"Good"agreeinenr between tWO nearby mees fareetbtenthe neutral float and meter data ',.

" _ irectign ac~curaitely. Something in the system, such enough to be able to certify the exact accuracy of the '
6,metrridns, oth assurl othe w-iasu peed andoheocanti whper the idatee tatee are clo

as moor niotion, could apply a largc constant error or meter data. Ilowever, considering the distance
" bias~equally to both meters. In order to verify the between the m~easurements, the agreement is quite

i ,the general area where the current meter string was factors at work seriously biasing the meter data.

located. Figure 3-34 shows the trackline for one of Based on these results it appears that individuatl meterI the neutral float passes. Note that, at its closest point, accuracy in the ocean is about ±1 cm/sec for speed
it was about 2,500 feet laterally from the current and ±"5 degrees for direction "at velocites above 10
meter string. The float started at a depth of about cm/sec.
383 feet and generally edged deepei" as it crossed theA site, reaching a depth of 454 feet just before it was Areal Variability at the Site
recalled to the surface. Figure 3-35 compares the
speed and direction data from the meter at 400 feet Three current meter strings were placed around

"with those from the neutral float. 1During the period the structure to dletermiine whether large variation of
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Table 3-4. Current Meter Performance

No. of Meters
N o , No. of No. of Collected

Ipa Nof Davs Aandcraa Good DataImplant No. Strings lnImltnted Meters

Velocity Direction

1 1 33 4 3 4

2 3 74 13 11 12

3 3 79 13 11 12

4 1 64 10 9 10

5 1 49 10 9 9

6 1 63 11 9 9

7 1 42 11 8 9

Totals 11 40472 60 65: (83%) (90%)

i~urrelnt

inctcr trin-

!17 Jun 1975
I41X)O 12(10 PDST

2,501 ft

3.000 . .k .

17 Jun 1975
1010) POST

2 , xo iI, *1 I
(1 .000

.3.0(X) .(00 *1 .000 I) I.(X) 2.00(I 30,00 4.00) 5.000

x (ft)

ligure 3-34. l'rack of neutral float passing through S[ACON I site at a depth ranging from 371
to 466 feet. 'l rack line i% in acoUttic translionder navigation system coordinates.
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Figure 3-36. Current velocity versus time from three meters at a depth of 500 feet spaced approximately
1,600 feet apart laterally.

protect the cases. This worked well, anti, after four no problems were experienced in positioning the
additional implants. the cass were still in good con- moor to avoid entanglement in the structure.
dition.

The spool tension problem was found after d.ta Neutral Float Performance
%%cre reduced from the first implant. The tensioning
was modified to correct the problem. The neutral float, which performed remarkably

The moor design worked very well. All 11 current well, provided good current data at the SEACON IImeter strings installed were successfully recovered. stte for comparison with the recording current meter

rThe backup release had to be employed on f~vo of the data. The only significant problem experienced was in
I I strings recovered. None of thc buoys or meters getting the device to the exact depth desired.
floded. The implant and recovery operations were Typically the device became neutrally buoyant some
accomplished very efficiently from CEI's CM-8 20 to 50 fee! above or below the target depth where a
boat. Typical time required to install the 2,500-foot- meter was located. Tbi made it difficult to compare
high moor with It) or I ! current meters was 2 hour.s velocities measured by the two techniques. The worst
Approximately 1-1/2 hours were needed to recover case was when ithe device stopped too shallow; at
the moor. By using the ATNAV positioning system, least some comparisons could be made if the device
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Figure 3-37. Current direction versus time from four meters at depth of 500 feet.

passed through the target depth. as occurred in the 3. It is believed the system accuracy meets or
run presented earlier. approaches very closely the desired accuracy of -±1

. In seven runs made with tiledevice, no significant clm/sec for speed and -+4 degrees for direction.

+ problems occurred with the hardware. The primary Situations where: the system probably does not :
Srelease method worked each time, and recover), on this level of accuracy are whlci significant shears
• the surface was routine using the transponder and occur between meters (as is discussed in Chapter 5)
[ +',radio positioning systems on the device. andi on dire'ction measurements when tie speed isbelow 10 crirser.

4. The Aanderaa meters alon with the moors that
iFINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

used a Ci'l.-developed dual release bracket andi AMF
1. It appears the speed measurements for the indivi- acoustic releases performed very reliably. All 11 of

dualmetrs re ccurte o .-I m/s an th thee-tile moors were recoveeed, andi the backup release had
dual mete rcns ar eal accurate to±1c/e at +5rc to be used only twice. The meters collected good

20velocy data 83% of the time ant good direction data
0 90% of the time.

2 . T rh e a rea l v a riab ility a t th e site a p p ea red to b ec o n 5 h e t a l a e i e o e a e e l a d p o
the order of ± I cmlsee for speed and -±3 to i degrees

fordircton he spedswee aov 11 cn/ic.'hm vidcd a means for calibrating the current meters
for-lae direction. dificlt speed exprrece ihn 0 mc.Tnegated the need for thre,: current mecter string%,.-l:e lwecdfiuywa xeinegetting t3e dCricr to float at tioe preci f depth

re desired.
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RECOMMENDATION

The successful current moor design techniques,
which incorporated redundant buoyancy, redundant
releases with a refined design for a dual release I
bracket, and reliable meters, such as the Aandcraa
RCM4 or RCM-5, are recommended for use in all
instrument moors where high reliability is required.
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CH1APTER 4

IMPLANT OPERATIONS

Implant of the SEACON 11 structure began witll) A means for monitoring and testing the elec-
the installation and survey of the acoustic trans- trical system during implant must be provided
ponder navigation system on 30 July 1974 and was so corrective measures can be taken, if
completed approximately 6 weeks later on 12 necessary, before proceeding to successive

*September 1974 when the current measurement phases.
system was installed. * Thc implant procedures must permit optimumn

positioning accuracy.

SECTION I - DESIGN 0 The implant procedures must allow realistic
at-sea training and practice to be conducted.I CITEIA& Safety must be emphasized in the implant pro-
cedures.

The following criteria were established for
designing the implant procedures to insure a highly CONCEPTS
reliable, flexible, safe, and ultimately successful sea
operation would occur: Based on the outline of implant criteria. several

410 Implant should be from a single ship to avoid implant concepts were formulated in February- 1973.
difficult comnmunication arsd coordination The selected concept was integrated isith the systemLiproblems inherent in a multiple-ship operation. design to inture the hards% are design andi instatllation

0 Iplat oeraion an eqipmnt ustbe plan would be compatible. Between 1Veblruar% 1973
dsIgplnd fopr atmaximum sequstptention, and July 1974, when the final operations pl .an was

desgne fo a axiun)scastac-3conitin.issued, six wcparate iterations were made to the
0 A inultiphiased installation plan with convenient implant plan. Theli final version of the implant platn

stopping points must be developed so that the wsas included as part of a comprehensive operations
sea operations eould be conveniently plan for the SIFACON 11 structure 14-11.- In addition
interrupted and the portion of the system to the step-ly-step procedures for installing the
already installed protected should adverse structure, the plan contained detailed information on

a-Fweather or equipment prolblems occur. lVach site properties. navigation systems, schedule,
phase should be able to be accomplished in less personnel responsibilities. contingency plans, Corn-

*than one day and be reversible in order to inunications plan, andi hatard anilysis.
repair equipment if problems occur.

* The phases should be designed so that thre%
could be combinedl for more efficient oper.Ition QIMN
in event of good weather andi no equipmnrt The CF1:1. Warping Tug (Figuire 4-1) %%-.s sr~lctcd
problem,. .1% the inst-illation 'e-sel. The tug, fabricated fromt

0 Ar-se-a electrical connections andi splices should 4 x 4 x 7-foot pontoons, is 12Zt) feet long ss ith a
be minimi/cd. P'reassembhle the electrical ssrecm 35-foot [,earn. The tug's 2-foot frcehoard ind no
in the largest assemblies feasible, andi performi gunnel faicditate ming eqIuipmient fromn deck to
en vironmentaul testing (in these% asselliles water aind hack. but limit it to operatilry ill 3

beforeimplaninient. rna.nlun ' atc-3 conditiotn. T%lln
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Figurc-4.!. (11.'% %tarping tug SIEACON 11 implaint wsswl.

RX11-horsepo'~vr cdiewle enginii.% driive h d raiick trw~II ued duii jng t ransi t. and. onevc onl silic. t he prima.;ry
contrcolled tail sections~ for propuktiin (taimmum 5 iat igation s iem %%ivh ciust it tramnponiler
knots) .ninmaneuivering. Wiel holm., % ineh ~o~i%e. n1.t1igaioli S%til (.\TNAV). I ORAC It. %%hid i %% as

.ini! living quarters are l ocatedl wit hini th afte11 r super- dliscussed in Chapter 2. i1 ac l Is ma intin antd
structure. The ftimrn-r open deck ( 1,7001 MqLiire feet) oplcrilted surfacte raiilic tiwhigaiticfli s%tei caipabile (of

provides aidequaite -;pacc focr rigging operaitionis and pro% idnig position lilaeeriicit iof t :b50 feet mt the
intil..1 loHll eqi pment . The ho%% A-fraic and thew S lEA( N 11 site. Rada.tr. iei aidd ition it) navigation.
ma in ifirce-d rumi winch ( Ic etcd ine tlw %%inch hioti s) cm .li hci l the po sit ioni of 11 lie lii P.i in veCSSel %it Ii
.ire decsignedi for hiandlitig tup ito 70,O0ii-poutid loids. resplct to 5 aricti% surf.m. !iiio~ s. I lie A~ I NAV symten
A 15-io n dcck -mon imctd cratic. whichl is usted fo r oin- prositl .i reafl-uin on ii niou% \ -% piot a11id '*

deck .til ms r- lie-side Ic .il lianudling. is loc.ited ten print-.ouit of t he post ic ns ci thle %iirf;:ee ship .ini!
lie c iorsva deck. litug i% equ ippvc %% ith liii a esing ii.i I r ia spc tiiler ol file I cili b el li' 11151 talled

cqilipmiii . niitiionac gecir. a nd quarters for .rmws rvl.i i th iirev hot blilli ct l aind %u rs sc~ct i raii-,

pmrc nniel. ponciclr%

A dieel ~ib ulraiiii itIraion %c % inchl ( 2(1.(N it potiu 1 Ci s (I I .( LCM-N liiei %%ai w scictC todI p rmc dncl r
Ilii puill .it 200t1111 %%,iiI% s .s led to haviid~c hidint t , Mi ppcri .indi prsin iti!Iracot u sl itic f Iiict ii in a%
lie st ruit irai I .dbc 'I he \% in, I% %% .1% 1111 iU twe it i 'sell I t c %C1 1 ip lin .il a ii %line% 1h1 A I\ A v s tii.

po rt otl if th li cgs ocn deck ss ith i . 42-illIi- I hi% 74 Cc iiil-Iig mc dlit ivil LiniiiIig cr.i i rc se .1 I 4
dhaicetr dec k shetca nintmiiil ice r i \ fraime kic its md i% eqilpped~ %% ith Iidalir. AM miduc I- %I raioius.

lirce iIic o v t iii ig.i tc n %% s msm %%sr e mplc i ccl .i I . I A 1; n .msigptic i reten yr .i asmall A - franc fo r.
diiring iti.mit tcraitic '15 I OC 1 ; a ndI it raidar ssvrvcs *i rd. tic! .i I to n kd.1r.;ci 1 kierrs p it.kyr .t it. si ip
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Prior to commencement of installation opera- Phase IV involves removing the temporary buoys
tions. all critical equipment was tested to insure it on LI and 12 and installing the three node buoys
met implant requirements. (NBI, NB2, and NB3), two EM delta arms, and 1.3.

The three node buoys are connected to the delta arms
at dockside, and the cables are figure-.ighted on deck.

PROCEDURES This procedute minimizes the number of at-sea
electrical connections. The temporary buoy at 1.2 is

The implant of the SEACON II structure was recovered and replaced with NB2. The tag wire to the
divided into eight separate phases, each of which was other temporary buoy is slacked to relax the moor. A
designed to be accomplished in one day or less. second tag line (buoyant line) is attached to NB2; this

* Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the installation sequence, line is payed out with a winch. Temporary floats arc
During Phase 1 of the operations the LCM-8 boat attached to the delta cable and the buoyant tag line

free-falls the three bottom-moored acoustic trans- every 150 feet to reduce the deployment load so that
ponder navigation system (ATNAV) transponders and the EIM delta cable can be payed out by hand. At LI
surveys them in. LORAC navigation determines ship the temporary buoy is removed and .eplaced with
position and is the tie between geographic NBl.
coordinates and the transponder net location. After all three node buoys are deployed, NB 3 is

Phase II involves the warping tug installing a recovered with the crane. With the buoy secured to
single-point moor at the site to be used in the the deck, the electrical and mechanical connections

remaining phases. The moor is implanted with an of L3 arc made. L3 is payed out with the traction
explosive embedment anchor lowered from the winch while the vessel moves in the dieection of the
warping tug and fired on impact. A 9-I/2-foot- construction mooring buoy (MB). The position of the
diameter by 5-foot-high foamed mooring buoy (MB) ship relative to the amount of 1.3 payed out is care-
is attached to the mooring line. fully maintained according to precalculated distances

During Phase III legs 1.1 and 1.2 are installed. A and tensions. Electrical and electronic tests are
midwatcr transponder attached 50 feet above the performed when L3 is payed out. A synthetic line is
anchor positions the explosive embedment anchors attached to the end of 1.3. The tug moves to the
Al and A2 in the ATNAV coordinate syst-'m. The mooring buoy while paying out this synthetic line. At
procedure is as follows: the mooring buoy, the synthetic line is hauled in until

1. Lower anchor to within 150) feet of bottom, the node buoys submerge. A spar buoy attached to
NB3 is used to determine when the buoys are

2. Maneuver ship to final position with ATNAV. submerged. When the node buoys arc submerged, the

3. Lower ;inchor to seafloor (which triggers the synthetic line is attached to the mooring buoy.
Phase V. which is the installatien of the final

* explosive charge). delta arm. is accomplished similarly to the delta

4. L.oad test anchor. installation by using tag wires on both the buoys anti
temporary floats to relieve the strain on the cableR handlers. The delta is again submerged foliowing this

6. Pay out line. installation.
Phtase VI is the most complex part of the 'nstalla-tion due to the heavy weights. multiple lines, and

L.owering is accomplished with the traction winch, precise positioning involved. The node buoys are
and buoys are deployed with the crane. During the surfaced by slackening the synthetic line between MR
deployment of A2 and 1.2, a tag wire is attached to anti d: end of 1.3. A wire attached to MB is paied
the buoy on 1I. to keep 1.1 taut ani to prevent out over the stern of the %cissl. while the synthctl:
hockling. When A2 anti 1.2 are deployed, the line is recovered over the bow. In this manner the end
remaining end of the tag wire is attached to the of 1.3 is recovered. The stern line to MII is used later
temporary buoy on 1.2. thus restraining the move- to help maintain station dunng the clump anchor
indit of 1.I anti 1.2. (3) positioning. With the end of 1.3 on deck.
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(a) Phae I transponder installation and suvc.y (b) Phase II construction moor implant.

';

1S

.,V

*MB SS

mrnponr~ Lt

A2t A

(c) Pliast III mooring leg LI1 andit L2 implant. (di) Phiase IV EIM delta installaton.

1.21.

ir) I'h1.isv IV pmou ~ii f 1.3 (f) I'hawv V II1%.IllaoI of ('ISC cable :n &Jclta 'w-'tion.

.Igurc 4.2. I M( (A\1 1 fl'.lI.-tlion %,.Iput Pha%( ,. I through V
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(a) Phase V - completcd delta in protective moor. (b) Phase VI - payout of crown l;ne.

LGL

L

(c) Phase VI clump anchor deployment. (d) Phase VI- installation of grapncl line.

IC C C~'M2

"L 2~ ~ GLt~

\.p I . p 1'<

(c) PhaSe VII projector imnplant. (f) Phase VIII current ineters implant.

Igur 4.-3. SI'ACON II invi.,Ltorn - qucncr Ph ,k-- V through VIII.
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electrical tests are performed. andi tile cab~le is not be dimmed by a long time lapse. The operation
attached to A3. A second boat, the L.CM-8. pulls tho: %%as conducted irn 300 feet of water which made ship
eros. P [)uo, (CM~ awa,. front the tug as tile cr.%si n e positioning more critical than in the actual implant lin
is deplloyed. TVhe end of the crown line is theii 2.9(X) feet of water. Figure 4-4 shows, training for tile
attached ito tile clumpnt anchor. and linal electrical andi most critical phase of tile implant the cro" n buo%/
electronic tests are performed. crown linefelumt) anchor deploy ment. IDuring this

Thie clutrto anchor is lifted off the duck with the nhase the actual 8-ton clump was implanted. but
ship's winch anld bo%% A franme. Trhe $load is then trans- isithout the po%%er andi instrumentation equipmentA
ferred to the urannel wire on the traction winch. installed.
liefore io%%cenng. a inidwatec transponder is attached T[he operation %%as stjiedtilcd for a 4-day period
to A3. As A3 is lowered, cte tug mfoves to pIositioni so that significant problem!, and delavs could be
usine the ATNAV system. The tlos~flons of the handled. Ilowes er. thle training proceeded sc,
second boat and thle CR are monitored with radar. smoothlk it was conieited in 2 days. Numecrous
With A3 in position, tile grapnel (lo%%ering line) is minor changes were made to equipment and
payed out aind celvd.procedures as thle result of cte exercise, but no major

'hlase VII involv1es the installation of two pro- modifications were found necessary. Using thle
jectors. Diesare usdto recover a prjctrcal ANV s' stem as a guide for ship positioning was

* pietail fromt the crown buoy, which is 50 feet deep. found te'l~e ver consenient and %sorkable even in
F~ollowsing attachmnent to the projector cabile. thle such a shallow water depth.

- *pig~tail is reattached and strain-relie-ved to the crown
buov bv diversm. Thne ship is) pSositionied o1cr thle
impllant size using A'INAV. The projector wire is SECTrION 2 - SEA OPERATION
payed out with a smal! winch. The projector is
loweredI to the bottom, andi a release deVice is used to
recover thle lowering wire. The second projector is PHASE 1: ATNAV' TRANSPONDER
installed simniiarls-. INSTALLATION AND SURVEY

During Phase Vill. three current meter strings are
installed 1wv controlled !osering (anchor first). The I'h;:sc 1. thle implant and survc% of thle acoustic
strings consist of buovanc; at thie top anti bottom transponder navigation system (A l'NAV). began on

a,(redundant), as well .;s tM'o release devices located 30) Jul% 1974 aboard the L.CM-8 boa! (li1gure 4-3). It 7
Just above cte clump anchors. Phaise VIII complete% %%as cxrectcoj the operation s% orildl e completed in I
the installa:ion prcss. day ,js noted in Table: 4- 1. I lowever, .iscld parted on

a buoy p-ackage cau~sing thle second of thle three trans-
ponders to fall to tile bottomi unlbuoyd. The trans-

UTRAINING ponder still operated. even though it la% on its side
aniwais ablout 30.()0 feet from its platnned implant

All imiplant personnel %sere thoroughly 13isructed position. 'I lie first trainsponder instald would not
lin eachi phase of thle operati-on. This instruction turn oft i disabile) on comnund. nor Would it release
included an .11-sea trauining cnuise in ailditi, o 'toIle in--Ialia tion of thle third trans~ponder andi thle
briefings held at.ard %ip before evenr critical step suric% pairt of Phlase I "scrc delayed I da% tit order to
during thea.ctual implan:t operation assess the situation. It was ticternmined that !he laca-

The at-seci training On CrtiCAI phARse of thle lion of tile unbuioyci I ranspontler. a.dthougn not
installation %%a% conducted i abard thle Warpingz Tug idecal, was --atisfactors% . andi that there %%a% ityn critical
%%itl actualI or uAeliimodllcil su rt:ture cfnriponentlS. ;uccd ito ;c ab!- it) dismdbc lth tine transpondler Sa (in
Thiti cniist not only supplied ain t.pportuiutv to I Atugust IQ-;.L the :liird transpondevr %%as installedi.
itruct jvriornc! but .1lso test thf.iti~t~ an i lie thIiree t r.i uipondvr% s'crc %ucessfull

techiquii.3e .1 ludileu lst2 nt s %Irsrsetl 'tie %unc A ata %lerc anals cei. antsi
[lit training cruse %%.i scheule Itv2%tcordimato-N "crc dletcrimn(dl tor th~e desiredl

po r too thle actual1 iplant in tlie es periet is "ouldl cuinleiio. tit agtcbor !(seat ion%
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Figure 4-4. Training for crown line, crown buoy, and clump anchor deployment with CEL warping
tug and iCM-8 boat.

PHASE I: CONSTRUCTION MOOR IMPLANT and to prooftest its embedment. Then, the remainder
of the mooring line was paid out, and the mooring

On 5 August 1974, the Warping Tug was on site buoy was attached and cast off (igure 4-7). Phase II
at first light. The ATNAV system was activated and was completed in about 2 hours, 2 hours less than
checked against LORAC; they did not agree. The estimated in the operation plan 14-1].
discrepancy appeared to be one green lane on
LORAC, which is equivalent to about 600 feet. Ilow-
ever, it could -ot easily be determined if the error PHASE Ill: MOORING LEG I AND 2 IMPLANT
was in L.ORAC or if ATNAV was giving erroneous
positions because the ship was outside the triangle Alter a weather check indicated favorab!e
formed by the three bottom transpondh-s. It was weather was expected for at least another 4 hour%, it
decided to assume the problem was with ATNAV, was decided to proceed with Phase Ill.

and, thereby, to implant the mooring anchor using The Warping Tug was put on a course over the
the I.ORAC navigation system. If this turned out not top of one of the ATNAV transponders in order to
to be the case, there would be a 600-foot error in the determine the cause of the navigation discrcranc\.
construction moor position, but it would present no While directly over the transponder, the one green
serious problems. lane discrepance. in I.(Z)RAC .tll existed 1his

The explosive embedment anchor. I- igure 4-6, was indicated ATNAX' wa, giving consistent reading, and
installed in a ,cry routtnti mannei. I clision in cxccs that the 1.OlAC \%as either one green liei in error
f 15,000 pounds was applied to %et the anchor fluLk during this cruie or during the A I \AV sunc\ cruise
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i to the desired location. When it appeared that the

anchor would pass about 60 feet north of the target,

t iwould also reverse the path of the anchor. When
point 11 (Figure 4-8) for the anchor plotted, it
appeared that the reversal had occurred, and the

- - f order was given to lower the anchor to the bottom.
The next three ATNAV interrogations resulted in no
anchor position data. The fourth reading taken about
3 minutes after implant indicated the anchor was

. .- about 120 feet northeast of the target position. The
7 _data points that followed clustered around that

reading, indicating point 11 was a spurious one. Based
on Figure 4-8, the scatter in the data for the
implanted anchor position appears to be about ±5
feet in the y-direction (north and south) and ±15 feet
in the x-direction (east and west).

The offset between the actual location Pnd target

position of Al was used to shift the ta-gct
coordinates for anchor A2, since only well-controlled
relative anchor positions were important to a satisfac-
tory implant. The Al anchor implant acted as a
training exercise on "flying" in an anchor to a target
position. The experience gained on this installation
was applied to the implant of the other two anchors
in which position accuracy was critical.

-i . Depth data were also monitored during implant
to determine the depth the ancher had keyed into the.. := Figure 4-5. ATiNAV bottom transponder beingi 4 A t n rseafloor after it had been set and prooftested with a

:',,+deployed from LCM-8 boat.dpy fot10.00-pound vertical load. Figure 4-9 shows

schematically how the fluke embedment depth was
Since the closest LORAC calibration point was at determined. This indirect method of calculating
Port Ilueneme Harbor and the possible 600-foot shift depth was unsatisfactory. A small error
to the northeast in locating the structure did not pose percentagewise in water depth or ATNAV readings
significant problems, it was decided to proceed with results in a significant error in calculating anchor
the implant using ATNAV for positioning. The exact fluke embedment depth.
geographic position of the structure would then oc After the structure was recovered, corrosiondetermined during a later cruise. products were found on the anchor cable attached to

The ATNAV X-Y plotter was located on the the fluke which indicated !t had been embeddedd in
bridge so both the pilot and navigator could see it. the seafloor approximately 20 feet, 4 feet deeper
The anchor was lowered to within 150 feet of the than calculated.
bottom initially and then to within 60 feet as the site The transponder on the anchor line was success-
was ne.,rcd so that the anchor could be quickly fully released, and it followed the line to the surface
installed once the ATNAV system indicated it was in about 8 minutes. The remainder of leg LI was paid
within the target area. Figure 4-8 shows the ATNAV out, and the end was connected to a temporary moor-
position data for the ship and the transponder on the ing buoy. as shown in Figure 4-10. rhis completed
anchor as the ship attempted to maneuver the anchor the leg implant and tes'ing, which took about 3

hours.
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Figure 4-6. D~eep water explosive embedment anchor being deployed from bow of warping tug.
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Figure 4-8. ATNAV position data for ship and anchor Al during implant.
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:::....~I Igurc W.). Decterminationm of ,anchor embed ment dclith mng mcWt.trcd %%atcr de-pth and ATNAV rctlhnts.
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Table 4-1. Projected and Actual Implant Schedule

Staging and Cruises
Loading

Phase Remarks
No. Actualo Planned Actual Planned Ata

(days) (days) (days) l)ays lates

2 2 1 2 30 Jul and Buoy failure caused survey delay.
1 Aug 74

If and III 1 I 1 + 1" 1 5 Aug 74 Preparation and cruise days matched
schedule.

IV and V 1 6 1 + l a  3 12, 13, and Extra cruise day due to removal and
16 Aug 74 repair of node electronics.

VI 2 8 1 Ia 1 29 Aug 74 Cruise day matched schedule.

Vii and 1 6 2 2 11 and 12 Cruise days matched schedule.
VIII Scp 74

Total 7 23 6 3" 9 Actual cruise days equaled total

planned, including contingency days.

Staging and loading tripled expected
time.

a(.ont regency day.

Anchor A2 was installed in a manner similar to was ma,' to the southwest to try to pull the anchor
AI, but it was complicated by thre factors. Iirst, thL south and slow do%%n its easterly moscment. After
winds and. consequently, the seas began to intreast one skip. point 12 plott-d %shich showed the anchor
after Al was installed, making it more dif ficult to had passed the site. The tug was then put on a
handle equipment over the side and to manttncr the %%cstcrlx course to Ir% to pull the anchor back to the
tug. B the end of the operation an tipper sea state 3 tirget. I loweser, 6 minutes p.;ssed before another

existed. Second, tug maneuv'erabilit% %%as further good position plotted. I hen. after one skip. fi e good
restricted b% having a rag line from the tug to leg I.I. points plotted, ending %iith point 25 iust 35 feet east
lFmall%. the ATNAV s stelm began malfunctioning, of the target. The tug tontinued to mnse slos %%I cast.
thereby causing .i loss of tso-th irds of all .indior ini and. when .tnchor positions for point% 26 .tnd 27 ierc
one-third of all ship position dati point%. 1 igure 4-11 nsscd, the dec;sion %sas madc to implant based on
shows the track line, for the ship and anchor. Vhen c,trapolatitg anchor positions 23 through 25.
point 5 plotted, it appeared the anhor isould pass rhc first plot after the anchor fire.! %%as, point 28,
north of the target. so the ship heading %%a thangvd. ishith appears to bc spurious datum. ihe'n points 32
No anchor positions wcrc ob~t.ined for over 4 through 41 siere obtained, which ho%% the inlilanted
minutes. then point 10 plotted on the samc ioure position to he sonic 70 feet southe.ist of the target.
inditatd b points I inI 5 A\nother (oursc change relative t) i .tter depth this is .tn implant .iccura.% of
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i ~ijgutre 4-10. Deployment of onc of thc two temporary mooring buoys that support legs 1,I and ,

!,2 during Phase Ill.

1&3o0C I II I I

A2 target with 100 ft

2radius error circle

t j.1,200
-" I0

A2 anchor trackA r0

,iptrack

9(N0) shi 291
320 21 1

" 8K) Note 'imte between conicutwvcly numberedI data pont, in 46 +ce. ,

Anchor s.as+ firi'iet cwen data rcoll, 26 and 28.
8(N)l I I I I __ __ __ _

7.8.(,Kll 14lN) N.|IK) 8.,2l(l 8.3(1N) 8.4(N) 8,5(X)

I~lgure 4 II ITNAV pn,.,tlon diatai fur ship Andl .inchor A2 during implaint.
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7appears very siiar to thtfrAl, about ±5 daeta th oftuetsaiopesebedo iea

Analysis of thre ATNAV position data indicates water with the crane (Figure 4-14).
the distance between anchors Al and A2 was 6,658 After thle entire delta assemib!v was in the water,
fect, which is 62 feet or 0.94% more than the target the middle node b~uoy (N113 was recovered and held I
of 6,596 feet. over thle starboard bo0w. 1he- end of leg 1.3 was

The distance between thre ATNAV transduccr aind tern imated electically ahdi',,.._CaTl~tbhiw&iasy
ATNAV transponder ont the anchor line was moni- andi then paid out. TIhe ATNAV system was used to
tored once again to determine anchor penetration position the tug during this entire phase. Position
depth. Analysis of the data, using thle same technique control was especially important during payout of leg

as shown in Figure 4-9 for anchor Al, resulted ini a 1.3 to insure the maximum allowed tension of 2,00()
calculated penetration depth of 73 feet for the A2 pounds in the leg was not exceeded. Load-
fluke. This contrasts with visual data obtained with displacement predictions wvere used to determine
the CUR V I// submersible, which indicate the fluke desired tug position as leg L3 was paid out. The
was embedded only about 8 feet. In any case, the ATNAV systemn reliab ly providedt tug position, no
anchor was successfully loaded to about 10,000 submersible transponder positiornng was involved in
pounds to set tire fluke and insure it would develop this phase.
sufficient holding capacity to anchor the SEACON 11 Once the end of leg L3 was reached, electrical
structure. checks were made onl thle impianted equipment All

Once anchor positioning was completed. the sub- the electrical conductors had corninuity, none were
mersible transponder was successfully released and shorted to each other or to %ea%%ater. An attempt %%as

E recovered. The remainder of leg L2 was paid oult, made with in oscillator to mtanually turn on each of

btioyed off, andi connected to the tag line running to the hydrophone canisters. t~so of the seven %%ould not
the temporary mooring hu'wy on leg L.1 (Figure 4-2c). respond. One of these was in NHI,1 the other on thre
The deploynment andi testing of anchor A2 and leg 1L2 arm bet ween N132 and N13 . Since failure of the
required approximately 3-1/2 hours,. Phase [il from In drophon. canisters %as unat ceptaihle. thle Contrin-

beginning to end required I1I hours. 4 hour-, more gency' lan~ 14-11. - hch called for recovery and I
thtan estimated in the operatioins plan 14-11. repair of the canisters, had to bie impleimented. But

first. dute to the late hour. the tag line connecting the

end of leg 1.3 to the construcenion moori nglbuoy
PIIASE IV: INSTALLATION 01: D)ELTA (MIII). as shown in P' igo re 4-2d, wa% paid ot.t and thle

structure %%.as pulled underwater overnight. Th e :tig
After 1 week sin port to coniplvw final assemtbly moored (in site.

and enviai'-imental testing of the delta section and A 1 p. -o - i min tI% 13 1)ot, wa% required to
loading operations, thle waiiping ttig pu to %ca tgain itomplete Phase' IN' instead of the estimated 8 hotirs.
on 12 August 1974, arriving on site at fir~t lig~ht Ihle The %%eartier onl the morning of 13 Atigust 1 -)74
sleas were nearl\, (eatd calmn oly% a I -font %%tell and %%a- vxcellent with good forecatz for thle entire \.
no wind chop. The forcca%t was for (i-to- I t-ktiot so the kann%tei rc4(n er% operation was% initiated. N% ith
winds andi 2-to3-foot seas in the afternoon. \%ell NB 1 abo~ e the -tlirboard bou~. thre electrical sy~tein
within bounds for thle operation. was checcked again. All %%,a% perfect after soak-t~ing

Figure 4-12 shows thle three node htik.* s and t%%o might ececpt for the t\%o caznisters tl1tat would not1
delta arms figtsre-eightcd in boxes ott deck. TIhe cspon'l. I' nali~ . thle NRI1 canitcr wa% azctivated. hout
Iiplant was made fronm the starboard side of the tug. amt a much higher thanl designedt t oltage. since thm %a
beginning wit n o bo N112 as depicted in I-igure unaiccelt!tblc. it %%as renimced for repair at CII.
4-2d. The canister at the middle of the arm het%%cen

1 he first (if thre 1.000-foot .srms. temporasI NR2 an~d N113 %% as more difficult to reach since it %%a

buoyedl witht pillos floats. wats deplo% ed. folio%% ed Ii subimerged about 100 feet. l);vers placed a huto~ ccl
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Figure 4-14. I n%trumeilt stinon delta armn being deployed.

AI.:ca~ c on the arm near N 113 and passed a1 tag line to tug heaided for the site again on 16 .August 1074 to
the %s arping tug. (.%ing A FNAV' for posititon co.itrol. reinstall NI'l 's h~ drophone tamicr and to install the
the tu~g pulled the she.aw along like a troll% utl it third arm of the delta. ss hieh had been vros ided In~

reached the canister. I hie canister %%as then pulled to NUSC. New, ILondon.
the %uif ace, and the arm %% a% stopped off to the tug Hih tag line to the construction mooring ibuo\
onl eAdh side of it. I lie c.mister %%as thent rt momI aindl \%as slackened to surface the delta. [ith midpoint On
replaced " ith a %%cight to , inulate the canister. I hie the armn !het%%ei N112 and N 13 %%.as surfaited 1-% the
--toppers %tere cut, and the iriin %%a% .lltnsed to drop t roll\ teehnique des rnbed earlier. The %%eight simol
domi in a .aiCna.1r\ . The to wr as reso bmergcd I is hng the cainister %%aa remnosed. and the ede, trical

* ~~hauiling il on the tag line Ifrom leg 1.3 aind at tacintg it con duc tor- ewic resewiled using thlL . lde splii tg
to the construction miooirin~g buo% . Tis rcos er\ techniques described in Chaiptcr 3 to insure .igaitt
pro'cedure requ.ired .lppromina~tels 8 hou rs, after leaks%. After the 'a ork on the arm %as tompletLtI. it
"shi Lb tithe the a.rping tug eto riled to Port was rcsulimergcd. *Ue.NI %a% as rcmaerctd. .iild the
I luecc te, canitecr was rcinstailled in it. Hvlctriel ,Iicck% showed

Coiltill tI C\ istcdl t hrouglhout lie %t ructutre. .iod aill

caister, turnled ('il.

PHASE V: NUSC DFLTA ARM INSTALLATION Thei repaiir op1 eraitioni wais itlpletcd 1b% 123'). aind

instail .ttioi oif the Nk'SC airmi wai' initiaited A taig line
'1'%o dlas %sere requiiired to repair NIl\hs .1 rt- 'a .5. itt iehd from to le %%a rptilg tug ito in 84) f. t

phin 1lc..t roi is. -1 lie iliI U.1 tam r tO o i no( lb echaii Lblc pig tail wat Ii 1 1 eSt r ia aIc in,! i
rcpaiired . it hiad fh todeil 'a ithI weia.itcr Ih'l i "rp tug onmnsttor ma.1rried iii it ait \BI1I. file nig thi 1114nkl.iS
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over to NB2 while paying out this tag line. At NB2 member on one projector pigtail was damaged. The
the NUSC arm was connected mechanically to its mechanical strength of the member was not com-
80-foot pigtail. The NUSC arm was then paid out in promised; however, it was feared that damage might
the same manner as the other delta arms while the tag have been done to the electrical conductors. Indeed, a
line to NBI was hauled in (see Figure 4-2f). After continuity check revealed only a 1,200-ohm resis-
arriving at NB1 the electrical connector was plugged tance from the common conductor to ground. Since
together, a mechanical connection was made, and the signal and plus power conductor appeared okay
then the stoppers to each side of the connection after studying the wiring diagrams, it was decided
point were cur, releasing the arm. that no serious problem existed and implant should

To rcsubmerge the structure in a protective moor not be delayed. The seas were good and the forecast
as shown in Figure 4-3a, the line from the end f leg was excellent, so the decision was made to proceed
1.3 to the mooring buoy was hauled in. When the with the implant. A
structure was properly submerged, the static tension For the first time duriag the implant, close
at the mooring buoy was about 2,000 pounds com- coordination was required between two vessels. The
pared to the predicted 1,783 pounds. The somewhat LCM-8 boat took the crown buoy in tow as the
higher tension is probably due mainly to the con- crown line was paid out (Figures 4-3b and 4-16). The
struction moor being about 600 feet farther away LCM-8 boat had a tension cell on board to monitor
from the SEACON i s-ruczure than was assumed for horizontal load. A plot of distance between the
the prediction. warping tug and LCM-8 boat versus horizontal load

Phase V, excluding the repair work, was com- was used to determine the desired position of the
pleted in about 4 hours time, which is I hour less LCM-8 boat relative to the warping tug to insure the
than estimated in the operation plan 14-11. crown line was neither too slack or taut. The warping

tug radar provided a digital read-out of distance to
the L.CM-8 boat which made control in this fashion

PHASE VI: INSTALLATION OF CLUMP very convenient. llowever. when approximately
ANCHOR AND ASSOCIATED CABLES one-half of the crown line had been paid out, the load
AND BUOYANCY cell quit operating. Therefore. it was necessary to 4

sieich to a !mckup m,:thod. :\ plot was used in which
After spending 1-1/2 weeks in port outfitting the ideal di tante be-tseen the tno vesse.ls (equal to 70%

crown buoy and clump anchor, the warping tug ssas of the len-th of cro%%n line paid out) was plotted
loaded and put to sea on 29 August 1974 to conduct versus iengt I of t ros n line out. 'his method was veryy
Phase VI of the SF*ACON !1 implant. Arriving onsate c(mnenicnt to tue since the crossn line was marked
at first light, the line from th- structi+,re to the ever 100 feet and the %%.rping tug -adar provided
mooring buoy was first slackened to resurface the distance data to the I.CM-8 boat.
node buoys. A mooring line from the stern of the :\ftct the end of the crown line was reached, it
warping tug was then paid out. %%hile the line to the sas ;.-onnte ted electricallh (seven wires) and torch-
end of leg 1.3 was hauled in over the how. Once the antall% to tile clurnp anchor. This required

* end of 13 was recovered, the electronics sc.isard approxim.itchl I hour while the I C.I.8 boat held the
from the end of 1.3 were checked again anti found to croon buo% off the starboard bos. The clump was
be operating well except for one tension cell. Mean- then placed ncrboa:-,l (l'agurc 4-17) with a mdlater
while, the 1.(t-8 boat anti CE:.. divers proceeded to transponder tethered 12 feet above it anti then
each node b~uoy" as it surfaced to add and subtract lowered to the bottom on I I-l/-inch "ire rope
%%eights anti buoyancy material according to a revised from the traction sinch. The lowering and mancu-
schedule determined by the !).S,\I)I: computer verang operation (l'igu re 4-3c) required
program. appreximatels 1 hour. The clump ssas held about 50

While arc welding !wo protectase pipes for thc feet off the bottom until it s.s sI, thin about 30 feet
acoustic projector electromechanical pigtaii cables on horifontil of the desired location. then it uas
the crown buoy (see Figurc 4-15). a steel strength lowered to the bottom. Ilowcver. once on the
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Figure 4-15. Cro. buoy almaid warping tug. Crown line terminated on left side of photo (bottoim
of but, ). Two projector pigtails figure-eighted on bitts andi running to junction ho-%
Witt) protective pipes top 3nd lbottomn. AM

botton, erroneous response times were received from clumnp position. Thie NI NAV syste-ii %torked %en,
the unhuoyed transponder because the direct path reliably once the submersible transponder %%as
bectween the midwater andi unbutoved bottomn trans- tcthercd 70 feet off thle bottomi. I his Licili~atcd the
ponders was b~eing shadossed. The result was positioning of tile clump anchor tmmieasuraibl over
inaccurate clumip position datai. Since it was critical the situattion encountered during the iinlant of
that the precise final location of the anchor be deter- anchor AlI anId A2.
mined, it was decided to resurface thie anchor andi The effect of the Ship %elocit% onl .ccurac% of thle
lengthen the tether line on the midwater transponder acoustic positioning systeIl C.-' lie stel b% omparing
to 70 feet. which would place it high enough off ,the atnchor positios dI ita points "sith corresponding ship
bottom !o obtain accurate position datai. An addi- position% in li-gurc 4-18. Tlhe %sarping tug nm mnt
tional 150 pounds of lhuoy.ancv %%as added it) the at only I fps it) -lie northeast appears, to bias thle
midwater transpo:!der tether io coimbait the effcti of c.ilt ulaitd atnchor positiotn aibout 10 to 20P fen. t to thle

*drag (on the longer tethecr line. Figure 4-18 %hosm s thle northieast. When thi. %hill headling chatnged. thle
manetivering operation which rmquired aibout 15 direction in the ainchor position biai. thangcI as %%CIl

minutes to complete. lDue to the lori/i'ntal corn- After obitaining sufficient position datta onl theI
ponent of tcnsion from leg 1.3. thle clump %% as pulled clump anchor. tile sul'inirrible tratnsponder %,a%
ais expected about (W0 feet out in tron; of the a1 cou st ica ls% reseid aind recovered. 'I tic
Warping tug Ncverthecles, thle clump st placed 3.5t0)-foot -long grapnel line used to losser thle dump
within 15 feet of the target location. Thie stern hune ito %%as paid out (I- igurc 4 Mi). and .a taig line 5uinnrctcdr
the const ruct ion mnooring htio% aided consitdcraibls in it ito the consi ruto on mioo ritng I 'o% to stiipl t%
cont rollitig i le ii . ining iiig positn n ti. it) turi n. t he ret m's en should tha.t be ne~cssars
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Figure 4-16. Crown buoy taken in tow by [CM-8 boat off warping tug starboard bow.
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800L 00

Figue 418.ATNAV position data for ship and clump anchor A3 during implant.

To complete Phase VI required about 1 3 hours as The weather was excellent, so a decision %-as made to
compared to an estimated I1I hours. Tilic extra time proceecd with the imnplan~t.
required corresponds wo thaz spent in rccoi'erir.g and The electromechanical connection was rnadc
installing the clump anchor a second time. between the P1 projector pigtil from thc crown

huovandtheend,)fthe10.000 feet of projcetor
cabicto be12;d ouz o the seafloor, Figure 4-19

PHASE Vit: ACOUSTIC PROIECTOR IMPLANT shows this connection being made. The connector

Implant of the two acotustic pr4jectors Pt i nd P'2. attaching them to the cables, and a center bvrrel with

prcpatre hardware for this phase anti Phase VilI. using -.he techniques discu~ssed in Chtapter 3 andi then
Ffuvprocecding vt h projector implant, the pushed inside the center bArrel. The barrel was
ublclcable fromr the crown buoy was rccovred. :-otaterd to cot mct the two ends mechanically 2nd

and acheck was mnade of ail the h.strvmcnwzion on thrn pinned. This celunection technlique was
the structure to infure si degadaztion had occtirrted unsatisf'actory becausc of thc very tight fit of the
-cianc the last phaw- ANi of the 1*yi1r.phorie stations electrical conductors inside the center barrel and the
ttint! or.. 2nd sig~nAs %vzrtc rccived from all wirisors. neerd to rotate ilhe barrel to compietr the mechanie.al

inclu'hing the one tcion cell that had n-.t responded connection. it wou!d be very eas.y f." the plcrtrical
lariiitr. The projectovr pigtails from the crown liuov,. conductor to rotatc Witht the b-.arrel. thierbi
wvre -trrcere. At'd the three projectors were firrd destroying the integrity of the conlnection.
via ~~nkput 11111, the cr.,) -n ht-ov vumbilical cable.
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Figure 4-19. Electromechanical connection being made between projector pigtail from crown buoy and
10,000-foot projector cable during Phase VII.

After completing the connection, divers replaced transponder in line about 50 feet above the projector
the projector pigtails on the crown buoy and con- stand. rhc ATNAV positioning system performed
nectcd strain reliefs to the bottom of the buoy. Using well during lowering; the track lines are shown in
A'NAV for navigation, the warping tug backed away, Figure 4-21. Immediately after touchdown one good
paying out the projector cable. With 2,900 feet of the projector position reading was obtained, then two

cable out, a 200-pound split anchor with a semi- bad and one good. The lowering line was then
circular groove in each half was placed around the released, although it would have been useful to obtain
cable and bolted together. This anchor, which was more readings to better establish the projector posi-
roundcd on each end to provide a large bending tion. Ilowcver, the warping tug was drifting off
radio. for the cable, held the projtc-or cable away position, causing concern that the projector stand
from the crown line and clump anchor to prevent might be ovcnrumcd by the lowering line.
ent;ng!emcnt. The warping tug then resumed The implant of projector P2 followed the same
backing away while paying out the projector cable. A procedure as for Pl. Figure 4-22 shows the ship and
cable counter that indicated the length of cable paid projector track during the last stage of P2 implant.
out was continuously compared to the warping tug Although there was no need to exactly position
distance from the crown buoy. The wire anglc also the projectors, target positions were established to
was monitored to insuce it remained within bounds, gain operational experience in positioning objects on
After the 10,000 fret of cable was paid out, the end the scafloor. Projector Pi was placcd within about 30
was terminated to the projector, which was low- feet of the target and 1P2 within about 15 feet.
ercd to the bottom on a separate synthetic line This phase required approximately 12 hours to
(Figure 4-20) with an acoustic release/submersible complete, which compares with an estimated time of

9 hours.
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Figure 4-20. Projector stand with projector cable and separate lowering line. Acoustic rclcasc/submcrsible
transponder with buoyancy attached is in foreground.

1,0(X I

900F 14

BOO- 10

target position ship track
71)0

projector track

6001 Note: Time between consecutively numbcred data points is 46 sec.4
Projector on bottom at data point 10.

8,000 8.,1 o) 8,2(8) 8.300 8,400 8,500 8,600 8,700 MM
x Oft)

*Figure 4-21. ATNAV position data for ship and projector P1l during implant.
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Figure 4-22. ATNAV position data for ship and projector 02 during implant.
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Figure 4-23. Dual acoustic rcleac and redundant buoyancy at bottom of current meter strings.
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PHASE Vill CURRENT METER MOOR IMPLANT riggers who operated the warping tug and implant
equipment were equally e.sential ingredients. The

The warping tug moored onsite overnight. At first good rapport between the engineers, technicians,
light, 12 September 1974, the warping tug hauled in diving locker personnel, and rigging crew, which had
the tag line from the construction mooring buoy to developed over a long period of working together on
the tail line on the grapnel line. A 200-pound Dan- numerous projects, resulted in a cooperative team
forth anchor was attached to the end of the tail line. effort that was very effective.
Then, as a last minute change, a 1/4-inch wire was Phasing the implant was very beneficial front
attached to the Danforth anchor with the idea of several standpoints. First, as anticipated, it provided
lowering the anchor while paying out about 1,500 much flexibility in the operation. The implant atmos-
feet of the wire. In this way, the grapnel line would phere was quite relaxed because many options were
be stretched out on the seafloor to facilitate eventual available to the Project Manager and Implant Director
recovery of the clump anchor. Unfortunately, the depending on weather and the condition of equip-
1/4-inch wire was overloaded and parted, letting ment. Retreat to a safe harbor could be made on
much of the grapnel line and tail wire fall in a pile on short notice. while leaving the implanted equipment
the seafloor. behind in a protected condition. Because of the

The operation then proceeded to Phase VIii, the smoothness of the operation this option had to be
implant of the three current meter strings depicted in taken only two times: during Phase I when one trans-
Figure 4-3f as CM1, CM2, and CM3. ponder was installe'! unbuoyed and the cther would1K The moors were deployed anchor first with a dual not disable on command, and during Phase IV when
release and reoundant buoyancy located immediately two of the hydrophone canistes would not turn on.
above each anchor (Figure 4-23). One of the relea.es A second benefit of separating the operation into
was also a midwater transponder so that the moor phases was that most of the electronic equipment
could be accurately positioned during deployment. It "soak-tested" in the environment for several weeks

; was desired to surround the structure with the three during a period when repairs could still be made
moors to detect any significant variability in current relatively easily if required. As it turned out, how-
magnitude ind direction. To do this, the moors were ever, no failures were detected during this installation
to be positioned 700 feet out from each delta arm on period. By planning rest days between phases,
a line perpendicular to the midpoint of each arm. personnel started each implant phase well-rested. This
Very careful positioning was necessary to avoid certainly contributed significantly to performance
entangling the current meter moors with any part of and safety. In fact, no injuries were sustained by any

the SEACON II trimoor. The moors were successfully personnel during the entire implant. A safety officer
installed within an average of about 100 feet of their reviewed all plans and was on deck monitoring the
desired locations. The time required to install the safety of all aspects of the operation.

athree with total of nineteen current meters Weather and sea conditions were good to
was 10 hours, which compares closely with the excellent during all phases of the implant. This was
estimated 9 hours 14-1l. not just a chance condition. The period of the year

chosen for implant has, on the average, the highest
percentage of good weather. Additionally, weather

SECTION 3 - DISCUSSION forecasts were obtained starting the day prior to each

cruise and were monitored continuously for any
changes while at sea. Only one phase had to be

Several factors share nearly equal importance in interrupted due to adverse sea conditions. The
the successful implant of the SEACON II trimoor. warping tug retreated to port shortly after departure
The thorough planning of the operation was essential, for Phase VI when the swells condition appeared too
of course. But even in a thorough operations plan it is severe to safely implant the g-ton clump anchor. One
impossible to foresee and includc every detal. The other time, during implant of the last embedment
skill, experience, and precruisc training of CEI.'s anchor in Phase Ill, the scas reached the upper limit

A _ _ _ __ _ __9_



of acceptable conditions, but did not prevent success- have been used as was done during the anchor pullout
ful completion of the phase. tests to get direct and reflected pulses which translate

One area of some weakness in the implant hard- into very accurate near-bottom elevation data.
ware was the acoustic transponder navigation
(ATNAV) system. As noted in the implant
description good position data for the submersible SECTION 4 - SUMMARY
transponders located just above the anchors and
projectors were intermittent at some critical times
during the implant. There was noise at times in the FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

. ATNAV frequency range that caused premature
responses from the transponders, thereby resulting in 1. The SEACON II structure was successfully and
erroneous position calculations. The source of this safely installed. Key factors in this achievement are
interference was never discovered. It appeared to be believed to be thorough planning; an experienced,
more predominant in the afternoon hours than the well-trained, and compatible implant team; a phased
morning. Another problem in using the ATNAV implant procedure; and careful attention to weather
system was the sensitivity of the calculated position conditions.

of the submersible transponder to the velocity of the 2. Except for'the first one, all anchors and projectors
implant vessel. This was apparent 1'rom the wcatter in were able to be "flown" in within the desired
position data obtained even after an anchor or pro- 100-foot radius of preselected target positions. The
jeetor was installed on the bottom with the sub-meribl trnsondr. f acuateshi veocty ectrs measured position data for each of the anchors and.mersible transponder if accurate ship velocity vectors projectors are believed to be accurate within a

could have been input into the ATNAV computer, pO-foot radius, which also mets design goals.
this discrepancy would have been eliminated. It
appears repeatability of position is within approxi- 3. The ATNAV system was not suitable for
mately 15 feet if accurate ship velocity vectors are determining anchor fluke embedment depth, because
obtained, the calculated elevation is too sensitive to water

Manual maneuvering of the warping tug to "fly" dtpth measurement accuracy as well as other factors.
the anchors and projectors into their desired locations 4. The actual time required to complete each phase
worked relatively well as long as good ship and sub-mesbetrnpnerpston eereevd at sea was generally, about 20 to 30% more than
Smersible transponder positions were received anticipated in the operations plan. However, except
regularly. 'The stern moorinf line used during the for lhasc I, each phase was able to be completed
clump 'nchor implant also helped significantly in within one cruise, and even Phase I was able to be

controlling the tug position. Fxcept for Al, which interrupted at a noncritical point.
was the first anchor installed using the submersible
transponder, all anchors and projectors were able to 5. The time between phases was on the average abour
be placed well within the 100-foot-radiu, target three times what was anticipated due to the fact that
position. The positions determined for each of the implant was begun before all final outfitting and

* anchors and projectors, which were calculated by testing was completed on the system.
averaging sevcral position readings, arc h.!icved to be 6. The adverse effects on electrical equipment due to
accurate to within a 10-foot-radius circle. Despite arc welding of structural components was not
some problems in using the ATNAV system, all goals adequately considered when determining fabrication
for placement accuracy were met. procedures. This resulted in damage to one of the

The ATNAV system was not satisfactory for acoustic projector cables, which may have had long-

dcterniniaig depth of anchor fluke embedrnent. As term effects on the system not anticipated at the time
discussed previously, the technique is too dependent of implant.

on having very accurate water depth data. A small
error percentagewise in water depth translates to a 7. The criterion of a single ship implant was met
large error in embedment depth. A pinger should except for using an L.CM-8 boat to hold off the crown

buoy during Phae VI.
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8. Despite the difficulties experienced in using the 4. Weather and sea conditions should be monitored
acoustic transponder navigation (ATNAV) system, all closely, and the reports should be heeded even if
goals for equipment placement accuracy were met. some good work days are lost by being conservative.

9. The te.hnique of building a trir.,oor that supports 5. If possible, an operation should be designed to be
a dcita-!.haped structure by first installing a two- accomplished from a single vessel to avoid the
dimensional trapezoidal moor and then pulling it into significant communication and coordination prob-

* a third dimension by adding another leg proved very lems posed by multiple vessel operations.
effective. This permitted the three support buoys and 6 The crew should be trained extensively with an
two of the three delta arms to be preassembled,

strtced utlinary btwen he acoustic transponder navigation system at the
tested, and merely splanned implant site to determine all of the idiosync-
two legs. rasies of the equipment.

10. A last minute change in the grapnel line implant 7
technique and hardware resulted in a failure because 7. A pinger system rather than a transponder naviga-

inadequate design time was spent on it. tion system should be used to obtain accurate data on
el.ovations of equipment near the bottom.
8. All possible adverse effects to electrical equipment

RECOMMENDATIONS due to arc welding on or near associated mechanicalj:J 1. A..v complex ocean construction operation should equipuentfshouldobenev changes in hardware or
', be~~~~ton shoulped ndac prhsieopera- techniques during an at-sea construction operation

tosplan solbeprepared frcotntrolling the should be avoided.

conduct of the operation.
2. T10. In conducting an ocean construction operation,
2. To assure the highest probability of success, anfeasible
implant crew experienced in ocean operations - one
that has worked together on previous operations and should be preassembled and tested to minimize
one that has received at-sea training for the specific making at-sea electrical connections and splices.
implant -- should be employed.

3. The implant operation should be designed with as
, many independent phases as possible to provide

adequate rest for the crew and contingencies for
weather and equipment problems.

I9.A
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CHAPTER 5

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND RECOVERY OF STRUCTURE

INSTRUMENTATION STATUS AFTER IMPLANT At the completion of this cruise all three pro-
jectors operated. However, within a week, projector

Within 1 week after implant of the SEACON 1i P1 had failed again.
structure, the fishing vessel La Vida, under contract
to CEL, was moored at zhe crown buoy for several
days in a joint cri;sc with NUSC, New London UNDERWATER SPLICING REPAIRS
personnel. During the cruise the SEACON II instru-
mentation system was checked out, and NUSC made During the period 23 through 29 October 1974
measurements on the dynamic response of the delta the fishing vessel La Vida was again at the site for a
arm between node buoys N31 and NB2. combined data taking cruise with NUSC personnel.

The major findings of this cruise were that all On 26 October La Vida was moored to the crown
equipment appeared to be operating properly except buoy, and the crown buoy umbilical was taken
for three of the five tension cells and the three aboard. Without warning the mooring line parted at
acoustic projectors. The problem with the tension the crown buoy, and the umbilical was broken off at
cells is discussed in Chapter 3. Two of the projectors the crown buoy junction box before it could be
appeared to ha,. open circuits, and the third had a placed overboard. Although there was a backup
2,000-dhm short to seawater. The nearly shortrd pro- umbilical, the bare wires at the junction box were all
jector operated, but there was concern that clcc- shorted to seawater ard each other.
trolysis would quickly fail the electrical cnductor. Thus began a ) car-long effort to correct this

problem. It was decided not it resurface the entire
crown buoy as was done in the initial rep.air. because

PROJECTOR REPAIR CRUISE an inspection by the manned submersible Ttvrth' after
that cruise show,:d the pr)jector wires to be piled up

On 9 October 1974 o cruise w;.,u conducted near the clump anchor. It was felt the projector
aboard the warping tug to make repairs to the pro- cables on the botitm coul-f possibly be cut if the
jectors. Since it was not known exactly where the clump anchor witl, as protruding metal skirt was set
problems were located, tbe contingency plan included down on them. Instead, the first attempts involved
the recovery of the proiectors themselves, even the clamping oil-filled bladders and tubes over the stubI .1one on the c!ump anL'tor if necessary, on the junction box umbilical penetrator. Some

The troubicshocoing begin at the crown buoy, rcsidual seawater always remained, causing the
the vtAsiest location to get to and the most likely spot shorting problem to continue.
for some of the problems. The ATNAV s.stere was On 19 November the fishing vessel L.a V0a
used to position the tug over the crown b.oy, which returned to the cite for another joint cruise with
was lifted under the A-frame, as shown in Iillure 5-1. NUSC personnel. Donng this cruise (L;. divers cut
The short i. the projector cable was found at the spot the seven electrical conductors from she crown line to
that had rcceived a welding arc during preptrations the junction box. removed the junction b .x, and
for Phase VI of the implant. This section was cut out, brought it (in board the fishing vessel %i:lh the
and the bitter ends of the cables were spliced. The projector cables still attached to it. The damaged
two open circuits were located where fiehd-mitallable penctrator was isolated by disconnectite (he %trcs
boots, which form the female half of single-pin coil- which ran to it iside the oil-filled junction !vox. The
nector., had ben used. Thes connectors were junction box was thtn reinstalled.
bypassed by using the field-splicing teconique The s.,en celctrical cabl. were then spsiced hy
developed for SEACON II. divers using the AMP dielectric rubbef sealant in i
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iWi
" Figure 5-1. Crown buoy hauled in under warping tug A-frame for projector cable repair.
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., ' ~~~Figure 5.2. Blutt co nnetor centerd within 6.inch nyllon: tube. Moi~r (.A,. and after completion (8)..)}
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method similar to the one developed for field splicing SUBMERSIBLE OPERATIONS
in ait. Initially these splicc% opcratcd. I lowever, after
several days in service. apparently the small amount Manned Submersibles
of entrapped seawater at the electrical junctions
caused corrosioq which resulted in loss of a good The Navy's SUBDEVGRU I manned submersible
metal-to-metal connection and, therefore, electrical Turtle operatrd at the SEACON II site on 25 to 26

ti continuity. October 1974. During one dhic an attempt was made
. Failure of the AMP sealant technique resulted in a to attach a buoy to the one transponder that had
" series of attempts with crimp-type connectors. After been implanted without one. The transponder was

numerous attempts the technique reported on in located with the aid of the ATNAV systen. but the
Reference 5-1 was found to be successful. Essentially sub was unable to get the buoy attached due to a
the technique involves centering a crimp-type butt snap hook being fouled with the line to the bjoy.
connector inside a nylon tube about 6 inches long On 26 October Turtle, with a submersible
(Figure S-2). Both ends of the tube are filled with ATNAV transponder attached, attempte4 to occupy
3140 RTV. which is a silicone base rubber with a a position near the clump an chor. Updated position
noncorrosive alcnhol solvent. Divers place the ends of data were needed because the clump anchor had been
the wires in each si.k of the splice and cri~ap the moved during the projector repair cruise. While
connector. Apparently the RTV wipes the water from maneuvering, Turtle became tcmporari,, entrapptd
the wires as they are inserted. sc.szout the seawater, under leg L3. Once free, she surfaced with orders not
eliminates air voids, and provides a pressure-balanced to venture near any of the cables or anchors on future
connection. dives.

As discussed in Chapter 3;. on 9 December 1975, During a later operation at the site. Turtle'. sister

13 underwater electrical splices were successfully vehicle Seaciff suctesfulhy recovered the unbuoycil
iud with the technique described above. The june- transponder aong with another transponder that had

;ion box was completely bypassed, and vven elec- batteries too weak to a,-tivate the release.
trical conductors from the crown line and six from
the two outboard proctors, P1 and P2, were spliced Unmanned Submersble
directly to the umbilical cable.

The cable to projector Pl that had not operated NUC's Cur Ill vehicle operated at the SEACONN
for a 'year was recovered and cut off below the point II site from II to 14 November 1975. The primary
where the 250-foot projector pigtail connected to the objectivs of the cruise were to determine embed-
10,000-foot projector cable. The projector was able ment depths and positions of the two embedment
to be fired from this bitter end, w) a new section of anchors and to recover a buoyant riser cable from
cable wa aspliced in to get P1 operable again. node buoy NI which was used in the NUSC portion

Inspt tion o' the %;!cs at the conncction bctv-:cn of the experiment. Problems with Curv III'% umbilical
the 250-toot pigtail and the lOt).t5 foot projector cahie and the ATNAV positioning system severely
cablc r vealed the cause of the short. The one long limitrd the time availahle to do useful work. The

* armor wire. shown in Iigure 5-3, had accidentally embedment depth of anchor A2 was accuritely deter-
stuck into the center cectrical conductors, breaking mined, and the NUSC tether was removed. The other
through the insulation on one %irt and causing it to goals were unable to be. met.
short. This apparently occurred during the process of
fittingt the splice inside a barrel that connects the two
mechanical terminations shown in Figure 5-3. A dis- STRUCTURE RECOVERY OPERATION
cussion of the difficulty experienced in making this
ctnnection was precnted in Chapter 4. On 12 Ma) 1976. after nearly 22 months in the

water, the SEACON II structure. consisting of some
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.d:tr .lng itrnal armor ir ihA:

t

"hort location on

ehrr armor wiry p'netralt,.

Figure 5-3. Flectromcchankcal connection between projector cables, showing cause of fault in
P1 projector cable.

30 tons of hardsarr, was recovered aboard the CEiL. demonstrated using surface vessels, divers, and
warping tug with the LCM-8 boat and IE. divers manned and unmanned submersibles. Most of the
assisting. The operation began with divers attaching a jobs undertaken were successfully completed but
lift line to a wir-" strap that had been cennected to with considerable difficulty.
the top of the crown line by U-clamps during an
earlier cruise. once the clump anchor was on board, 2. Materials and techniques for diver-splicin, of
the rcoser- pr'eeded generally n reverse of the single- and multiconductor cables underwater were

implant procedure but much faster. The total +uccessfullydevelopedand tkmon~trated.
rcco'en operation was completed in 16 hours.

The corrosion and fouling analysis of the strue- RECOMMENDA' IONS
ture is prmi-.!d as Appendix A. Discussion of the 7
perfornian.- Mf %necafc equipment. such as the I. Manned submersibles should avoid working in the

:_ anchor%. ,atIts. tcrnsion cells, etc.. is included inntic nvicinity of cables even if they arc under tensign as leg
Chapter 3 1.3 ws.

4: 2. The techniques dcvelopcd for divcr.splicing under-
FININGS AND CONCLUSII)NS water are recommcnded for use in situations where

splices cannot be made in air.
I Techniques for making rcpaim to and performing
maintcnance on an undersea cable structure were
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CHAPT ER 6

COMPUTER PROGRAM VAUIDATION

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION until the free ends are reached. Overall, the procedure
is an iterative one in which new corrective forces are
applied to the cable ends each time their l. stt.5n

In this chapter, the data obtained during the does not agree with the calculated position of a
SEACON II experiment to validate a steady-state junction in the structure or with the actual position
computer program arc discussed and results of mea- of the anchors. The iterations continue uniil the
sured and computer-program-predicted SEACON II discrepancy between the position of cables ends and
structure response are presented. A description of the their associated junctions or anchors is Icss than a
computer program being validated is provided along prescribed amount.
with a description of the input required to success- When currents art: applied to the structure, MIR is
fully use the program and an explanation of how to combined with a successive approximation prnedure

Ai interpret the program output. so that, for each MIR iteration, new hvdrodvnamic
Measured and predicted results are compared over forces based on the present structure configuratat-n

eight tidal cycls. These results are accompanied by a are calculated and applied to each cable element. This
discussion section to give the reader a clear picture of procedure continues until the equilibrium coordinates
the present status of the computer program validation of the structure for two successive iterations differ by
effort. Finally. conclusions and recommendations are less than a presclccted fixed amount; a solution has

provided to help guide future efforts in this area. then been achieved.
A listing of the basic DESADE program is avail-

able in Reference 6-1. A listing of DESADE modified
SECTION 2 - DESADE COMPUTER to accept current data, which varies in magnitude and

PROGRAM direction with depth, can be obtained from CEL.

OPERATION CAPABILITIES

The computer program currently being validated As presently programmed. DESADE can be used
with the data obtained from the SIACON i expcri- for the static analysis of multicable (up to 22 cables).
ment is called DESADE and was deveoped at the three-dimensional structural arrays. The mechanical
Naval Research Laboratory by I)r. R. A. Skop J6-I. properties of incxtensible elements. synthetic lines, or
DESADF is a steady-state program that i% based on a uirc rope can be assigned to the cables. In addition.
finite element representation of the structural cables, any number of discrete in-line devices, such as clcc-
I: utilizes a technique called the Method of Iaginary ironic instruments or buoys., can be included in the
Reactions (MIR) to make complex. redundant analysis. These capabilities are complimented by the
structures, such as SEACON II, determinate. In MIR, abiiitv to include in the analysis current profiles that
redundant constraining reactions at the anchors and vary in magnitude and direction with depth.
at any internal points where a redundancy occurs arc
cut from the structure and Arc replaced by equil-
ibrating imaginary reactions placed at the free (cut) UMITATIONS
ends of the cables. Once the structure has been made
structurally dcetrminatc, the iero current equilibrium While the DESADE program is. very general. in its
position of succeeding cable elements is calculated present form it does have certain limitations. First. n.
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Tal -. Smayo caueei cuay dplyd h hsclpoprisdfn h ic

ofCopnet

'tale6-. SmmryofMcarme,t Accuracy d- Eployed . h l hicpoets ere thefsue.y

Parameer - - measured and weighed %%ith balance scales in fresh
Buoy' (~hk ~water of knowsn density. All submerged weights or

*Devics buoyancies were then conerted to reflect the sea-

Size water conditions found at the SEACON deploymnent
Diamneter to.02 it t(outio in. site. Table 6-1 is a summary of the measurement

Lengt . '10 ftaccuracies for the major components.

fler) . The hydrodynamic data define the drag

t0.25 ft characteristics of the structural components and

(arms) devices. In the discussion portion of this section,
Lengh/dameer.01 ft details on how drag coefficients swre determined for

Wegt/buoyancy 12l 003l/t:. b the cables when exposed to ocean currents are

±0.009 lb/ft rhe enivironmncntai da-a required for ODiSADE
(armus) consist of the density of the seawater at the SLACON

Hydodynamic drag t0.090 to.osb I09 1 deployment site and a detailed representation of
cefficient the current regime impinging on the structure.

_AThe input deck consists of the cable irrAy source

Value% based on Cd cuoves of Wixal?7ed!.phercs deck (the physical and hydrodynamic properties of
and cyickle the sruct ec and the current information forsin

Tfiic atacan bec uscti ijth other optri)
gi-ams. h output ofwhich can then be checked
against the measurrd and predicted response of

cable can lie on the seafloor, and, under the action of SEACON 11 as presented in the Results section.
Applied forces. no czbke segment can have 7cro ten-
sion. seconid. all ititra! components must be

C_ totall: submrerged. or the pirtition of -lie components OUTPUT FROM I)ESADE PROG MAM
C, at the surface must be specified %%:th x. ~.andi z

coordfinates. Third. the stze of the discrcte elements rhei output from IOlSAIXk COnISiMSts oA alstig
on the cables must be small compared with the oser- that dcescrilic,> (1) thi ph% suia! cluractcristivs tit th,

all dimensions of the array. Finallk. only normal drag t.Ablesuu Rttlur. (2) tile equilibrium psituion of the
focsaeapplied to the cbe;tnnildagfrs sructiatc for the ,ero current case in term% of c,.iblc

K on the cables anti lift forces or, tlscretc elemntsi Are c ssims. cAblc Angles. ind x. y. , pomsois (it sr!cctcJi
assumed to be negligible. poinlts on the 5tructurc. .1 0) thte cul3lltitin posi-

tion ior the structurc m1 ternis of cattle tension and
angles %then cxpostJ ity vatioUs curyfen: rcgirmt of

INPUT DATA 70 DF.SADE PROG;RAM% interest. A listing of DESAI)I; outptit for 1tdal cycle 1
11. aaWhabie from (:LI.

The da-ta required as input to the l)ESADL. pro.
gram consist of pli%, steal And hytrodv"niimk
chArActeriuste oif structure compoinnts, including the
liosition of restraining anchors and the characteristics
of the environment in which the structure is
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SECTION 3 - RESULTS with the Naval Undersea Center Ca:rv IMl inspection -.

vehicle. It was found that anchor Al had not
penwtrated the seafloor nearly as far as originally

Two types of results are of interest: zero current estimated (estimated, 25 feet; direct observation,
results and results when currents are acting on the 7-1/2 feet), and, therefore, the effective position of
structure. Zero current results are important, because, the anchor (the point where the cable passes through
by comparing the measured and predicted data for the seafloor/water interface) was somewhat in error.
this condition, it is possible to (1) perform a pe- Prior to deploying the Crv I// v-hicle for the

liminary check on the computer program before the inspection, it was equipped with an acoustic trans-
hydrodynamic forces are applied, and (2) reduce ponder so that its position during the in.pection
some of the systematic errors in the predicted data could be tracked with the SEACON ATNAV position
due to inexact knowledge of the physical character- system. It was hoped that when the vehicle occupied
istics of the structure and in the measured data due to the anchor positions during the inspection, precise
instrumentation calibration errors, etc. anchor position data could be obtained. Ilowever,

Results obtained while the structure is exposed to shadowIng effects caused by undulations in the sur-
ocean currents are of interest, because it is the rounding seafloor made it imposslihb to get a fix on
response of the structure to ocean current regimes the new position of the anchor or to ct.firm the
that is of importance to structural designers. These position of the point where the embedment anchors
results are generally most important from a relative penetrated the seafloor. in addition, the Ckrr it
standpoint, i.e., on the basis of the relative change in cruise had to he terminated before an assessmnct of
structure position from data point to data point ovr conditions at the second cmbcdment anchor. A2,
time. could be nade.

A When leg 1.2 was ret.ieved during structure
rcco r,, it was found that the launch %vhicle for the

ZERO CURRENT CASE embedment anchor, which had not released from the
leg. was acting as the anchor and had. thereby.

A surv of the current data showed that, evn effectively eliminated all of the 75-foot andor
between tidal cycles when the currents generaily pendant from acting as part of the structure. With
slacken, there was always some current activity at the this new informateon the position of the anchors was i
SEACON II deployment site. llovvcer, the data did redefined and the ero current position (or the struc-
show a number of occasions when the currents were ture was recalculated using DI-SAIE. Accordingly.
very low (5 cm/sec or less over the entire structure); the bias was reduccd but not completely eliminated
thes low current situations were used in lieu of as shown in Figure 6-1. Using the position5 of
actual 7ero current conditions to make initial checks acoustic nodes B and ) at the corners of the delta a%r of the program and to adjust the anchors' positionts to a guide, the majority of the bias was rcmicd by

t achieve a good "zero current" fit between the mca- shifting the anchor positions until the mcaLsred and
sured and predicted data. predicted results at R and I1) were within approxi-

When zero current comparisons were initially matcl. 5 feet of each other. No attempt wa% made to
made, a nearly constant bias of sccral tens of feet obtain a closer fit betwAen the measured and
" tvtcen the measured and predicted data was noted, predicted results, becau.w the measured position data
This bias was felt to be caused by errors in the anchor had to be intcrpolated to obtain a match betwevenposition information used as input to the I)ISAI)E position measurement times, and becausc a significant

computer program. lecausc the bias occurred current (mtr than 5 cm/%ee) might be present
repeatedly when both /ero current and current con- bctwr"n the curcnt mwtr% that could go undetected
ditions were compared. it was decided that more and. thus. shift the position of !he structure.

precise information about the position of the anchors Nodes R and I) Acre chown to guide thc anchor
w.s required, position changes a these positons re based on

An in-situ inspection of the structure was made precise data frot three prctors on the seaflor.
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D
Measured 26.2 fti,. ~ Predicted/\

Ej
F. 3,000 37.2 ft

- L&(xyz) =38.9 ft

2,000-

A3 Note: Node A not working.

1,0001 2,70 I~
32,700 ,700 4,700 5,700x (ft)A

Figure 6-1. Measured and predicted zero current positions before anchor position adjustments.

4,000

D Al

Measured D .0 ft
Predicted

Anchor Position Changes
Al: Ax = IS ft, Ay =.-18 ft, &%z= 0 o 3/

A2: Ax = 18 ft, Ay a-8 ft, Az. 3o ft 22.2ft
3,000 A3: Ax - 18 ft, Ay - -18 ft, Az 0

A\B

" .IXY 3 '¢y) .6 ft

2,000-

I A3Note: Posiition 'at nodes E and G calculated by hand usingA3 depth and information from two projectors; may
contain a bias.

1,71x) 2,700 3,M) 4.7(X) 5",70x (ft)

Figure 6-2. Measured and predicted zero current positions after anchor position adjustments.
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whereas the positions of nodes E and C were calcu- acoustic nodes was much less than the measured data
lated using information from two projectors and a indicated it should be. With this in mind, it was
depth meter at the node. This calculation is quite decided that a larger drag coefficient should be tried;
sensitive to depth errors and, therefore, was judged a drag coefficient of 3.0 was selected. When results
not suitable to guide the anchor position adjustments. from this computer run, also shown on Figure 6-3,
The anchor position changes required to achieve the were compared with the measured data, it could be
match situation are shown in Figure 6-2, along with seen that the predicted structure response was much
the new total differences between measured and greater than the measured data indicated it should be
predicted results for the zero current condition. The except for that portion of the cycle beyond 0520 T
anchor position changes in all cases are within the hours. For this portion of the curve, the currents are
bounds of accuracy set for them. decreasing in magnitude from 10 to 12 cm/sec at

0520, to 9 to 10 cm/sec at 0620, to 5 to 6 cm/sec at
0720. Beyond 0720 there is a general trend toward

CHANGING CURRENT CASE decreasing velocity magnitude down to 4 to 5 cm/sec.
The current regime between times 2320 and 0520,

Tidal Cycles where neither the Cd = 1.2 or Cd = 3.0 curves even
come close to matching the measured data, is charac-

Once the structure had been "zeroed" to remove terized by velocities of from 10 to 18 cm/sec near the
the major systematic errors and the majority of the elevation of the delta with generally lower velocities
bias, computer runs were made for eight tidal cycles, occurring as the depth increases.
For tidal cycle 1, the measured and predicted At this point it was decided that additional
responses of four acoustic nodes on the structure to insight into the drag coefficient for the SEACON II
the changing current regime are given; the nodes are cables was required. A short section of the cable wasthose designated as B, D, E, and C; on Figures 6-1 and sent to the Naval Postgraduate School at Monterey,
6-2. For the remaining seven cycles, the measured and California, so that drag tests could be performed in
predicted response of acoustic node B is provided, the NPGS water tunnel. The results of these tests are
The response of this node was found to be shown in Figure 64 along with results obtained from
representative of the response of all nodes on the an earlier test performed at the Naval Ship Research
delta portion of the struc, u.'e, and it provides a basis and Development Center (NSRDC) on a 15-foot
for comparing the differences between measured and section of the SEACON It cable and drag results
predicted results. obtained by others on smooth, circular cylinders and

stranded cables. From this figure it can be seen that
Drag Coefficient the NPGS results for the SEACON If cable parallel

the smooth cylinder and stranded cable data, but
Before beginning a discussion of the measured have an average value for drag of 1.55 over a

and predicted results obtained over the eight tidal Reynolds number range of from 800 to 8,(X)0. For
cycles, a brief description of the process required to the same range of Reynolds numbers, the smooth
determine the correct drag coefficient for the cables cylinder data averaged 1.0 and the stranded cable
is given. When the SEACON II structure was being data averaged 1.25. The NSRIX: data show large
designed, a normal drag coefficient of 1.2 for the variations in drag coefficient for small changes in
cables was selected for use in the I)ESAI: program. Reynolds number; this was the result of cable
When the measured data began coming in from the strumming.
SEACON 11 experiment, and initial comparisons were Early in the SEACON !1 structure design process,
made between measured and predicted results (see a state-of-the-art analysis of the cables for the condi.Figure 6-3), it became clear that this drag coefficient tions expected at the SEACON 11 site indicated that
was too low when the current velocity on major cable strumming should not occur mn the structure.
portions of the structure was more than 7 or 8 Since that time, new analysis procedures and
rm/sec. The predicted response of the structure at the associated computer programs have been developed
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A. Wieselburger - right circular cylinderB. Wilson - stranded cable

C. Naval Postgraduate School - short section ii
of SEACON II cable (restrained)

D. NSRDC - 15-ft section of SEACON 11
U cable (free) static tension. 230 lb

t 2.0-D

S1000 5,0o. 10.00

Reynolds Number, RN

Figure 6-4. Normal drag coefficients for cylinder, stranded cable, and SEACON 11 cable.

by R. A. Skop at the Naval Research Laboratory that Figure 6-5 illustrates how the normal drag coeffi-
can more precisely predict if strumming will occur in cient varies with Reynolds number based on normal
a given cable. Based on the predicted character of the velocity for arm D23 (between NB2 and NB3). This
strumming, i.e., its frequency and amplitude, drag figure shows that, according to the analysisIl coefficient amplification factors can be assigned to technique, cable strumming will occur in arm D23 at
account for the attendant increase in drag 16-21. Reynolds numbers greater than approximately 100
While these procedures are at this point approximate and will produce increased but fluctuating drag
and can only be utilized where the current is uniform coefficients. ('able strumming begins when the
over the length of the cable, which for SEACON II fundamental frequency for the cable matches the

a means the cables on the delta portion of the structure Strouhal frequency for the cable. As the Reynolds
only, they do represent the best available means for number increases, there is a reduction in drag coeffi-
predicting the presence and effects of cable cient, until the second modal frequency is reached,
strumming and were felt to be a necessary addition to where again the drag coefficient jumps to a high
the validation of the l)ESADE program. value. This trend continues with a general overall

The physical properties of the delta cables and increase in values for drag. For arm )23. the drag
the discrete devices on the delta cables along with the coefficient is predicted to be more than 3.0 when the
current information at the elevation of the delta were Reynolds number based on the normal component of
used to determine strumming frequencies and velocity is greater than 600. The drag coefficient data
amplitudes. These in turn were used to generate drag presented in Figure 6-5 and similar data for the other
coefficient amplification factors and drag coefficients two cables of the delta were the predicted response of
for the delta cables. The leg cabls were assigned con- the structure.
stant drag coefficients of 1.55, although it was felt
that at least the upper portions of these cables were
also strumming.
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Figure 6-5. Predicted variation in normal drag coefficient for arm D23.

Current Profiles Over the depth of the structure, the current pro-
files have greatly varying character from cycle to

For tidal cycles I through 8, the current profiles cycle. Figures 6-6 through 6-13 summarize the
change with time to reflect the ebb and flow of the current data for the eight cycles using vectors to
tidal conditions at the site. Most of these cycles begin illustrate the current magnitude and direction changes
with flow in a westerly direction at a velocity of 3 to over time and over the depth of the structure. The
5 cm/sec, which builds to a velocity of 12 to 18 vectors are based on hourly data from eight* current

* cm/sec over the first hour or two of the cycle. meters at the elevations shown on the figures. The
Shortly after this buildup, the direction changes presence of shear layers in the current data can be
toward the north, until over the next few hours of detected on these figures by observing the direction
the cycle it has moved to a north to north-east and magnitude of the vectors at a specific point in
direction. Toward the end of the cycle, the current time (noted by vector numbers) at the various

i tbegins to recede, until it finally reaches a velocity of elevations. A large increase in vector length or large
3 to 5 cm/sec and generally has a strong south or west vector direction change between adjacent current
component. meters indicates a shear situation exists.

*FJewvn current meters were deployed with double meters at 2.410 and 2$lO-foot elevations. Metcr
at 2,510. 2.110, and 1,410 feet failed. The 2,410-foot data are the s.rlge of two mwers. The
elevations ae heillhts above the 2,910foot level, which corresponds to the orion of the A-axis for
DMSADE.
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During tidal cycles 3.4. and 8, strong shear layers early portion of the cycle when the current telocity is
were present near the top of the structure. For tidal increasing from a few cm/sec to 18 cmtscc. The
cycle 3, two shear conditions actually exist: one average difference between results for this period is
between the meters at the 2,010- and 2,210-foot approximately 5 feet with a maximum difference of
elevations, and a second, more important one nearly 8 feet occurring at node I.
between the meters at the 2,310- and 2,410-foot Figure 6-15 is a large-scale plot of the response of
elevations. For tidal cycles 4 and 8, the shear appears node B to tidal cyle 1. Note that this figure, as well
between the mcters at the 2,410- and 2,510-foot as all subsequent figures for node B. has the time of
elevations. The current meters provide discrete day shown at various datum points. The times allow
information about the current regime at the variot;s the reader to more clearly discern the differences and
elevations, but do not provide insight into the nature similarities between the measured and predicted
of the shear layers between meters. i.e.. their thick- results. The times shown on the displacement curves
ness, the elevations where they begin or end, or the can be used in conjunction with the times given with
absolute magnitude of the shear current at elevations the current vector figures to get a feel for the current
away from the current meters. Since the computer conditions at the time the data were taken.
program DESADE ,ises linear interpolation to con- Figure 6-16 shows the measured and predicted
struct the current profile between adjacent current response of node B during tidal cycle 2. O%,rall. the
meters, shear layers, when present, will tend to match between the results is quite good with-. increase the differences between measured and differences avraqging approximately 2feet.ifthe bias

predicted results. This difference is maximized when is removed by shifting the prtdictcd data 2 feet in the
the ar occurs near the top of the structure (the positive-x and 2 feet in the positive-y directions. then
2,310-, 2410-, and 2,S10-foot clevations) as the cur- an excellent reproduction of the measured data c= -N
rents generally become higher as the elevation be produced. Nt<- that even the micro details within

percentage of drag force on the structure which will esily discerned. A, -cadet will recall, the current -

be in error if the linear interpolation procedure does data for this cycle, n on Figure 6-7. does not
not corectly depict the current regime. Also, the have strong shear cor !itions present. On Figure 6-17,
structure acts much like a cantilever beam; a unit of the measured and shifted predicted data are shown

S ' force or error in force produces the greatest structure along with a prediction cunv for a 1.55 drag ceffi-
change or predicted change error when applied at the cient, the measured value for the nottrumming 31
top of the structure. SEACON II cable. The differences between these two

When the shear layers occur well below the top of prediction curves arc the result of analytical approi-
the structure, as they do in tidal cycles I and 5, the mations for the effects of cable strumming of the
effects of errors in depicting the current regime. while delta cable.
important, are not as devastating as when they occur Figures 6-18 and 6-19 show the mcasured and
near the top. predicted results for tidal e.c 3 and 4. rcsrtuv-y.

When strong shear layers are absent, as they During both of these cycles. strong shear layers aere r
appear to be during cycles 2, 6. and 7. the predictive present at elevations near that of the delta. For cycle 4

- capabilities of the computer program are maximixed. 3. the measured response of the structures is lss than
Figure 6-14 shows the measured and predk td the predicted results. while the ovemrall shape of the
response of all operational acoustic nodes during tdal resonse curves are similar. For cycle 4. the predicted
cycle I. The current regime. as indicated hv the curve is much less than the measured curve. and the
current meter data on Figure 6-6, has a significant two curves do not have similar shapes.
shear between the 1,710- and 2,010-foot elevations Close inspection of the current vctor plot of
during the entire cycle. In addition, a shear begins to tidal cycle 3 (Figure 6-8) shows that the mJ;or
develop in the 2,310-, 2,410-. 2.$1-foM elevation current discontinuay or shear occurs at the
region during the last 2 hours of the cycle., The 2.310-foot le-vation, which is Slightly below the
differences between the measured and predicted delta. The interpolation of current d&ta by :he corn-
results at the nodes are most pronounced during the puter program must generate more drag force than is

actually present.
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Figure 6-18. Displacement of node B during tidal cycle 3.
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Figure &-23. Displacement of node B dering tidal cycle 8.

Inspection of Figure 6-9, the current vector plots SUMMARY
for tidal cycle 4, shows that a major discontinuity
occurs between the 2,310. and 2.410-foot elevations To summarize the Results section, the SEiACON
during the first half of the cycle and between the 11 data have shown three important resu!ts. First,
2,410- and 2,510-foot elevations during the cntire cable drag coefficients need to bec precisely deter-
cycle. It is apparent from inspection of the response mined. This procedure should include tests of non-

11 curves that the current data have not been properly strumming cables, analyses to determine the
modeled. This is not the fault of the program; rather, propensity of the cable to strum, and application of
it is due to a lack of understanding of the nature of appropriate drag coefficient amplification factors to
the shears. The discrete data collected byv the current account for the increased drag if strumming is pre-
mecters are used to construct a current profile by dicted. Second. to precisely predict the response of
linear interpastion of the current data. it is clear that cable structures in the ocean, it is necessary to pre-

LAwhen shear conditions are present. the linear inter- cisely depict the current conditionis. This mceans data
polation of the data does not result in a valid must bec collected from very closely i-paced current
depiction of the actual current profile, and, thus, the senisors, or the oceanic processes that create and
program does not produce a valid depiction of the control shear condition., must bec beiter understood.
structure s response. In iis way.* current profiles thAt truly represent the

Figures 6-20 through 6-2J show the response of actual conditions can be constructed. Third. the
the structure during tidal cycles 5 through 8, respec- DEiSAI)E program proideOs e'<CC!lent prections o (f

tively. The quality of the mutch between the inca- the response of complex structures in the oxcan when
sured and predicted results is strongli related to the Correct drag Coefficient dAta are used andi the current
general terms, When shears are present. he match lhese conclusio'ns Arc based (in the cxAmination
between measured and predicted resultsi is of poor ot eight tidal ctclcs spanning a.icteiod w~ approxi-
quality. When the shear is absenit. the match mAtii It days. Thewe conchssioni. will lie confirmed A
improves. hV eamining additional data taken during the
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SEACON It experiment for periods wbrn the current
velocity exceeded 20 cm/scc and she.,r phenomenon
was not strongly present. In addition, tOe DESADE
program will be modified to allow known tangential
drag effects to be included.

SECTION 4 - CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The computer program DESADE appears to be
capable of predicting the steady-state response of
complex, submerged cable systems if the drag coeffi-
cient for the cables and the current regime are

2. Aprocdureformodal Analysis/drag coefficient

amplification factor should be incorporated into
DESADE so that cable strumming effects can auto-
matically be assessed.

3. A standard test procedure should be developed
* that provides consistent and precise values for the

nonstrumming cable drag coefficients used in
DE SAIE and other programs,

I
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Appendix A

ANALYSIS OF CORROSION OF SEACON 11 STRUCTURE

By James F. Jenkins

* This analysis of the corrosion of the SFACON i electromechanical crown cable for approximatcly 25
structure is based primarily upon visual observations feet just below the crown buoy during the recovery
of the structure made during its recovery on 12 May procedure. The exposed strength wires had a dull grey
1976. The analysis is presented in the order of item surface. but no rust. As the crown cable was being
inspection, which roughly follows the order of item retrieved. a number of patches of marine growth were
retrieval. The observations were made within one half noted on the wire jacket that had been exposed at
hour or less of the recovery of the item, unless other- depths greater than 200 feet and more than 50 feet
wise noted, above the bottom. A typical patch of growth on the

crown cable is shown in Figure A-3.

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS Crown Lin Instrument Canister

Crown Buoy As the crown line instrument canister was
retrieved. a gas-charged white slurry was Jischas-gcd

As shown in Figure A-I the crown buoy was from the lower end of the cable breakout (Figure
covered with a heavy accumulation of marine fouling A-4). As shown in Figure A-5. the hydrophone and
organisms, but there was no blistering or peeling of bracket had separated from the main canister. Some
the paint coating. There was no rust where the paint portions of the bolts used to attach the hydrophone
had been mechanically damaged. The zinc anodes of case to the canister were still present. They were not
the cathodic protection system were nearly com- severely corroded, but had been fractured. Since the
pltely consumed as shown in Figure A-2. These fractured surfaces were rusted, it is obvious the bolts
anodes and others on the array consisted of a 1-1/4 x failed due to ovedoad a considerable time prior to
3/16 x 16-inch mild steel strap around which was cast recovery. The zinc anode on the hydrophone was
approximately 10 pounds of anode quality zinc con- approximately three-quarters consumed. Some
forming to MlI.-A-18001(. The steel strap projected portions of the hydrophone assembly had been

r approximately 2 inches from either end of the anode electrically isolated from the anode and were
and was used to attach the anode to the structure corroded. Ilowever. no corrosion failures had
being protected. In some cases, such as on the crown occurred.
buov. the anodes wrce sawn in half because a number

sof maller anodes were required to achieve cathodic (lump Anchor
coverage. Figure ,A-2 shows the steel strap with only a
very small amount of zinc remaining. As the cathodic From the discoloration of the surface of the
protection system on the entire array was designed clump anchor. as shown in Fig ,re A-6. it was evidcnt
for a 2-year life. it is evident that the design criteria that bottom sediments had piled tip on one side ofI were appropriate for the protection of painted steel the clump anchor as it was draped forward during
in shallow water. implant. There wa, no rust evident on the external

surfaces of the clump anchor. As shown in Figure
Crown Wire A-7. there was sonme blistering of the white top coat

on the clump anchor. Iigunr A-7 also shows the in-
The jacket had been stripped from the I-inch- anodes or, the clump anchor to be essentially

diamctcr Jx24 construction lalva2ntd steel un'onsumcd. These full-s/c i-pound finc anodes

I . : . .. .. . : : . . . .: .. . .. . . .. . . .. .
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were designed to have a 3-year life. A closer inspec-
tion of these anodes showed that they had been
partially consumed, but that the products resulting
Irom the corrosion of the anodes had retained the
size and shape of the original anode. When, as shown
in Figure A-8, the loose coating was removed, the

+ . anodes were found to be approximately one-third
consumed. This rate of consumption was somewhat

lower than expected, which indicates the design
parameters derived from near-surface experience areI
not directly applicable to deep water, at least in this
location. The external hardware on the clump anchor
that was electrically bonded to the cathodic pro-
tection system was uncorroded. The hardware that
was not electrically bonded to the cathodic protec-
tion system, such as the connection to the node buoy
cable, was corroded but not severely deteriorated,
particularly when it had been hot-dip galvanized prior
to exposure. The portions of the system that were
inside the clump anchor were not inspected in detail,

because the anchor could not be drained at this stage
of recovery. I lowever, the inside was covered with
black slime that had the odor of hydrogen sulfide

. (rotten eggs). There was considerable rusting of some
interior components of the clump anchor.

Leg L

Leg 13, which consisted of 1/2-inch-diameter
_ 309 construction galvanized and jacketed steel elec-

tromechanical cable, connected the clump anchor to
node buoy 3. The jacketing on the leg was unbroken.
As hown in Figure A-9, there were several areas

----- where marine organis',were attached to the
i jacketing.

Leg L3 Instrument Canister

Several portions of the instrument canister on leg
1.3 showed considerable corrosion, the%• were the

% fasteners on the I'VC swivel assembly. the hydro-

phone cage bolts, and the stainless steel hydrophone
. If boot climp. Trhese items were not electrically bonded

to the /inc anode cathodic protection s.stenm. Ihe
portions of the assenbl • that were electricall-
bonded to the cathodic protection systen were not

Figure A-3. Typical patch of marine growth corroded. The two snall (I-pound) steel cone /in,-
on crown line. disc anodes were .tpproxmnIately one-half consumed.
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Figure A- 11. Matinc fouling on one of the delta cables.

fabricated from galvanized steel. As with other similar anchor. The 1/2-inch-diameter 3x 19 construction gal-
terminations, these terminations were covered with vani/ed and jacketed steel wire rope was undamaged

J; patches of white corrosion products. llowcvcr, no and hada few patches of fouling organisms on the sur-
rust was found on these or other similar terminations. face of the jacket similar to those found on the other

cables in the array. The bitter end of the failed cable
Node Buoys I and 2 showed bright cup and cone and shear failures. ind-ca-

ting that it failed due to overload. The surfaces of the
lhese node buoys, the attached hardware, and exposed wires were a uniform dark gray with no evi-

the cathodic protection system were essentially dcnce of rusting.
identical to node buoy 3 in construction and condi- Anchor leg 1.1 from node buoy I to its embed-

Stion. When the condition of the nine ball joints and ment anchor was retrieved without parting. The
cable terminations at these three buoys was jacket had been stripped from the wire over a con-
compared, a wide variation in the amount of siderable portion of its length. The wire had a
corrosion wa.s noted. This variation in performance uniform dark gray color and exhibited no rusting.
confirms the fact that there was only partial or
intermittent bonding of the terminations to the buoy Embedment Anchor Al
cathodic protection system.

Epmbedmetnt anchor Al wa% connecte to) the leg
Anchor Lep. wire with unjackcted steel wtre ropc. The embedmentIanchor launch vchiclc %as retnmc~et %iih the inchor.

Anchor leg 1.2 from nodie buoy 2 t) its embed- While thits wvas not planned. it wa fortunate becaue
inmcnt anchor was parted in an atte!pt to retriec the there was evidence that the launch chicle had Ihctn
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partially embedded in the bottom sediments. This
information can be used to place an upper limit on
the tension in this leg. The unjacketcd wire rope used
to connect the anchor fluke to the structure leg was
not significantly deteriorated. However, the presence
of scattered rust spots, such as those shown in Figure
A-12 where the wire had been at least partially
exposed to the seawater above the bottom sediments,
could be used to determine the approximate embed-
ment depth of the anchor fluke. This depth was
approximately 20 feet. The anchor fluke and steel
portions of the launch vehicle were not significantly
deteriorated. The aluminum safe-and-arm canister on
the launch vehicle was corroded, but it was lost
before a detailed examination could be made. The
interior of the safe-and-arm device was uncorroded.
This indicates that the canister was not flooded prior
to recovery.I

Construction Mooring Buoy . +

The 9-1/2-foot-diameter steel construction

t mooring surface buoy was heavily encrusted with ,4

fouling organisms. The buoy and attached hardwar.
showed deterioration typical of that experienced on
similar equipment exposed for similar times in this
area. No structural failures had occurred due to +-
corrosion.

Construction Mooring Une

The construction mooring line was 3/4-inch-
kdiameter Ux19 construction galvanized and jacketed

steel wire rope This line was undamaged and, unlike
the other jacketed lines in the structure. did not have

any significant amounts of fouling attached to its
surface.

Embedment Anchor for Mooring Buoy

The embedment anchor for the mooring buoy
was of the same construction and the same condition
as embedment anchor Al. The launch vehicle was not Figure A-12. Scattered rust fpots on dwn-haul
recovered with this anchor. cable. indicatc% portion of .able in
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LABORATORY ANALYSIS

: 4 The only portions of the SFACON II structure
that were subjected to laboratory analysis to evaluate
corrosion were those sections of the projector cables
which were recovered prior to the recovery of the

major portions of the structure.
These 3/16-inch double-armored electro-

mechanical cables were severely deteriorated and had
parted due to corrosion. ixamination of the bitter
ends of both cables showed that there were many
armor wires that had failed due to corrosion. Starting
2 inches from the bitter end. the corroded wires were
tapered from nearly their original sime to a thin point
at the bitter end. Away from the bitter end of the
cable the wires showed some rust, but were not
significantly thinned. There were several portions of
the retrieval projector cables that showed corroded
areas similar to those found on thc bitter end of the
cables. Electrical tests made after the cables wereF. disassembled showed insulation faults in the con-
ductor wires adjacent to the areas of accelerated
armor wire corrosion. Ivcn small current leakage
from these faults can account for and is probably the
cause of the projector cable failure.

CONCLUSIONS

I. The present criteria can be used for designing an
(wean cable structure with a minimum 2-year life.

2. The prccnt design criteria do not give preciw
predktion of the behavior of sacrificial an(k.V+i systems. Thus. optimum designs cannot be made.

3. IElcetrical faulis can caus rapid detcrioration of
cable structurc%.
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Appendix H

UNDERWATER TENSION LOAD CELL

The underwater tension load cell, which is fabricated from components (see Figure B-I). has a failsafc
collar and a replaceable tension link, utilizes an oil-filled pressure-balanced system, has the capability of
adapting to a cable termination, and allows all electrical conductors to pass uninterrupted through the load
cell. The assembly of the tension load cell is as follows (see Figure B-I):

Items Description
1, 2 End terminations; can be machined to fit any cable termination.

3 Failsafe collar; is installed around the unit. If the tension link breaks, the load is taken
up at the load bolts (Item 7).

4 Tension link itself; a hollow tube with strain gage instrumentation on the outer
surface. 'ite link is attached to each of the end fittings (Items I and 2) with bolts
(Item 14). The electrical conductors pass through the end fitting (item 2). into an end
plug (Item 6). through Item 6. and through a watertight slip-on boot (Item 17). The
tension link is surroundcrt by white mineral oil and is enclosed by a bladder (Item
16). This allows the system to be pressure-compensated.

S End plug; fits into the end fitting (Item 1). The electrical conductors pass uninter-
rupted out of the elect omwchanical cable, through the end plug (Item 5). through a
watertight slip-on boot (item 17). through the tension link tube (Item 4), through theIend plug (Item 6). through a watertight slip-on boot (Item 17), and back into the
dcctromcchinical cable.

The operation of the tension load cell is standard. The load is applied at the end termnmition (Items I and 2).
The tcnsion link (Item 4) is deformed, and the stress in the link (item 14) is measured. The fabrication
material is steel for Items 1. 2. and 4; PVC for Items S and 6; and rubber for Items 4 and 17.
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS Honolulu HI (Dr. Szilard). Urbana IL (CE Dept, W. Gamble)
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACH USErrS tHeronemui). Amherst MA CE Dept
UNIVERSITY OF MiCHIGAN Underwater Technologylaboratory. AnnArobr. MI
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISL.AND Narragansett RI Well Marine Sci. Ub.)
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS Inst. Marina Sci (Library). Port Aransas TX
UNIVERSITY OF TE XAS AT AUSTIN Au%1inTX iR. 0fNAmi
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON Dept of Civil Engr Dr. Mattock). Seattle WA. SEATT.E. WA (APPI.IEI)
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LOCKHEED MISSIL.ES A SPACE CO. INC. SUNNYVAL.E. CA iPHILL.IPS)
LOCKHEED(OCEAN L.ABORATORY San DiegCAIF. Simpson)
MARATHONOIL1 CO Houston TX IC. Semayp
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WOODWARI)-CLY 1W CONSU LTANTS 1)r. J. Gaf fey. Orange CA. Oaklan~d CA (A. Harrigan). PLYMOUl H

MEFING PA (CROSS. 111)
AL. SMOOTS Los Angeles. CA
B3ULLOCK La Canada
GRFG PAM. EUGENE. OR
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